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Abstract 
The emergence and development of political tiieatre, committed U> 
social and political objectives which aimed to appeal to and give expression 
to the working-class, tx>ok different forms in Europe, Britain and America. 
Yet stimulated by historical developments - war, revolution, and economic 
crisis - they all rejected the social and political values of existing dominant 
cultural forms in tjieir societies to produce radical Uieatres of protest in tiie 
depression era of the tjiirties. 
In Austjralia, as the economic depression of the thirties deepened, 
mth vddespread unemployment, increased poverty and growing insecurity 
in a v7orld threatened v/itli fascism and war, amateur political theatres 
commenced. In Brisbane, two political theatres emerged, producing 
stimulating, lively drama v^ich tackled contemporary social questions, 
t3.king up the issues of inequality, unemployment, workers' struggles, 
racism, nationalism, gender roles, peace and anti-fascism. These two 
tJieatres maintained close links witii the social and political life of working 
people and witii development^ overseas, introducing Brisbane audiences to 
new dramatic tj^ ends as well as encouraging emerging Australian 
playwrights. In general, tjneir repertoires provided a contjrast to tliose of 
other amateur drama groups. 
In Chapter One, after defining political theatre, a brief resume is 
provided of the development of the flourishing political tlieatres in Russia, 
France, Germany, England and America which originated in tjie ninet^entli 
and twentieth centuries. Their influence was to be significant for political 
theatre in Australia. 
In Chapter Two the establishment of an Austi-alian indigenous drama 
is discussed based on tlie British and American models, but modified and 
adapted to reflect the different Australian environment. The increasing 
popularity of the film industry is shown to be mainly responsible for the 
alienation of the working-class from the popular stage. However, 
indigenous drama was sustained by amateur theatrical groups which 
sometimes presented plays reflecting contemporary social problems. 
Attention has been dra¥m to some of the early political drama with themes 
centered on unionism and working-class struggle (with an obvious racist 
bias) as well as reflecting the changing attitudes to women in society. 
Chapter Three traces the history of the systematic suppression and 
censorship of political drama and political theatre in Australia and provides 
an overview of six amateur theatres in Brisbane vrfiich developed during 
the 19.30s depression era. It shov;s ho¥7 the repertoires of the three 
mainstream amateur theatres differed from tiiose of the two political 
theatres, the WEA Dramatic Society and Student/Unity Theatre v-rtiich 
emerged in this period. The WEA Dramatic Society pursued an educational 
role, promoting both overseas and Australian social and political drama 
with particular emphasis on peace and women's rights, whilst 
Student/Unity Theatre produced radical plays concerned with working-
class struggles, trade union solidarity and anti-fascist propaganda. In 
addition, in order to fulfil its role as a workers" tiieatre, it created an agit-
prop group to present sketches to workers at union meetings, factories and 
in the suburbs and promoted cultural activities with its art and film cont3.ct 
groups. 
The repertoires of both of these political Uieatres are reviewed in 
depth in Chapter 4, whilst examining the historical and social conditions -
the great economic depression, the rise of fascism, the tiireats to peace -
delineated in tlie plays, and these fundamental realities also provided the 
impetus and background for their productions. Political intervention by 
t!:- '''••'•• ;;:--::TxiVient to suppress what was regarded as a dangerous, 
minority view, led to the demise of the WEA Dramatic Society in the 1941. 
Brisbane Unity/New Theatre also closed its doors during the v/ar years, but 
reopened in 1947. 
In the post-World War II period, evoked in Chapter 5, Unity/Nev/ 
Theatre became part of a national theatre and continued its role as a 
radical political theatre promoting plays critical of capitalism, colonialism, 
racism and the insidious effects of conservative, right-wing Australian 
governmental attacks on left-liberal viewpoints and, in this Cold War 
period, any plays dealing with the dangers of war. In addition, by 
producing drama which dealt with Australia's working-class struggles and 
democratic traditions in an historical context, it furthered a revival of 
Australian nationalism. 
In its concluding chapter six, the thesis discusses the reasons for the 
final demise of political theatj-e in Brisbane. Subject to suppression and 
cen-sorship as well as the systematic marginalisation of its plays and 
playwTights by the commercial media. New Theatre placed increasing 
reliance on left-wng tjrade union and Communist press. Its close association 
mth militant trade unions and left-wng organisations had been a source of 
strength. However, tiie Cold War atjnosphere vAich prevailed from the end 
of the Second World War, the theatre's support for unpopular political 
issues, and it^ perceived connection with a Communist Party suffering the 
opprobrium of tJie Stalinist legacy, all succeeded in further isolating this 
radical theatrical movement. With loss of membership and diminishing 
support, it finally collapsed in 1962. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Research into the history of Australian drama has yielded a number 
of books on various aspects of theatrical entertainment. At the outset, 
alongside Harold Love's definitive history containing original 
documentation covering a wide range of theatrical history stands Katharine 
Brisbane's general illustrated history and Leslie Rees' panoramic viev/ of 
the development of Australia drama vrfiich deals witii indigenous drama 
(melodrama, light' theatre, and literary plays), and considers authors" 
crusades and playwrights from the 1930s to the 1950s as v/ell as plays 
staged up to 1972 in amateur theatre. Both Keith Macartney's article and 
Terry Sturm's historical survey describe tiie genuine attempt made by 
Esson to express Australian life in his plays and to form an alternative 
national theatre. Sturm also refers to the innovative role of New Theatre in 
the 1930s and 40s. These writers reveal a more positive perception of 
indigenous drama than do the works of most earlier writers. For example, 
Hal Porter's history provides a superficial overview, Cumes relates early 
Austjralians' leisure activities, including the tentative beginnings of 
Australian play writing, whilst Hugh Hunt's book, vmtten in I960 from an 
elitist standpoint, claims that realistic Australian drama displayed a 
'depressing similarity". Kippax supports the viev/ that Australia failed to 
produce a culturally significant drama and it was not until the 1950s tiiat 
Australian playvmghts moved from the bush to urb3.n themes. Eunice 
Hanger, discussing the v/ork of dramatists in Queensland, is rather 
dismissive of plays written up to 1959; and Frank R. Harvey, in suggesting 
that the Australian climate was not likely to spa^«i rebel playwrights, 
points to only one play, Tte Slimmer of We ^venteentl! IkoJJ, as worthy of 
inclusion amongst the great plays of the twentieth century. 
However, a brief history of drama by John Kardoss shows that with 
the decline of commercial tiieatre, littie or repertory theatres encouraged 
Austi-alian drama; and Margaret Williams, in arguing that Austiralian drama 
was alienated from tiie professional stage, supports this view. But Leonard 
Radio's recent survey of early theatre development from the time of Esson 
in the early twentieth century sees the proliferation of Austjralian plays in 
the 1970s as marking the emergence of Australian theatre. In her 
summary of drama history, Katharine Brisbane asserts that two hundred 
years has produced an authentic Australian drama with working-class 
values acting as an overriding influence on the character of the theatre. 
Yet a more recent work by Boris Frankel argues that, apart from the efforts 
of the Communist Party of Australia, censorship and attacks on radical 
values and practices by media, churches and politicians were 
countervailing forces against the creation of a radical working-class culture 
in Australia which could offer Australians a clear alternative to the 
dominant conservative and commercialized cultural forms that are still 
shaping their future.^  
The development of popular theatre in Australia was based on 
minstrelsy, vaudeville and melodrama. Margaret Williams' comprehensive 
survey of sixty years of Australian melodrama and her article with 
Margery Morgan dates the commencement of Australia popular drama 
from the flourishing of melodrama in the 1670s. Richard Waterhouse 
provides a detailed history of the emergence of minstrelsy and vaudeville 
on the Australian popular st3.ge between 1766 and 1650, attributing its 
demise not to pressure by proponents of high culture who saw the US as 
the main source and inspiration of Australian popular culture, but to 
competition from newer forms. Eric Irvin examines early Australian 
theatre and relates the interesting role of George Darrell in promoting 
Australian melodrama, ^^ rtiile John Rickard proposes that the popular 
theatre of Alfred Dampier encouraged Australian playwrights in the 
production of 'Australian' melodrama emphasising patriotic nationalism. 
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albeit with racist overtones. More recentiy Richard Fotheringham, in his 
book directed to community and alternative tiieatre to tiie late 1960s, 
draws attention to the serious class nature of the split in theatire in 
twentieth century Australia. The bourgeoisie showed preference for 
musical comedy, operetta and light English society plays, ignoring the 
substantial number of highly-performable Australian plays. As a result, 
official high culture misrepresented the birth of Australian theatjre as 
dating from 1954. Nationalistic working-class theatre contributed almost 
exclusively to the Australian film industry and to commercial television, 
eventually to be subsumed by them. The overwhelming interest in the 
cinema in Australia from its inception early in this century, its domination 
by the United States and its decline in the 1950s, is comprehensively 
discussed in Ross Thome's revealing work. Peter Stead's exploration of the 
film industry shows how Hollywood productions were often used as a 
weapon of right-wing propaganda and the realities of working-class life 
were largely ignored.^  
The attempt to create a radical Australian national culture, 
encouraged by the expansive years between 1900 and 1914, by four 
intellectuals and playwrights, Esson, Palmer, Sinclaire and Wilmot, the 
failure of their hopes and Esson's subsequent disillusionment, is the subject 
of David Walker's book. Central to its theme is the disclosure of the 
pervasive unease of historians, sociologists and literary critics with many of 
tiie radical nationalist assumptions about the character of Australian 
society and the origins of its allegedly distinctive egalitarian political 
culture connected with the Australian tradition or legend of the 1690s. 
Another aspect of the nationalist debate is t3.ken up in Terry Irving's 
analysis of the nature of class structure in Australia. A long history of class 
collaboration and intellectuals' commitment to nationalism has obscured 
the nature of class society which emerged in mid-nineteenth century 
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Austiralia. Andrew Milner tiraces ttie role tiiat radical intellectuals played 
in the three movements - socialism, feminism and nationalism - from tiie 
late nineteentti century until tiie late 1960s - and sees their role as one of 
decline, whilst both Frank Farrell and Robin GoUan, in discussing themes in 
Australian history, point to the resurgence of radical nationalism from the 
late 1930s and after WWII which gave way to tiie new global perspectives 
of the Cold War. Although this viewpoint is evident in the work of political 
theatre at this time, tiie nationalist myth is discounted in Noel McLachlan's 
wide-ranging history which claims that, despite continual political rhetoric, 
Australia has never assumed independent nationhood. John Docker also 
discusses the various attempts by writers to produce a new Australian 
literary and cultural history to contest tiie radical nationalist version 
supposedly established in tiie 1690s, and in his second book reiterates 
Meaney's theme that Australian culture has been a history of 
transformations in which ideas from elsewhere have been continually 
developed and modified. 3 
Evidence of this cultural transmission was apparent in early 
Austiralian theatre. Most books dealing with early melodrama and music-
hall show how these forms were brought to Australia and often 
transformed to appeal to an Austrahan audience. Frank Rahill discusses 
melodrama as a ninetjeenth century phenomenon with an international 
appeal both in the popular theatire and spilling over into the theatre of the 
middle class, and draws attention to the role of Irish actor/playv/right Dion 
Boucicault who played an influential role in early Australian theatre. 
Patrick O'Farrell explores how Dion Boucicault's melodramas maintained the 
links of Irish heritage in their Australian audiences which was further 
sustained in the popular plays about bushrangers Ned Kelly and Jack 
Donohue. Vance Palmer describes the effects of the Irish national theatre 
on Esson's attempts to build a national theatre in Australia. Melodramas 
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and music-hall presentations brought to Austiralia from England effectively 
used the theatre as a propaganda medium to win working-class support for 
British imperialism. Cave, Pickering and Bratton show how the archetypical 
British hero won working-class acclaim for British colonialism and the 
reinforcement of racist attitudes. The comic portrayal of the "stage 
Irishman' in melodrama and blacks in "nigger" minstrel shows accentuated 
their supposed inferiority. Doug Jarvis points txf the influence of realism 
from England and Europe in the late nineteenth century when the 
production of Zola's dramas to Brisbane audiences created a furore; and 
Raymond Evans and Eric Fried also refer to the production of Russian and 
Jewish drama in Brisbane in the early twentieth century. While 
Waterhouse and Sturm emphasise the Anglo-American influences from 
early times until the 1940s, Brian Kiernan alludes to both European and 
American influences, whilst Roger Bell describes ho¥7 this early influence 
was modified and the American cultural impact became more pervasive as 
Australia was drawn in the 1950s to its new military protector. * 
The basis for Australian popular and political theatre is found in the 
drama which emanated from Britain, France, Germany, and America. The 
exceptional development in Russian theatre in the twentieth century, the 
influential role of playwrights, actors and directors such as Meyerhold and 
Stanislavsky and the development of realist and propaganda theatre are 
discussed in the works of Gassner, Slonim, Rudnitsky and Segel. The 
innovative role of German theatre in the protest drama of the 
expressionists and the tiieatre of Bertolt Brecht is examined in the works of 
Maria Ley-Piscator, N.A. Furness, John Willett, Raymond ¥filliams and Vera 
Lee; whilst tiie seminal contribution of French drama to popular and 
political theatre receives the attention of Henderson, Lee, Carlson, Gontard 
and Bradby. Of major interest to this study are the works of British and 
American writers dealing with left-wing political theatre because of their 
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impact and close connection with their Australian counterparts. The 
theatrical influence of both Brecht and Stanislavsky who might appear to 
represent fundamentally different positions on theatre and politics are 
shown by Shiach to offer techniques calculated to assure the power and 
social effectiveness of popular theatre of the 1930s. Bradby, James and 
Sharratt edit a series of essays demonstrating the diversity and relevance 
of nineteentii century popular tiieatire, with volume two dealing with the 
workers" theatre movements in Britain and Europe. Labor and workers" 
tiieatres in Britain, art as propaganda, and socialist and Russian tiieatre 
influences form tiie basis for articles in Samuel, MacCoU and Cosgrove's 
work, whilst Bradby and McCormick survey the spread and development in 
theory and practice of people's theatre. Goorney and MacCoU show the 
strong connection of political theatre with the industrial working-class, 
whilst Rabey explores British and Irish drama to exphcate his thesis that 
political drama exposes a clash of values and contradictions within society. 
Two American writers contribute substantially to knowledge about 
the political involvement of American playwrights committed to left-
oriented drama. Whilst Himelstein presents, wiUi a right-oriented bias, the 
thesis that the Communist movement tried but failed to win control of the 
American theatire, Rabkin pursues the results on these playwrights" careers 
of their political commitment. The depression era is characterised by Miller 
and Frazer as a break with the past, an exhilarating time for audiences and 
playwrights alike as it witiiessed ttie birth of radical tiieatire. Greenfield 
sees it as a single, isolated movement, unlike Clurman who views the 
tiiirties as a sharpening of tendencies already evident in the 1920s. Smiley 
investigates the didactic drama of the period as a force for change; 
Goldstein looks at American works of social criticism and rebellion and 
"proletarian" theatrical societies in the depression era. Cosgrove sho^ /re the 
importance to subsequent drama of American agit-prop theati-e and Taylor 
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discusses the transformation of dramatic structures by radical playwrights 
in the strike plays. Finally, in a c<^ent overview, Scharine examines 
political drama and theatre in the thirties and beyond to the contemporary 
period.5 
The definition of what constitutes political tiieatre has specific 
bearing on the arguments contained in this thesis. The works of various 
writers have dealt with theoretical questions relating to the theatre of 
commitment, the role of propaganda and the nature of political drama and 
tiieatre, proffering a diversity of definitions and analyses. Eric Bentiey 
pertinentiy comments on the role of propaganda in theatre as illustrated in 
the works of various playwrights. Whilst claiming that all tiieatre is 
propaganda either to reinforce and support the dominant ideology, George 
Szanto defines it within three different categories. Sandy Craig"s book 
dealing with alternative theatre in Britain differentiates between political 
theatire and political drama, refers to early political tiieatre which 
commenced in Britain in tiie 1920s and 1930s and the descendants of ttiat 
tradition, the alternative tiieatre of the sixties and tiie re-emergence of 
political theatre in the seventies. Works by Max Brown summarizing a New 
Masses contiroversy as to how works of art should be evaluated; Paul 
Mortier who argues for the class nature of art; Carole Ferrier, dealing with 
tiie problems associated with the definition of working-class literature and 
the work of Jean Devanney and K.S. Prichard; and Jack Beasley, whose 
insightful comments informs the debate on realism, art as a weapon of 
propaganda and Communist official cultural policy to raise working-class 
aestiietic av;areness, provide evidence of similar discussion of tiiese 
questions in Australia.^  
Brisbane's political theatires produced plays to meet a particular 
historical situation against a backdrop of world events, plays which 
scrutinised a broad range of issues including workers" struggles, racism. 
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war and peace, the dangers of fascism and the role of women. Works by 
Buckley and Wheelwright, Ian Turner, Ross Martin and Malcolm Waters 
give competent historical analyses of working-class and trade union 
developments in Australia while Schedvin, GoUan and Fisher are concerned 
with the economic effects of the 1930s depression. Van der Esch traces the 
history of the Spanish Civil War, whilst 0"Farrell and Inghs show that, as 
the Republican government engendered Austrahan support from a 
dedicated left-wing minority, it stimulated a wave of anti-Communism and 
strong opposition from the Catholic community. This division within the 
working-class and trade unions is seen by Carolyn Rasmussen as the major 
problem which faced the peace movement in organising opposition to war 
and fascism in Australia betv/een the two world wars. The pervasive 
influence of racism on Australian sentiment is the subject of works by 
Osborne, Fox and Goot and the suppression of minority groups and the 
punitive nature of the state in Australia is central to the work of Verity 
Burgmann and Andrew Moore. Women's suffrage, working life and 
conditions and gender relations in Australia are discussed in a number of 
wide-ranging v/orks written or edited mainly by women such as Betty 
Searle, Marian Sawer and Marian Simms, Joy Damousi, Miriam Dixson and 
Edna Ryan. Recentiy published is Audrey Oldfield's definitive work 
recording the unity and diversity of the Austrahan suffrage movement and 
a collection edited by Kay Saunders and Raymond Evans which explores 
comprehensively the theme of gender relations up to the contemporary 
period. All tiiese texts complement the works of overseas writers like 
Stowell and Friedl dealing mth the suffrage plays in Britain and America, 
the work of HoUedge, and the collections of writings edited by Gardner and 
Rutherford and Rodelle Weintraub which discuss overseas feminist 
playwrights whose emancipatory influence was felt in Austraha. The 
important role of w o^men writers in Australia is given excellent coverage in 
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the works of Debra Adelaide, Susan Magarey, Shirley Walker, Susan 
Sheridan and Drusilla Modjeska.** 
Despite the central preoccupation of Sykes, Tiffin and Cullen with the 
production of Australian drama from the 1950s, they refer to the long 
history of overt political drama in Australia dating back to the nineteenth 
century. Cullen"s thesis also gives a comprehensive coverage of Australian 
writers" peace plays. Autobiographies of Dymphna Cusack, Oriel Gray, 
Nancy Wills and Dorothy Hewett as well as Mona Brand "s paper describing 
her thirty-six years in radical tiieatre, provide an intimate picture of these 
five playwrights" association witii the left-vnng New Theatre movement 
showing how their works have been opinion-makers in progressive causes 
in Austiralia and overseas, despite isolation from mainstream and 
commercial tiieatre. The long history of censorship in restiricting political 
comment, tiie persecution of left-v/ing or dissident thought and Cold War 
hysteria w^ hich f urtiier marginalised political tiieatre are topics in a number 
of books and articles by Michael PoUak, Veronica Kelly, Mark Finnane, Kay 
Saunders, Frank Cain and Frank Farrell, Don Watson and John Wesdey. In 
more recent times attempts have been made to redress tiie neglect 
accorded political theatire. An article by Pamela J. Zeplin Waite and a series 
of papers presented by Mona Brand, Christine Tilley, Angela Hillel, Ric 
Throssell and Pamela Heckenberg refer to tiie exciting and innovative 
political drama produced by the New Theati-e movement which made it a 
major conti-ibutor to Austi-alian tiieatire. Ken Harper, Angela Hillel, Peter 
Newton and Chris Williams have written brief articles, reviews and 
booklets about boUi Sydney and Melbourne New Theatres and Paul 
Herlinger has written two tiieses discussing Sydney New Theatre "s poUtical 
stance and detailing its repertoire up to 1953 New meatre J^evjew details 
Melbourne New Theati-e"s history and repertoire from 1936 to 1946 and 
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Sydney New "Theatre produced a commemorative booklet at its exhibition 
to mark its fifty years of existence in 1962.^  
However, the presence of poUtical theatre in Brisbane has received 
scant attention from Uterary historians. Even in the New Theatre 
movements summary of its national history produced in 1959, the 
activities of Brisbane New Theatre receive marginal attention. The 
fundamental role of the Brisbane WEA Dramatic Society in promoting 
political drama has been virtually forgotten, receiving only passing mention 
in Mary Murnane and Derek Whitelock's historical studies of adult 
education.9 This thesis aims therefore to provide a contribution to filling a 
lacuna in the history of Austrahan drama which has effectively disregarded 
political drama and poUtical theatre in this country, and as a result has 
essentially marginalised its significance. "The theoretical parameters of 
poUtical drama and political tiieatre wiU first be defined and the origms of 
the estabUshment of poUtical theatre will be traced in Europe and America. 
"The development of Australian drama with special emphasis on poUtical 
drama wiU be dealt with, and it will be shown how historical changes in 
society are mirrored in the theatrical scene. In addition, the influence of 
overseas developments, both historically and theatrically, on the evolution 
of a uniquely Australian political theatre wiU be demonstrated. 
Since research is already in progress on poUtical theatre in Sydney 
and Melbourne, this thesis will concentrate on disclosing the role and 
repertoires of two poUtical theatres in Brisbane. It wiU be dealt with in 
two stages - from the inception of the WEA Dramatic Society in 1930 and 
tiie Student/Unity theatre in 1936 until 1941, which marked the demise of 
the former as a result of political interference, and the suspension of the 
latter due to wartime exigencies; and the re-opening in 1947 of Unity/New 
Theatre until its collapse in 1962. By way of comparison, a brief survey 
will be given of three mainstream Brisbane amateur groups. The 
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difficulties encountered by political theatj-e wiU be discussed and the 
reasons for their failure in Brisbane will be analysed. 
Information has been sought in both primary and secondary sources, 
from library archives and their various theati-ical and literary collections, 
and in newspaper articles and reviews. Oral interviews with surviving 
Brisbane tiieatire members have been conducted, programs and 
photographs of tiieir players collected and a listing of plays performed mil 
be established. Books and journals have been researched to support 
evidence of overseas influence and tiie pertinent historical background of 
tiie periods in /^rtiich the plays were produced and of tiie periods deUneated 
in the plays themselves. 
It is hoped that this work wU make a significant contribution to both 
historical and cultural aspects of Australian life by restoring to public view 
tiie repertoires of tv/o amateur political theatres in Brisbane, set against 
tiie historical developments and poUtical ideas Qtth'^p&riQd wilder review. 
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Dramatic Society, Uni^/^ersity of Sydney, 1954); Margaret ¥illiams, "Drama" in 
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Chapter 1 
Art i3 partisan because of its tiioroHgJily 
social ctiaracter. It ai^ jrays speaks for 
somebody to somebody and reflects 
reality from a particalar standpoirit so as 
to be seen from that statkdpoiiit. ^ 
Imaginative literary v7orks or the social values that .such v^orks 
manifest are essentially political in nature, since they reflect and are 
reconstructions of the ¥7orld as seen from a particular point of view. George 
Szanto endorses this claim for the theatre, contending that all dramatic 
presenta.tions are propagandistic; they offer "partial information (tJie play's 
aesthetic perspective) and taJce an ideological position in relation ho that 
information."2 Those plays vrtiich are direct critiques of society obviously 
fall into the category of "poUtical" drama, but those vrtiich ajre more 
problematic to define are plays which unobtrasively and often deviously 
reinforce existing values. Although to most people, "propagandist drama" 
implies "a drama tji.at furthers social change and particularly total change 
or revolution,' there is a contention that Shakespeare"s historical plays, 
v/ritten in the interests of a continuation of the status quo provide a form 
of indirect propaganda which also fulfils tlie criteria of political drama..? 
Aldous Huxley's examination of many artistic masterpieces reaffirms this 
thesis, revealing tiiat tliey were often produced f/> serve as religious or 
political propaganda praising despotic kings and .superstitious prie-sts, 
which led him to conclude that "genius has been the .servant of tyranny and 
much art has been used to laud a local cult'.4 
Playwrights have also contributed to the debate on the function of 
art, as well as its relationship to propaganda and poUtical commitment. 
Clifford Odets, American playwright, internationally famous in the 1930s 
for his play Waiting for Lefty said that "anything vmtten on the side of 
the large majority of people is propaganda and that the truth foUov^ ed to 
its logical conclusion is revolutionary'.5 According to Bertolt Brecht, 
regarded by some as the most political of all modern dramatists, the drama 
was "nothing if not social" and should contribute to "social and revolutionary 
change.'^  George Bernard Shaw y^os unashamedly and fundamentally 
committed to political drama, viewng the theatre as a means to present his 
innovative theories on politics and Ufe in general, particularly in his 
lengthy prefaces. There is much trutii in the accusation that he used the 
tiieatre for reasons "not artistic but sociological"'' and although he has 
evoked repeated criticism for the v/eaknesses in his philosophical ideas and 
the often declamatory style of his prose, such criticism is far outweighed by 
the artistic contribution of his plays, presented with wit and humour, and 
the serious poUtical commitment displayed in them.® His v/ork has been 
compared mth that of Sean O'Casey who wanted to "startle, shock, even 
scandalize Irish audiences into questioning inherited poUtical and religious 
beliefs...'^  Coming closer to home, Dorothy Hewett, Austrahan playwright, 
in an interview mth Katharine Brisbane, said that she found "it difficult tjo 
separate the...artistic from the poUtical...! do believe tiiat politics is part of 
life, utterly, but what I think I tjry to do now is to incorporate tiiat into 
what I write.'io 
Attempts have been made to distinguish between social, poUtical and 
didactic drama. The artificial separation of social drama and political 
drama proposed by Rabey is premised on a belief that soda/ drama 
impartJaJIy describes tiie inequities in society whilst political drama 
attacks society's basic power structure. Accept3.nce of his argument would 
effectively narrow dovm the concept of poUtical drama, and is in fact 
difficult tjo sustain-^! In addition, it completely reverses the Marxists" vie¥7 
that social drama had as its base a 'fundamental Marxist criticism of 
capitaUsm".i2 it might appear to be closer to that of Broadway critics who 
were said to equate social drama witii 'any dramatic didacticism'^ ^ but 
AO 
since didactic drama has been characterized as a "drama of instruction, a 
man-made functional object to be used as a tjooi",i4 such drama could not 
be termed either impartial or descriptive. Didactic plays can be 
subsumed quite easily under the general classification of political drama. 
The lack of clarity in tiie use of terminology can be resolved if it is agreed 
that any play v-rtiich impiicitiv or e^piicitif provides a critical view of 
.society is a political play. 
A working definition v/hich discriminates between poUtical plays 
(drama) and political theatj^ e can usefully be borrowed from S3.ndy Craig 
fi> serve as a st^.rting point for an investigation of political theatre. She 
argues Uiat: 
...the important feature which distin-guishes political plays from 
political theatre is this: political plays seek to appeal to, and influence, 
the middle class, in particular that section of the middle ctass which is 
influential in moulding "public opinion". The implication of this is that 
society can be reformed and liberalised, where necessary, by the shock 
troops of the middle class - and, of course, such people are influential in 
campaigns for reform. But further, political plays in bourgeois theatre 
implicitly realize that the middle class remains the progressive class 
within society. Political theatre, on the other hand, as embodied in the 
varioiis politic:al theatre companies, aims to appeal to. and be an 
expression of. the working class. Its underlying belief is that the 
Wiiirking class is the progressive class within society. 15 (myemphasi^ 
The question of how tjo define ¥/hat have been variously described 
as "V'/orkers' theatre, "prolet^ a.rian" theatre, and "socialist' theatre, also arises. 
It has been convincingly shovvTi that v/orkers" theatre or prolet^.rian 
theatre can be equated with popular theatre ^/hlch forms an integral pvart 
of popular cuiture.i^ Some groups have invoked very different criteria to 
argue for the autiienticity of their particular group as the only legitimate 
form of workers' theatre. For example, America's Theatre Union's claim to 
be a workers' theatre was based on its stated purpose 'to produce plays of 
the working class, written from the point of view of the working class'.'*' 
Their plays v/ere presented in conventional tiieatre settings and often 
directed by professionals. Yet the British ¥forkers' Theatre Movement's 
^ 7 
claim to be a true v/orkers" tiieatre vms based on their opposition to 
conventional theatrical forms (the "theatre of iUusion' as they called it), 
naturaUsm and dramatic characterization,^ ® ¥/hich led to their approval and 
promotion of the "agit/prop' theatrical form which could be taken to the 
street or tiie workplace, thus making it readily accessible to a v/orking class 
audience. These are but two examples of the variations in theatrical form 
v-rtiich characterized many of the so-called worA'er^^' proletarian, people-^ 
and socialist theatre during the late nineteenth and t¥7entieth centuries, 
¥/hich, along mth music hall, vaudeville and circuses, v-/ere part of popular 
tiieatre. But irrespective of their different tiieatrical form, vrfiere tiiese 
theatres v/ere committed to certain social and poUtical objectives ¥7hich 
they believed made them an expression of the working class, they m_ust 
therefore be regarded as constituting political theatre. 
The origins of political theatre can be txaced back to the nineteenth 
century v/lth tv/o distinct influences providing the impetus for it^ 
development - literature and the grovring authority and pov/er of the 
working class^? v/hich came into being as the rising capit^ .Ust class replaced 
the old, moribund feudal society. The changes in society were reflected in 
the tiieatre in Russia, France and Germany - and to a lesser extent in 
England and America - in the latter half of the nineteenth century and the 
first decade of the twentietii.^o it found expression in nev/ forms and 
techniques as ¥/eil as ideas based on contemporary social conditions v/hich 
made theatre relevant to a popular audience. The theatre had recourse to 
svrnbolism usin^ symbols rather than direct enunciation and featuring 
revolutionary lighting techniques; naturalism, describing the everyday Ufe 
of workers, often in meticulous detail; surrealism, dravring on science and 
psychology; and expressionism which v-ms employed to explore critically 
the decadence of capitaUst materialism.^i 
In early nineteenth century Russian drama, realistic theatrical trends 
could be observed, particularly in the plays of Gogol, y-rhich introduced 'tiie 
first truly realistic comedy, as opposed to current melodrama, farces and 
vaudeville."22 x^e end of the century marked a turning point in the theatre, 
coinciding mth a tempestuous and exciting period in Russian history. 
Increased economic development had stimulated av/a.kening poUtical 
awareness which led to the escalation of liberal and socialist movements.23 
Under the leadership of outst^.nding actor and director Konstantin 
Stanislavsky, in collaboration mth Nemirovich-Danchenko, The Mosco¥7 
Art Theatre, est3.bUshed in 1696, the most technically advaiiced Russian 
theatre of the period, brought progressive realism and naturalism to a 
culmination.2^* It became identified mth the production of plays depicting 
both the "naturalistic faithfulness txi life' and new and innovative aesthetic 
experiments, trends regarded as most revolutionary at the end of the 
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentietii centuries.25 At the same 
time, the productions of Vsevolod Meyerhold, although controversial, were 
also regarded as highly innovative. 
But it W3.S not until after the 1917 October Revolution v/hich released 
tremendous national vigour and confronted the theatre mth a nev/ social 
reality, that Meyerhold turned to the old forms of popular theatre -
pantomime, circus and music hall - v/hich he revived and renovat^ ed into 
new forms,26 to the acclaim of transformed audiences of "factory v/orkers, 
soldiers and large numbers of yesterday's peasants'.^? Meyerhold thus 
came to embody the new spirit of the Russian theatre.^s Experiment3.tion 
mth diverse forms of theatrical expression, including mass performances of 
poUtical events using thousands of participants, as v/ell as small 
propaganda groups (the "Blue Blouses")^ ? occurred on a scale unprecedented 
either before or since.S" The theatxe became a mass theatre, no longer 
catering to a privileged audience. By 1927, tiiere v/ere 20,000 dramatic 
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circles with 260,000 amateur actors playing toi 25 miUion spect3.tors a 
year.3i jhe mass spectacle theatre, mass pageants organised on 
revolutionary holidays and enacted on city squares, of which the 
monumental performance, Tl^e Storming of the Winter Palace, is perhaps 
the best kno¥?n; and placard theatre, "a theatre of bright, mttj images and 
situations" /^/ith its focus on specific contemporary issues,?^ were essentially 
propagandist in character. Lenin, along mth other Bolshevik leaders, 
stressed the limitations of such theatre; 
it mijst not be forgotten that the spectacle is not truly great art, but only a pretty 
entertainment. Our Ti-'orkers and peasants really do deserve something greater 
than a. spectacle" 
and tliey v;arned tiiat the theatrical values of the past should not be 
discarded.33 Experimentation in rna-ss spectacle and placard tiieatre gave 
\¥ay to such forms as biomechanics, tiieatj^ e "circusization", constructivism 
(poetising the machine) - a Soviet form of expressionism, and "music-
hallization", all of \¥liich co-existed with plays of social realism, 
reinterpretations of classical works and otiier productions based on 
contemporary v/estern literature.34 Theatrical experiment3.tion continued 
until the 19.30s, but tlie work of both Meyerhold and St3.riislavsky (despite 
their frequently opposing ideological vie .^^ 'Oint on tiieatrical production) 
along mth other well-knovm directors, faced serious attack in 1931 I'fC'i^  
the Russian Association of Proletarian ¥friters (RAPP).35 Although this 
organization was disbanded in 1932.. tlie accept3.nce of tlie doctrine of 
'socialist realism" by tiie Union of Soviet Ifriters, the organisation /^Aich 
replaced it, resulted in a "losing battle against insipid uniformity" in the 
theatrical productions in tliis era.36 The turn t^ realism in the 1930s 
marked an increase in interest in plays on "topical" issues, and before his 
deatli in 1936 Stanislavsky had returned to a central place in the Russian 
theatre and tiie principles of his "System" or 'Metiiod' were officiaUy 
endorsed-S** Meyerhold's open opposition to "socialist realism" resulted in 
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his arrest and disappearance in 1936 and it ¥ra.s not until 1953 that his 
Vv^ork received ta.cit accept3.nce.38 x^e ideas which he generated about 
popular theatre and his later satires have affected the course of 
development of v/estern political theatjre, v/hilst Stanislavsky"s "Method" 
received v/orld-vnde recognition. 
The late eighteenth century in Germany saw the commencement of 
popular theatre, but its real development came in the nineteenth century 
with tiie establishment in 1690 of the Freie Volksbuhne, a Berlin theatre 
operating on the basis of subscriptions at reduced rates. It favoured 
socialist oriented, naturalistic plays, mth the aim of attracting a working 
class audience. Plays such as Hauptman's The Weavers, depicted striking 
workers on stage. Eventually this theatre"s repertoire evolved from 
naturalism to expressionism and other types of drama and abandoned its 
focus on proletarian audiences to other more politically oriented theatres.39 
The most militant of these vms the Proletarian Theatre founded by Erwin 
Piscator in a working class district of Berlin in 192 0,^ 0 in vrtiich he 
transformed the expressionist plays of Toller tjo present a revolutionary 
poUtical message. He developed the Epic Theatre v/hich ¥?3.s further 
refined by Brecht, 'a theatre of political and social nature", technically 
innovative, rejecting naturalism, appealing to vast audiences which it 
aimed to re-educate and stimulate to action around "the stirring questions 
of our time".'^ i Piscator also pioneered agit-prop theatre in Germany, 
touring v/orking class quarters of Berlin mth a small group of actors and 
helpers, performing in one-night stands in halls and meeting rooms.'*^ 
Piscator's efforts to build a proletarian theatre failed as he found it 
impossible to attract proletarian audiences in any numbers. In analysing 
its failure, he commented: 
A proletarian theater (sic) in fact presupposes that the proletariat has 
the financial means to support sucth a theater, and this presupposes that 
the proletariat has managed to make itself into a dominant social and 
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economic po'^r. Until this happens our theater can be no more than a 
revolutionary theater which uses the means at its disposal for the 
ideological liberation of the proletariat and its theater from these 
contradictions.43 
This conclusion coincides with the ^iews set out by both Lenin and Trotsky. 
Lenin, in his Draft Resolution on Proletarian Culture' insisted on the need 
to appropriate and transform aspects of bourgeois culture rather than 
simply creating auto-nomous forms of 'Proletarian Culture", ¥.?hilst Trotsky 
in literature and devolution "challenged tiie relevance of the concept of 
'•proletarian culture"' wliich v-ras only conceivable post-revolution,'^^ v.?hen 
in fact the proletariat would no longer e^dst! 
As elsewhere in Europe, the final decades of the nineteenth century 
provided a rich diversity in French theatre.45 As early as the eighteenth 
century, Diderot had criticised the 'artificiality of dramatic art'^6 directed 
tov/ards tiie Parisian nobiUty. After the French Revolution, although a 
multitude of ephemeral propaganda theatres were spav-med, it ¥?as the 
melodrama - "predominantly situation, action and spectacle"4? - conceived 
by the prolific Pixerecourt, v/hich became tiie popular theatrical fare of the 
French Boulevard theatres, and swept Europe and tiie international stage as 
the "dominant dramatic genre of the century.'^^ By 1624 melodrama grew 
more urban, contemporary and realistic under tiie impact of the realistic 
plays of Dumas.49 After the proclamation of the Ccmrmwist Manifesto z.Xid 
the uprisings of 1646, an admittedly SociaUst school of melodrama 
appeared and plays of a class-conscious or political nature v-;ere featured. 
Le Ctiffonier de Paris by Felix Pyat v/as a 'spirited and inflammatory 
polemic' urging insurrection at the barricades. 50 In the 1660s, Ernile Zola, 
produced his "naturalist" melodramas jYana{W6\) and Pot-Bouille{W¥^h''^^ 
and in 1667, Antoine, "the first great reformer of the modern French 
stage'52 repudiated the bourgeois drama of his time and established the 
Theatre Libre, an independent, amateur, e^iperimental theatre, v/hich 
became the most influential theatre organised in this period.53 it produced 
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realistic/naturalistic plays (under the influence of Zola) in simple settings, 
seeking original, unknown French playwrights, as v/ell as promoting 
contemporary German, Russian and Scandinavian drama.54 it disappeared 
in 1694, to be replaced by the Theatre de I'Oeuvre vrtiich also concentrated 
on foreign plays and other experimental and original drama. 
But v/hilst these two theatxes produced reaUst drama, attempting to 
transform the stage into "an authentic slice of life", in fact their productions 
consisted of Uterary mastjerpieces ratiier than a 'people's repertoire'.55 it 
was the Theatre d'Art Social which ^^.s devoted to the revolutionary cause 
of sociaUsm. Its adherents violently opposed "art for art's sake", insisting 
that the theatre should present a social commentary, educate the masses 
and prepare for the future revolution.56 Many otiier independent and 
experimental theatres tjook shape during this revolutionary upsurge by 
playwrights dedicat^ ed to theatrical reform. The Theatre Civique in Pajris, 
esta.blished by Lumet in 1697, gave dramatic recit3.tions and play excerpts 
which v/ere directed tx- the radical left; the Theatre du Peuple et de la 
Cooperation des Idees, a v/orkrnen's theatre, founded in 1699, produced 
the revolutionary play lii>erte: the Theatre Populaire in 1903 presented 
the play Rmtcn to an audience of 1,000 to 1,200 v/orking men and women; 
tiie Theatre du Peuple.. also est3.blished in 1903, presented social drama, 
providing cheap seats and dividends txj actors. These tiieatres aimed tj> 
instruct rather than entertain, rejected bourgeois plays and French classics, 
providing 'a new type repertoire for a nev; class audience."?? Several 
attempts were made to establi-sh collapsible and port^.ble theatres tx? make 
the theatre more accessible to the people and popularize the "masterpieces 
of the drama". Camilie Mendes" travelling theatre, Maurice Pottecher"s 
Theatre of tiie People and finaUy in 1912, Firmin Gemier"s Theatre National 
Ambulant, the most successful of the canvas theatres set up in French rural 
and provincial to /^ms, were all abandoned.58 Gemier became the director of 
the Theatre National Populaire m 1920, a position he held until 1933-59 
Duriniii; the twenties there v/as little p>olitical theatre, but the Front 
Populaire governnient, led by a Socialist Prime Minister Leon E-lum, which 
swept into office in [une 193 '^ ofi 3^  wave of popular support as Radicals, 
Socialists and Cornrnunists combined forces against the perceived threat of 
fa:5cisrn both at home and abroad, y-ms the "first government since the 
revolution to promote the use of theatre for political purposes'.6o In 1932, 
with the proliferation of workers' theatres throughout France, a national 
oryanisation of "/orkers" theatres, the Federation des Theatres Ouvriers de 
France, had been established under the auspices of the French Communist 
Party. It concentrated on agit-prop work in streets, factories and working 
rnen^ s halls and the militancy of its repertoire v/as greatly enhanced by 
German theatre activists who had fled the fascist menace in their country. 
In accord with its new political direction in this popular front period, the 
nanie of the organisation v/as chanyed to Union des Theatres liideDendants 
de France ¥/hich aimed to be a T'ooples' theatre' as envisaged by Rornain 
Rolland.6i One of the most successful productions in 1935 yf the new 
popular theatre was lean-Richard Bioch's f/aissance dime iTft? (Birth of a 
City) in a vast sports stadium. It ¥?as a grand anti-¥mr spectacle evoking 
the life of industrial ¥/orkers ¥7ho, faced with an international political 
crisis, lay do¥m their arms and set forth to build a Utopian city of the 
future. 6 2 
Agit-prop theatre was active, v^th a number of small itinerant 
groups such as The Theatre of Peace, ¥rtiich in 1935 performed freedom, 
War freedom/ to striking v/orkers on the steps of the Galeries Lafayette .6 3 
The October ^roup (Le Groupe Octobre), distinyuished by the topicality of 
its repertoire, performed a satirical sketoh V/ve Ja fresse by lacques 
Prevert, and in the tradition of the Living Ne"^ /vs;f>aper, fjerformed sketches 
at short notice on current events, such as lAvenement dH/tJer (The 
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Coming of Hitler), again by Prevert, y-rhich was performed witiiin thirty-six 
hours of Hitler's t3.king pov/er in Germany. On other tropical issues tliey did 
sketxhes on tlie tjrial of the nine Scottsboro African-Americans,64 the 
Reichstag arson trial, tiie Citroen company (for striking ¥7orkers) and other 
worker and peasant problems. The groups October and Bobigny Blue 
Blouses represented France in 1933 at the first Moscov/ v/orkers' theatre 
olympiad, where they ¥7on first prize for the three sketxhes la Bataiile de 
Fontennoy, ( an anti-war, anti-milit3.rist satire of a disguised version of tiie 
first ¥^orld ¥far) Citroen, and the Scottsboro African-x^mericans' play.65 
Despite the success of the popular front theatre and agit-prop groups, tiiey 
met their demise in 1936 tor a variety of reasons. In particular, lack of 
funds, the advent of film as a more attractive medium and the fact that the 
mass political spectacle and the agit-prop form nov/ 'failed to fit the 
dominant cultural mode'.66 Nonetheless, the developments in the French 
political theatre in the late nineteenth/early twentieth century are 
significant because they provided a basis for a very lively, e^iperirnental 
post-World War II tiieatre and the search for a v/ider, more 'popular' 
theatre, such as tlie Theatre National Populaire begun by Jean Vilar and 
. carried on by the provincial theatres. 6? 
Whilst a tradition of political and social drama dates back almost to 
tiie beginnings of tiie American Republic in 1776,6s serious discussion of 
contemporary social issues only commenced in the mid-nineteenth century 
v/ith the st,aging of abolitionist plays such as Uncle Torn's C:abin (a st3.ge 
version of tlie book) and The Cctorc^on which addressed tiie issue of 
slavery. Together v/ith The Poor of New Tor^, 69 vAich "painted a serious 
picture of contemporary urban life'?o ^^th its sympathetic treatment of the 
poor and oppressed, tiiey represented the first of native-born melodramas 
on distinctively x .^merican themes to reflect actual social problems. Both the 
anti-slavery plays received international recognition.?! By the end of the 
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nineteenth century the appeal of tiie genre ¥raLS fading as audiences lost 
their appreciation for its over-sentimentality and lack of sophistication. The 
production of modernized versions mth more coherent plots and better 
characterization reflected the impact of realism.72 Political plays like The 
Senat^or (1694) and The Covernor of ffentuc±y (1695) <le^\t in light-
hearted, humorous vein v/ith countjry politicians; their range ¥/3.s extended 
to the exa.mination of serious .social problems like racism {i^igger - 1909), 
and political corruption {The .^^5^ -1911).73 Temperance plays also 
addressed tlie issue of alcoholism, regarded in this era as a serious social 
problem. Charles H. Hoyt's A Temperance 71??*^  (1692) combined serious 
social comment v/ith slapstick farce. His play, set in Vermont, a prohibition 
st3.te, exposed "the inquisitorial cruelty of the law and its unjust 
interference in personal Uberty."?4 As an indication of tlie topicaUty of the 
subject, Hoyt"s play yms .sho¥m in New York for the next ten years and had 
numerous performances on the road.?5 James A. Heme, ¥/ho regarded 
drinking as a .social problem rather than a moral evil, v/rote the 
temperance melodrama Prifting Apart {16M and other plays, including 
Margaret Fleming (1690),a penetjrating character study and the 'first 
significant American play to deal reaUstically v/ith sociological themes'.?6 
Many plays of the early tv/entieth century exp^ ose class issues {The 
Cfimters The Other Girl The Woman in the Case -1905). Although social 
controversy was "endemic te the American stage", aU of tiiese plays v/ere 
essentially de.scriptive since they merely depicted defects in society 
vflthout proposing fundamental change. However, Theodore Dreiser's 
treatment of the labor movement in the play Ciri in the Coffin {VH^) 
presaged the radical dramas of the tv/enties and thirties.?? 
The specific genre of the suffrage play grev/ out of a long ti-adition of 
writings on woman"s rights. The earliest plays on the "¥/oman Question", 
written about tiie time of tiie Civil Vfar, dealt in comic or burlesque fashion 
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Vvlth the reversal of gender roles. The Jpjfit of Seventy SiidlbW), was one 
of the most successful of such burlesques te reach tiie professional st^ .ge, 
and aitiiough it "reveals existing injustices and incongruities of American 
social standards',78 the Bosten suffragist Harriet Hanson Robinson observed 
in 1661 tiiat as yet no effective play had been v/ritten to counteract it, and 
'the stage still continues tx* ridicule the woman's rights movement and its 
leaders'.?9 But in the early twentieth century, organized feminists 
overcame "their [early] reluctance to regard the political play as a serious 
mode of enlight.ment",80 and like their English counterparts, middle-class 
v/ornen and actresses began to cooperate around the common goal of 
political rights for v/omen. ¥;'omen's pageants, t .^bleaux and suffrage 
propaganda plays travelled the country on the invit .^tion of suffrage 
groups. The series of tableaux .=!l Prearn of Brave Womenbj Emily Sargent 
Lev/is, a leading Philadelphia suffragist, was performed v/itii an English 
suffrage play in 1912 in v/hat tiie iVew Fori' Times called a 'Stage Riot for 
Suffrage" but conceded tiiat it turned out as a "big benefit matinee' 
advertising the coming suffrage parade on May 4 wliich was to have more 
than ten thousand participant^.si Mary Shav/, popular actress and active in 
tiie women's movement since the early 1690s, is said to have saved Vot^s 
for Women (1909.)zz from being "mere theatrical propaganda' and "boring 
beyond expression" by her superb acting. She also v/rote several plays: The 
Woman of ft,- or Our Friends the Anti-Suffragists A Satirical Comedy in 
One Act, (1912) and L^e Parrot Cage.- A Play in One Act (1913) 3. dramatic 
fable which made an analogy betv/een v/omen and caged birds. The 
imprisoned parrots, afraid to foUov/ the Free-Souled Parrot v/lio finally 
breaks her chains, but now con.scious of their o¥m imprisonment, sadly 
repeat "Polly's place is in the cage'.ss The intervention of Y/orld Wa.T I 
suspended botii tlie performance of suffrage plays and the final granting of 
the vote to American women vrtiich was not achieved until 1920. The 
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suffrage plays in early twentieth century Arneric^ a., vAilst mainly 
propagandising for women's suffrage, identified a diversity of social 
injustices affecting women, including legal rights and child support.s4 
In the early twentietii century, new theatre groups like the 
Provincetown Players and the Washington Square Players txied tx 
advocate radical attitudes to drama content and production techniques, 
apparently meeting with some success.35 John Dos Passos, later a 
professional ¥.?riter, and one of tiie founders of the New Playv/rights 
Theatre in 1927, the first professional company 'tx reflect tiie values of tiie 
radical left"86 looked back nostalgically to the interest and enthusiasm 
given to the Provincetowti Players. The Nev/ Playv/rights Theatre folded 
after t¥/o seasons. It put on innovative and experimental plays about 
contemporary industrial life, but it v/as t/j>o contj-oversial and failed tx v/in 
support. 8? Another ambitious political theatre of the period v/as the 
¥/orkers' Drama League, estabUshed in 1926;^ =^  but The ¥/orkers' 
L3.boratory Theatre v/as undoubtedly the most successful of tiie nev/ 
theatrical movement. It came into being in 1926 largely as a result of the 
enhanced trade union activity of the twenties and the activities of many 
Nev/ York factory emp>loyees v/lio started performing rniUt^nt plays outside 
of v/orking hours. In addition, a German speaking group, Prolet Buehne 
(Proletarian Stage), established in 1925.. played to fraternal groupings, but 
in 1926, undoubtedly as a result of the impact of tiie economic depression 
vrtiich had stimulated a radical climate, it presented social drama vmich 
increasingly used contemporary American references to explode American 
capit3.1ist mythology.89 Both Prolet Buehne and the Workers' Laboratxry 
Theatire v/efe modelled on the Russian 'Blue Blouses' and German 'agit-
prop" groups, and frequentiy played to v/orkers' gatiierings.^o EventuaUy 
Prolet Buehne became The Theatjre of Action, a professional theatre 
presenting 'political propaganda plays.''^ ^ 'Prolet3.rian' tiieatre troupes were 
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so numerous by 1932, that a national conference of fifty-three troupes ¥/3.s 
held in New York v/here a League of Workers' Theatres v/3.s established 
which affUiated to the International Workers' Dramatic Union ¥/hose 
headquarters v/ere in Mosco¥/. 92 
In 1935, the League of Workers' Theatres became the Ne¥/ Theatre 
League, which, drav/ing inspiration from the labor movement v/hilst 
appealing to a broader social strata., declared itself "dedicated to tiie 
struggle against wd.T, fascism and censorship.'^ S Across America betv/een 
three hundred to four hundred theatres ¥/ere affiliated to the Ne¥/ Theatre 
League: Theatie Union (1933-37), Artef, (1927-37,39,41)94 Federal Theatre 
(1935-39), the Theatre Collective (1933-36) and the Actors' Repertiory 
Theatre (1930-37), aU of v/hich ¥/ere producing fuU-length radical plays.95 
Theatie Union is significant as the first and only professional American 
Marxist theatre 'based on the interests and hopes of the great mass of 
working f)eople.' 96 
The Federal Theatre ¥/3.s a depression project, receiving tax support 
from the federal government tx alleviate unemployment among Americaii 
theatie artists, since more than 60^ of all st3.ge employees v/ere jobless in 
1934.9? Regarded by its director as a "peoples' theatre', it kept admission 
prices low. 98 its most notable productions v/ere the living Newspapers in 
v/hich it aimed to dramatize the ne¥.?s. It produced five, one of v/hich ¥/as 
censored and never reached the stage, before the project v/as closed do¥/n 
in 1939.99 It v/a.s 'one of the largest co-ordinated theatrical experiments 
in the histxry of the v/orld" supervising theatrical programs in forty 
x^merican cities with over a thousand productions in the years 1935 to 
1939. 0^*^  Group Theatre , ov/lng its origins to the influence of the ne¥/ spirit 
v/hich had erupted in European drama rather than the economic and 
political climate of the depression, must also be included in the theatres of 
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social protest. Clifford Odets v/rote specifically for this theatre v/hich first 
sta.ged his contioversial play Waiting for lefty in 1935- ^^ ^ 
Although the years foUov/ing World ¥/ar II have produced some 
interesting political drama, the crov/ning point for American political 
theatie v/as reached in the depression years of the thirties. This period 
produced many fine playv/rights, v/ho, through tiieir dram.a, attempted to 
explain the problems of society and frequentiy aimed to convince the 
audience to take redressive action. The overv/helmingly favourable 
response that many plays received from v/orking class audiences '^^ ^ 
indicated that the playv/rights' social fervour had struck an ansv/ering 
chord. But despite all its endeavours to build sizeable proletarian 
audiences, the poUtical theatie achieved only minimal success: 
Most middle-cla^s and upper-class theatre patrons did not like social 
drama, and the lo^er economic class either ^oiUd not be persii8.ded to 
go to a theatre at all., or else they preferred the escapist entertainment 
of the then rapidly gromng motion picture industry.lO;5 
The American political theatre of the thirties is of considerable historical 
significance as an indicator of tiie stirrings of the social conscience of a 
section of the population, and its real success can perhaps be judged by the 
influence it commanded internationally, and in particular, in the poUtical 
theatres of Brit>ain and Australia. 
The political drama of the first decades of eighteenth century 
Britain used satire as a forceful v/eapon to challenge F-rime Minister 
Walpole, the government and ^^ a^rring oppositional factions.^ '^^  Plagued by 
these insidious and damaging attaxks, censorship v/as imposed on the 
theatie by the government's invocation of the Licensing Act in 1737,^ 05 
to stifle critical protest, tx prevent religious or moral debate and 
engagement in political controversy.^ -^ ^ The Exa.miner"s determined efforts 
to prevent the involvement of drama in social and political discussion 
'inevitably dealt [it] a crippUng blow"^ '^ ^ so that by the 1745-46 theatiical 
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season, politically contxoversial drama ¥/3.s simply not being acted.^ o® The 
government ^^s not alone in its advocacy and support of censorship. At a 
time ¥/hen a belief in the strong moral influence of theatre prevailed in 
society, theatie managers and even playv/rights accepted the need for 
censorship.! 09 in addition, this v/as a time of violent social upheaval and 
threatened political insurrection both at home and abroad. The Wilkes 
agit^ .tion of the 1760s and 1770s, ^^Hhe Gordon Riots (1760),i!i the French 
Revolution(1769) and the American ¥far of Independence(1776) combined 
to produce a government fearful of riot and sedition;!!^ particularly as the 
theatie from the 1790s, especially in the provincial centres, provided a 
forum in v/hich opposing factions confronted one another.^ ^  3 
But although censorship ¥/a.s to continue into the nineteenth century, 
by 1760 tiie rapid social, economic and political changes ¥/hich txok place 
in Britain as a result of the industrial revolution and the economic boom 
follo¥/ing tiie end of tiie American v/ar, v/ere responsible for a 
corresponding change in the nature of the theatre. The rapidly expanding 
population v/hich flooded into the cities,!!'* created a predominantly 
v/orking class theatre audience, both for the new theatres v/hich had 
sprung up in working class districts and in the estabUshed tiieatres of the 
West End.!!5 working class audiences demanded pantomime, spectacle and 
melodrama (which v/as formally intioduced from France in 1602) in tiie 
nev/and expanded theatres.! !6 The music-hall, although popular, v/a.s "in its 
hey-day a short-Uved phenomenon",!!''but melodrama in aU its varieties, 
vras tiie epitome of Victorian taste.! !^ ' Equestiian and circus drama mth 
real horses on stage, v/ater drama with spectacular aquatic displays, vied 
for popularity v/ith plays depicting highv/aymen and housebreakers and 
tiie ubiquitous nautical and /^rar dramas. 
Melodrama has frequentiy been identified as appealing tx 'the crude 
tastes of an uneducated crov/d eager for sensation',!!9 j^^t it had other 
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more interesting and significant attjributes. Domestic drama dealt mth the 
wrongs of the poor, although seen as an individual rather than as a societal 
problem, and stiikers were frequentiy treated mth commiseration 
although their leaders v/ere portrayed as sinister viUains. Its inherent bias 
against the upper classes is shov/n in its frequent portrayal of working 
class heroes! 20 as opposed to upper class villains.! 2! Douglas Jerrold's T^e 
Mutiny at tt^e Nore (1630), v/as partly an attack on naval discipUne, 
Edv/3.rd Fit^ baU's The Negro of Wapping Hd^jd) condemns the lack of 
charity shov/n by tiie rich to the poor, and T.P. Taylor's temperance 
melodrama The Bottle, dramatizes serious v/orking-class problems of 
"drink, degradation, poverty, crime and starvation."! 22 jhe Irish actor-
play wright Dion Boucicault's melodramas, the Colleen Bawn, TheShaughran 
and Arrah-na-Pogue, - the last tv/o set in times of intense politic3.1 conflict 
in Ireland, - could be seen as attempts tx defuse contemp^^rary English 
fears of Irish violence and threats of rebellion. Boucicault claimed that his 
portrayal of Irish characters v/as aimed at overcoming the racially 
prejudiced depiction of the stage Irishman as 'the funny man of the 
Empire". Although some have questioned his motives, he c.erta.inly 
introduced to an English audience, the Irish political situation from an Irish 
perspective.! 23 But there w^s no "solid and coherent body" of plays dealing 
v/ith social protest,! 24 and melodrama frequently became a propaganda 
vehicle for 'the crudest jingoistic and xenophobic expressions of racial 
superiority" as British soldiers, sailors or adventurers v/ere depicted 
patiioticaUy defending the interests of British imperialism. !25 
Melodrama began to fold in the late nineteenth century mth 
theaties becoming musical houses;! 26 ^ut coexisting mth it ^^.s the "drama 
of ideas", based on contemporary social conditions, under the influence of 
European dramatist Henrik Ibsen, English play wight Sir Arthur Pinero and 
Irish playwright George Bernard Shav/. This nev/ drama exposed current 
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social conventions and the prevaiUng morality, and focussed on v/omen 
sti-uggling for sexual freedom. One of the most effective and popular v/3.s 
Pinero's The Second Mrs Tanqueray {WiD.. v/hich exposed sexijal double 
standards but nonetheless presented a conservative denouement as the 
assertive Paula Tanqueray is forced to suicide, thus validating conventional 
society's vie j^vpoint.!2'' x^e demand for seiojal freedom v/3.s taken 'out of 
tiie middle-class drawing room' by Stanley Houghtxn, in his play Hindie 
Waives, v/hen his heroine, a miU girl, links it to her economic 
independence.! 2^  In addition, the nev/ plays became a vehicle for advanced 
political and social viev.?s, taking the form of discussion plays and ethical 
drama. Dramatic groups such as the Clarion Dramatic Club, a socialist drama 
group, and otiier Cooperative Society drama groups, performed in the early 
tv/entieth century at political meetings and in small hails, using short 
sketo-hes and relying heavily on the plays of George Bernard Shaw.129 The 
v/omen's suffrage movement, campaigning for the enfranchisement of 
v/omen, recognized the propaganda value of the theatjre. Elizabeth Robins' 
play Votes for Women, 'a subUe pastiche on Paula Tanqueray" but directed 
to the cause of v/omen's suffrage heralded the beginning of a suffrage 
theatre.! 30 xhe Actresses' Franchise League, esta.blished in 1906.. enlisted 
over a tiiousand actresses into the fight for votes for v/omen and became 
the first v/omen's theatre movement of the tv/entieth century. !3! 
Australian actress and v/riter Inez Bensusan established a separate play 
department of the League, v/ith essentially poUtical plays that concentrated 
on generalised sexual inequalities. Her ov/n play. The Apple, is set in a 
suburban villa and tells of typist Helen's fight for equality in her family. 
Cicely Hamilton's very successful farce Now the Vote Was ffon dealt v/itii a 
women's general stiike. !32 A Pageant of Croat !¥omemlso vnritten by her 
in 1909, proved so popular that it v/a.s performed by suffrage societies aU 
over the country. It introduced v/omen v/arriors, artists, scholars, monarchs 
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and saints /^/ho demonstiated the physical, intellectual, creative and ethical 
stiengths of women. !33 Encouraged by the AFL, local groups produced 
plays. Employees of Selfridges v/rote and performed a play entitled The 
Suffrage Girl at the Court Theatre in 1911. Set in a country vrtiere v/omen 
have the vote, tiie fate of tv/o of the candidates in the general elections is 
decided by the heroine's casting vote.! 34 xh^ Pioneer Flayers.another 
v/omen's company formed by Edith Craig v/hich survived until 1925, grev/ 
out of the v/ork of the AFL, v/hose theatre group dissolved during the first 
World War. The Pioneer Players' repertxire dealt mth the oppression of 
women in the home, v/orkplace and brotiiel, and the generaUsed 
exploitation of labour by capital.! 35 
But it vras tiie e55>eriences of World War I, the economic depression 
v/hich foUov/ed in its v/ake and the impact of the Russian revolution, which 
created an atmosphere of distrust of capitalism, and generated expectations 
of a better, more egalitarian society for working people. These aspirations 
translated themselves into greater poUtical activity and an aw3.reness of 
tiie need to transform 'bourgeois" cultural forms to accommodate the needs 
of working people. Betv/een 1919 and 1926, tiie Clarion Dramatic Club v/3.s 
joined by other amateur groups associated with the Independent Labor 
Party, the Labor Party, the Communist Party and the Coop>erative 
movement 136 For exa.mple, in 1926, fifteen Labor dramatic companies 
were grouped txgether in The London Labor Dramatic Federation tx 
perform The Insect Play, written by the Czech Capek Brothers, a satire on 
capitalism and war.is? Founded in 1926 and reformed in 1926, the 
Workers' Theatre Movement can be regarded as a continuation of the 
political theatre commenced at the beginning of tiie century by tiie socialist 
groups, despite claims tiiat it represented a more revolutionary and 'self-
consciously proletarian aestiietic.'iaa The Vv'orkers' Theatre Movement was 
closely identified v/ith the Communist F a^rty and at it^ peak v/as a national 
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organisation with over thirty member groups concentxating on short 
sketohes and revues emphasising class issues.! 39 Although it did perform 
indoors, it v/3.s primarily an agit-prop theatre, performing at street and 
political meetings. Its demise in 1936 resulted from the changing political 
situation v/hich called for a theatjre which v/ould present plays based on 
themes aimed at uniting a v/orking class nov/ threatened by fascism, and 
v/ar. 
To meet the needs of tiie nev/ situation, it v/3.s replaced by Unity 
Theatre, v/hich adopted a conventional theatrical form and produced plays 
of social significance by overseas and British playv/rights. It v/as to 
become 'the best-knov/n socialist theatre group in Britain'.!40 Unity Theatre 
and the Left Book Club Theatie Guild esta.blished netv/orks of amateur 
theatre groups in major tovms and cities throughout Britain.!'*! There v/ere 
other groups comprising the political theatre of tiiis period - the Rebel 
Players 'a troublesome and difficult group in East London' and the Left 
Theatre v/hich played in Labor and Cooperative Halls.!'*2 xhe Theatre of 
Action, est3.blished in Manchester in 1934, combined political content v/ith 
innovative theatrical form.!'*3 Unity Theatre continued to produce topical 
political plays during the v/a.r and post-v/3.r years until the 1970s; but by 
tiiat time it had seceded its avant-garde role to the grov/ing number of 
socialist theatre groups v/hich had emerged in London and other major 
cities.!'*'* The Theatre of Action v/as reformed after the v/a.r tx become 
Theatre ?/orkshop and transferred to London, v/here for ten years it tried 
to establish "a popular v/orking class t.heatre."!'*5 Although political theatre 
revived in 1966 as a result of strong anti-W3.r protests and student revolts 
world-wde, its influence waned mth the v/orsening economic situation of 
the British v/orking-class and it has experienced a "loss of direction, 
conviction and purpose." !^ ^ 
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The emergence and development of political theatre in Europe, 
America and Britain in the nineteenth and tv/entieth centuries took 
different forms in each of the countries examined, but there is a striking 
similarity in all these countries of its rejection of the social and political 
values of tiie existing dominant cultural forms. Historical developments 
played a major role in stimulating the rise of the poUtical theatre. In 
Russia, for ei^mple, the 1917 Socialist Revolution provided the catalyst to 
revitalize an already vibrant theatre, v/itii experimentation taking place 
leading to many nev/ forms. The theatjre /^/3.s recognised as a source for 
promoting propaganda and as a means for the involvement of the mass of 
the people in the new socialist experiment. The horrors of World War I, 
the abortive 1919 revolution and economic instability, provided an impetus 
for Expressionist drama in Germany. Recurrent themes in the political 
theatre of Toller/Piscator v/ere pacifism, the rejection of the materiali.st 
values of capitalism, and tiie hope for a more rational, humane .society of 
individuals united in international brotherhood.i47 Revolutionary upsurge 
in France in the nineteenth century unlea-shed forces which led to a new 
political theatre, liberated from the shackles of old forms and ideas, v/hilst 
the chaos resulting from a world v/ar fought for four years on its ov/n soil 
gave further impulse to its development. Political theatie in Britain and 
America was affected both by the changing political -scene in Europe and by 
their ov/n internal social problems, exacerbated by economic instability, 
unemployment and tiie increasing threat of v/3.r. The political theatre in 
tiiese countries reflected the contemporary unrest and turmoil and 
produced a radical tiieatie of protest. 
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Chapter 2 
Hen make their ovm history, hut they do 
not make it just as they please; they do 
xkot tnake it ander circan^taiices chosen 
by theinsei-ves, hat ocnder circinnstances 
directly encountered, given and 
transnutted from the past, the tradition 
ol all the dead generations i^reighs like a 
nightmare on the minds of the living.^ 
British cultural values were brought to Australia from tjie time of Uie 
first fleet. Literature and the arts were seen by British administrators as a 
civiUsing experience and provided an opportunity by which British ideals 
and customs could be ritually reaffirmed and reinforced in the new land.2 
As early as 1769 theatre began in Sydney with a performance by convict^ 
of George Farquhar's Georgian comedy 7^^ ^^rrwtJng Officer 'in a hut 
fitt&d up for the occasion'.3 A fledgling theatjre struggled t^ establish itself, 
but mth the advent of the goldrushes in tjie 1650s, it was completely 
transformed.4 Regular visits of English musical shows and theatrical 
performances were encouraged, American groups also toured the counlary, 
and commercial ethnic theatre flourished, with particular intensity amongst 
the Chinese community between 1656-^2, the latter largely ignored by the 
Anglo-Celtic community.5 With increased urbanisation from tjie 1660s, 
provincial theatres proUferated as the new city dv/eUers 'possessed spare 
time, financial resources and a desire tx> be enterta.ined."6 Despite the 
domination of imported productions,? by the late nineteenth century 
Australian indigenous drama was well estabUshed. Austjralian plays were 
mainly melodramas with the bushranger "as the great Australian folk 
hero'.s The early 1670s can be regarded as the point from which a really 
Australian drama begins. It was a period of "tremendous theatrical vitality,' 
when Australian writers rediscovered the melodrama, and modified the 
imported culture to incorporate 'a whole gaUery of local characters and 
local colour'.? just as the English language was transformed in this frontier 
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society!*' so too were theatrical productions, with their inclusion of bush 
and outback themes, bushranging, convicts, pantomimic Aborigines, and the 
realistic, identifiably Australian urban settings.ii 
Melodramas and plays which contained realistic references to 
contemporary Ufe as weU as elements of social criticism were staged 
alongside offerings on the commercial stage of Grand Opera and English and 
European drama, including Shakespearean plays. As in England, a form of 
censorship operated with local plays approved from 1642 by colonial 
administrators, but much greater freedom than in England was enjoyed on 
the Australian stage.^^ Yet Ralph Rashleigh or We Ufe of an £srl^ a 
fictionalised account of convict life containing a detailed description of the 
Emu Plains theatre^s written by convict James Tucker and recognised both 
as a social document and for its Uterary merit, vras not produced until 1692 
and only published in 1929.^ ^ The bushranger protagonist, censored for ten 
years, made his appearance in 1653 in Jacky Jacky, the NSW Bushranger, 
however, Marmaduke Evendale's The Capture and BestructJon of the Felly 
Gang a play which closely followed the events, was prohibited in Sydney.* 5 
No doubt the volatility of the popular audiences" response to the Kelly 
legend was the cause for official disquiet. Yet in 1661 a play on the Kelly 
theme. Ostracised, or the Kelly Gang by E.C. Martin, a journaUst on the staff 
of the Age, was successfully staged in Melbourne and also toured 
provinciaUy. NonetJieless, it was also censored in Sydney.i^ There W3.s also 
a report of an 'intervention to prevent Kate Kelly from appearing on stage 
on her brother Ned's famous white horse'.^? A very successful stage 
version of Rolf Boldrewood's Robbery Under Arms, was staged by Dampier 
in 1690 and was frequently revived. Much poUtical satire was directed at 
parUamentary debate (Akhurst's Paris the Princ^, at Australian politicians 
(Marcus Clarke's Goody Two Shoesi a pantomime) and practices of 
Australian poUticians, (Akhurst's Jack Sheppardi>^ However, Marcus 
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Clarke's satirical burlesque. The Happy Land, described as 'a studied attack 
on the Liberal 'popular' government in Victoria' was banned in that state 
in 1660, but nonetheless produced successfully in Sydney.19 Censorship, a 
recurring feature of Australian authority's attempts to control any 
dissident thought, appears to have been used randomly throughout the 
nineteenth century. 
The tradition of spectacular melodrama with an Australian content 
was effectively initiated by playwright Walter Cooper vrtiose work was 
continued by George Darrell, Alfred Dampier and Bland Holt.20 Actor-
playwright Darrell's early stage adaptation of Wilkie ColUns's novel Man 
and Wife- recognised as 'a social drama of the age' - contained a realistic 
racecourse scene which he added, and was followed in 1676 by his own 
Anglo-Australian drama Transported for Life, the first in the history of the 
Australian theatre to offer a convict ticket-of-leave hero.21 Dubbed by The 
Bulletin "Father of Australian Melodrama" in 1901, DarreU wrote 
numerous plays for the popular theatjre, possibly as many as fifty-eight. 
He made several attempts to abandon the ubiquitous and weU-pa.tronised 
melodrama even though he brought to them "a distinctively topical and 
lively Australian flavour".22 The social conscience which he had displayed 
in Transported for Life and other plays, clearly manifested itself in his two 
later productions The Forlorn Nope (1660) and The Naked Truth M^^). 
The Argus critic commended The Forlorn Nope for its "crisp and Uvely 
dialogue, albeit of a political flavour'23 but a Sydney critic was more 
censorious. The play contained 'Uttle lectures' on free trade, protection, 
drunkenness, the land question, the Chinese question, and politics which 
"however excellent they might be in a debate, or in the leading columns of 
a newspaper, are rather out of place in a drama." 24 The Naked Truth was a 
provocative attempt by DarreU to highlight contemporary double moral 
standards which condoned male sexual indiscretions, but condemned 
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women for similar practices. In addition, it was critical of a society which 
accepted a standard by which "husbands and wives could be bought and 
sold in marriage".25 Neither received the support of critics or public, who 
preferred less thought provoking and more sensational entertainment. 
By the 1660s, a nationaUst movement was developing in Australia, 
with demands for federation of the colonies under a central government 
independent of Great Britain being debated by more radical elements in 
the community.26 Parallel to this movement v/as the growing radicalization 
of the working class as a result of trade union activity and mcreased 
contact with SociaUst ideas brought to Australia, primarily from Britain, 
but also with the influx of workers from America and Europe in the gold 
rush era.27 The Labor Party W3.s founded at this time (1691) as a direct 
result of the failure of strike struggles Vvliich had been raging throughout 
the country, and in particular the very bitter Shearers' Strikes of 1690-
1691. The formation of a workers' party represented the workers' decision 
to transfer the struggle from the industrial to the poUtical sphere,28 and 
there v/as a corresponding response to this new mood of radicalism in the 
nationalist movement. Some interpreters of this period considered that 
this growing sense of national identity was reflected in 'a great upsurge of 
creative idealism amongst the masses and intellectual classes.'^ ? But to 
recognise nationalism as the dominant cultural influence would be to 
ignore the transmission of works of contemporary European and American 
culture which were thought to be most pertinent to local circumstances and 
which also contributed to what was to become a distinctive Austrahan 
culture. 30 Vance Palmer, writer and playwright, along with his wife Nettie, 
was an advocate for a nationally-inspired culture. In 1905, he expressed 
the ideas imbuing some intellectuals at this time: 'what we require in our 
present development is not so much cultured writers as ardent 
nationalists'. In an estimate of his outlook and activity. Palmer has been 
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characterized as combining 'a passionate devotion to Australian 
culture...with an utter lack of narrow-nUnded nationalism.'S^ 
The great fluorescence of Australian literature and art which 
emerged from what was perceived as the nationalism of the Nineties, was 
more often an expression of 'anti-colonialism and anti-cultural 
imperialism'.32 Manifesting itself in attempts to overcome the subservience 
of Australian culture to overseas models whether from Britain, Europe or 
America, it "found its way on to the popular melodrama stage of Alfred 
Dampier and Bland Holt'.33 Actor-manager Dampier's reputation as a 
"theatrical nationalist'34 was acquired largely for his production of an 
adaptation by himself and Thomas Somers of Marcus Qarke's novel For The 
Term of His Natural Ufe (1666). Regarded as a landmark at the time, it was 
an essposure in realistic terms of the colonial government's inhumane 
treatment of convicts. Dampier's repertoire included Marvellous Melbourne 
(1669), set in Melbourne, focussing on contemporary events and containing 
local allusions,35 and an adapted version of Rolf Boldrewood's Robbery 
Under Arms, (1690), acclaimed by the audience for its realistic depiction of 
colonial Ufe.36 But Dampier's 'Australian drama" was a mixture of "nostalgia 
and nationalism'.3'' Like much of Austj-alian melodrama, it revealed strong 
American influence in its emphasis on "local colour and spectacle for its 
own sake,'38 yet the realism of setting and character "anticipated the work 
of Louis Esson".39 Australian melodrama declined in the theatre in the late 
nineteenth century^o but it continued until the 1920s, promoted by the 
commercial theatres still catering to popular taste, but with an increased 
tendency to modify its sensationalism in favour of country comedy-
melodrama like the dramatization in 1912 of Steele Rudd"s On Our 
Selection. 4i From 1906 to the 1920s, however, it provided the basis for 
an 'extremely vigorous Australian film tradition'.42 
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The original inhabitants, the Aborigines, were featured in many early 
melodramas, and although there were some sympatiietic portrayals, their 
representation generally reflected the attitudes towards tiiem 
predominating in the white community, which ranged from fear and 
hatred to contempt and derision. Throughout both urban and rural society 
in the nineteenth century they were subject to widespread violent 
treatment, dispossession and extermination,43 and attacks on Aborigines 
•formed the text of yarns around the camp fire and in the Shearer's hut'.'*4 
The slaughter of tribal Aborigines in the Kimberleys in 1926 and the Dala 
(WA) massacre in 1927 were the subject of inquiries and Royal 
Commissions,^ ? an indication that as late as the 1930s the frontier y^s still 
a reaUty. In Walter Cooper's play 0:>lonial Experience, first produced in 
Sydney in 1666, a "smash hit' of the time,46 Joe Grudge, son of a rich 
moneylender, complains of lack of amusement in the bush "cept all fours 
and walloping the Aborigines.'^ ? in 1629, David Burn successfuUy produced 
in Edinburgh, but not in Australia, the melodrama of the same name. The 
Bushrangers, in vrtiich convict turned bushranger Matthew Brady 
encounters one of the perils of the bush, a Tsand of grotesquely drawn 
Aborigines',48 but in Henry MelvUle's play The Bushrangers^ produced in 
Hobart in 1634, the Aborigine is presented as a 'pathetic, almost tragic 
figure'.49 The frequent caricaturing in melodrama of Aborigines by white 
actors 'attired in hand-me-dovms' was undoubtedly inspired by the 
American black-face types of the minstrel shows. In J. McLachlan's Arabin. 
or the Adventures of a Settler in New Fk>uth Wales (1649), Aboriginal 
character Warren Warren, for example, displays some of ttie images 
associated witti the stage 'negro' as depicted in blackface minstrel shows 
which toured Australia.50 in The Squattier's Daughter: or The Land of the 
Wattle (written by Bert Bailey and Edmund Duggan in 1907), the 
Aboriginal characters Nulla Nulla and Mulga, dressed in 'bloomers, pyjamas. 
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a kilt and a dress-coat' are figures of farce.5i However, the Aboriginal 
character is often given another dimension. In Canowindra or the Darky 
Highwayman and the Settler's Homes on the Abercrombie (1663) 'the 
darky highwayman" is of course the viUain of the piece;52 but, in contrast, 
the Aborigine is often depicted as nimble and resourceful, coming to the 
rescue of stage heroes and heroines. IxiCDoeeXfi E.W. O'SulUvan, Aboriginal 
Nardoo leaps from the roof down a pole and frees the hero Jack BaUey,53 
and Nulla Nulla in The Squatter's /fe£/^ j&^ r^mentioned earlier, rescues the 
heroine with some spectacular acrobatic feats.54 Yet the display by 
Aborigines of such physical feats is in keeping with a sense of animality, 
sensuousness and intuitiveness beUeved to be mherent in the make-up of 
Aboriginal people.55 Sometimes more sympathetic portrayals of Aboriginal 
characters occurred as in Edmund Duggan"s My Mate; A Bush Love Story 
(1911) which gives an attractive portrait of the Aboriginal girl Bunney, as 
does Jo Smith's play The Girl of the Never-Never (1911). Despite the 
overlying xenophobic references to the White Australia policy in both 
plays, the Aboriginal characters are sympathetically drawn.56 
Although Aborigines participated in rustic sports commenced in 
1635, mingled with the crov/d in the 54th anniversary celebrations in 1642 
in Sydney,57and in 1647 v/ere admitted to Brisbane's first theatre in 
RusseU Street, South Brisbane,?^ uie appearance of Aborigines on stage, 
rather than white 'blackface' actors, is rarely recorded. At a ball in the 
Royal Victoria Theatre in August 1644, when 'aU classes were present and 
aU bowed the knee to a triumphant democracy", it was alleged that 
Aborigines turned up, with one in a tattered blanket giving a ludicrous 
representation of an Aboriginal dance'.59 A report in a Croydon newspaper 
in 1901 describes the appearance in the anti-slavery American play. The 
Octoroon, staged in Normanton by the Croydon amateur group, of 'a six foot 
seven inch myall, who had been coaxed in from the bush about a hundred 
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miles away by some of the black troopers'. The terrified Aborigine who had 
been taken to see the play, was brought on stage in one of the acts, "fixed 
up with a sailor hat and a quantity of flaring red ribbons" to be greeted 
with 'roars of laughter' by an audience only too ready to mock his evident 
fear and discomfort^o By 1920, latent racism tovards Aborigines v/as stiU 
evident in Monty Grover's play Gib It TscMlin. Hov/ever, Katharine 
Susannah Prichard, a founding member of the Communist Party, dealt 
realistically with race relations in the far north of AustraUa in her play 
Brumby Innes written in 1927. Despite wnning a prize it v/as never 
performed until the 1970s, since it not only dealt sympathically with 
Aborigines, but vras also sexually explicit.^i The Aboriginal boy Pidgeon in 
Louis Esson's The Drovers is also given a sympathetic portrayal as a poetic 
figure providing 'an elegiac chant for the dying man as tiie play ends."^ 2 
The brotherhood and solidarity of the working class which other political 
dramas advocated did not generally extend to their black brothers. It was 
not until the 1930s that the first play was staged in Brisbane pleading for 
an understanding of these black outcasts of Australian society. Tn Beauty It 
Is Finished written by George Landen Dann in 1931, v-/as stiU able to 
create a storm of indignation in the white community. 
Racism v/as endemic in Australian society, and perhaps still is, not 
only in attitudes to black Australians, but also those displayed towards 
Asian and Islander imported or emigrant labor. The ado|5tion of the White 
Australia policy is an indication of the desire of most AustraUans at this 
time for "racial purity'. Dampier's Marvellous Melbourne, an AustraUan 
melodrama staged in 1669 with a realistic setting featuring low-Ufe scenes 
in central Melbourne", comically exploits and questions anti-Chinese feeling. 
While the remark of the character Dick Ledger, a petty tiiief, to Hang Hi, the 
Chinaman: 'Shut your gob or I'll make you pay poll tax", could be regarded 
as adding comic colonial flavour to the play. Ledger's dialogue witii his 
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sister Polly, reveals the much deeper racist aversion to Chinese, which 
pervaded the community at the time, notwithstanding the author"s attempt 
tjo justify the attitude on economic grounds: "Look 'ere, [said Ledger] it's a 
burnin" shame to let John Chinaman waller in luxury in Australia v/hUe the 
wukkin' man 'as dry bread."^3 Another aspect of anti-Chinese racism, v/as 
the imagined threat of invasion from Asiatics. Reaping the Whirlwind, 
written by F.R.C. Hopkins (who worked with Dampier), v^s pubUshed in 
1909; a patriotic play, it v/as designed to arouse public opinion to defend 
the country against such a threat.^^ Adela Pankhurst, despite her socialist 
views and avowedly internationalist outiook, similarly manifested racist 
attitudes in her play Betrayed.^'^ 
For anyone looking for serious Australian drama at this time, Leon 
Brodsky's comment in the Lone Hand of 1 June 1906 on tiie st3.te of the 
indigenous theatie provides a pertinent description of the situation: 
Many of us are almost in despair ^^ rfien we see how littie relation 
the theatre in Australia has to the national life of the country. ^^^ 
But a drama of more serious intent, wth an AustraUan flavour and often 
witli political overtones, v/as also .seeking to establish itself. In 1911, Louis 
Esson, under the influence of the Abbey Theatre and Irish playvmghts 
Synge and Yeats, produced naturalistic drama 'stiongly orientated tov/ards 
social reaUsm and consciously committed to reflecting Australian "Ufe and 
problems'.^  *  One of his early plays. The Time is Not FetRipe. written in 
1912, was a political satire 'on Socialism, conservative poUtics and Toorak 
society.'^ s It ^m.s first produced at an Australian drajna night in conjunction 
with the Melbourne Repertory Society, established in 1911 by Gregan 
McMahon.69 The Australian drama nights, annual events organised on the 
initiative of William Moore, commenced in 1909, and attracted other 
dramatists such as Arthur Adams and Katharine Susannah Prichard, who 
wrote plays containing serious social and political comment.-'o Arthur 
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Adams" political comedy Mrs Pretty and the Premier presented by an 
amateur Adelaide company, achieved success in London in 19l6.''i In all, 
sixty-five to seventy plays v/ere produced at these drama nights, thirteen 
of v/hich were written by AustraUans,''2 including Esson's Dead 
nmber.Mll) "an unrelieved domestic tragedy shov/ing Irish influence",''3 
and The Sacred Place, adapted from his ov/n short stjory published in the 
LoneHandiWiT}. 
This small band of determined plays^vrights continued their attempt 
to estabUsh a "national" theatie. In 1922, Louis Esson and Vance Palmer, 
after a sojourn overseas, returned to Australia, and with Stev/3.rt Macky 
founded the Pioneer Players, v/hich continued until 1926. The plays 
produced were Australian in setting. Themes included convict Ufe, for 
example, Stew3.rt Macky "s John Blake, and The Trap, based on Price 
Warung"s novel. The outback is dealt v/ith in Esson"s The Drovers v/hich 
asserts the integrity of country simplicity. The Black Horse, dealing with 
conflicting family loyalties''^ and Palmer's Telling Mrs Baker, based on 
Henry Lav/son's story. Urban life is the focus for Esson"s The Bride of 
Gospel Place, a comedy-drama of the Melbourne underv/orld, and The 
Southern iToss also ''//ritten by Esson, is an historical drama based on the 
Eureka stockade.*'? Katharine Susannah Prichard also contributed plays, 
many of Vvliich are not nov/ extant. Her first play for tiie drama nights v/3.s 
The Burglar (1909), in which she targeted marriage,'^ ^ "shov/ed signs of an 
early social conscience"'''' Other plays protested against a variety of social 
evils: in The Great Strike and in Solidarity, working conditions; in Her Place. 
class; in Forward One. v/omen workers" rights,?^ and the aforementioned 
Brumby fnnesi 1927), a critical exploration of human relationships existing 
between v/hite settlers and Aborigines in the northern frontier.^^in all, she 
wrote seventeen plays, many being political pieces for socialist groups in 
the thirties. The Pioneer Players" last performance was that of Esson's The 
Bride of Gospel Place in 1926. They had failed to achieve their dream of 
establishing a popular theatre movement depicting the Uves of ordinary 
Austialians,80 and Uke the drama groups such as tiie Sydney Repertory 
Society, founded in 1914, whom they had hoped to replace, they had only 
reached a smaU, select circle. 
The alienation of the working class from the popular stage v/as 
mainly precipitated by the increasing popularity of the film industry. 
Intioduced to Australia reputedly by an American vaudevUle entertainer 
in 1696,81 the film industry began to compete for popular audiences by 
1911. Melodrama, stage farces and music-halls were deserted by workmg 
class audiences who flocked to the cinemas in their tiiousands. VaudevUle, 
which had emerged from die minstrel show in AustraUa in the 1660s,82 
always maintained a close connection with moving pictures. However, by 
1921, moving pictures "had replaced vaudeviUe as the key theatrical strand 
in the web of Australian urban popular culture,"83 although it continued to 
draw popular audiences up to and during the second World War until 
replaced by musical comedies.^ '* Early film screenings showed a mixture of 
American, British and continental, films, although there were some 
Austiaiian films being screened. Littie impact v/as made by an AustraUan 
industiy, hampered by lack of capital, in securing a fair share of the local 
market, although between 1910 and 1930 almost 200 Austiaiian feature 
and other commercial fUms were made and distributed. Their quality was 
not in question - director, Raymond Longford, was the "most adventurous 
and capable of Australian film directors".^ ? gut American interests 
eventually dominated the industry so that by the 1920s, 90% of the films 
shown were American. With 600 cinemas built by the 1930s, it is claimed 
that Australia had the greatest number of cinemas relative to population 
than any country in the world.^ ^ By the 1920s, the commercial theatre had 
become the exclusive domain of the middle class v/ho sought 'harmless 
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Ught entertainment with occasional excursions into highly prestigious 
imported culture."^*' Content to rely on commercially successful overseas 
stage productions, professional or commercial theatres" tenuous links with 
indigenous drama were reUnquished until the 1950s. The pattern was set 
for UtUe amateur theatres to take over the role of presenting Australian-
oriented drama. 
Widespread anti-war agitation during World War I was responsible 
for the defeat of two successive conscription referenda in 1916 and 1917; 
and a general strike took place in Nev/ South Wales in 1917.^ 8 Both are 
evidence of the high level of class confUct existing at the time, which 
continued until 1921. AustraUan socialist organisations opposed the war, 
particularly the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) which received 
special attention by the state authorities. The fear engendered by this 
radical agitation caused some sections of the ruling class to favour 
repressive laws whilst the more alarmist supported counter-revolutionary 
organisations such as The King and Empire AUiance formed in Brisbane in 
1919, which presaged more general attacks on the working class, and later 
in the 1930s the establishment of "secret armies" such as the Old Guard and 
tiie 'New Guard'.89 Adela Pankhurst-Walsh, pronunent in the London 
suffragette movement and a member of the Victorian SociaUst Party which 
sought 'a New Economic Order' and the "destruction of c3.pitaUsm' 
campaigned strenuously against the war. In 1917, she wrote a p3.mphlet 
Aft^er the War WhatP^^ and a play Betrayed., which opposed conscription 
and highlighted poverty, prostitution and the condition of women in 
factories, but at the same time revealing an underlying racial bias against 
Jews Chinese and Indians.^! Ireland, having won Home Rule, "was flooded 
with Chinese labourers at the instigation of local capitalists. To assuage the 
sexual appetites of the Chinese, Irish girls were forced to prostitute 
themselves'.92 it is difficult to know from a reading of the play whether the 
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auUior endorsed the views expressed, or v/hether it was an attempt at 
satire of deep-seated and often expressed racial prejudices by v/orkers. 
However, an attempt made by Miss Pankhurst m a lecture to counter the 
scathing criticism of her play, appeared to support the view tiiat her 
•principal objection to capitaUsm ^m.s that it opened the way to 
miscegenation'.93 George Beeby's anti-v/ar play Dregs, ^//ritten in 1923 is 
an exposure of the horrifying effects of war and its corrupting influences. 
John Bamford, a manufacturing chemist, who sees ^^r as a purifying agent 
and a means to cleanse society of its 'dregs', achieves wealth and fame by 
selling poison gas, whilst his army son Geoffrey commits suicide when he 
sees the effect of the gas he invented. Learning that Geoffrey, her brother 
was not a war hero as reported, Dorothy commits suicide, accusing her 
upper-class famUy of being the real dregs of society.94 
However, most anti-war plays v/ere not written or produced until the 
1930s when the fear of another European v/ar was looming. By 1923, 
increased tiade, expanded industrial production and the arrival of British 
migrants to swell the workforce, boosted tiie economy to create improved 
living st^ andards. The average Australian income /^/as at tiiis time higher 
than the average in either America or Canada.95 Despite a brief economic 
recession in 1921-22 when unemployment reached 11.2%, the years to 
1926 were for Australia a period of economic growth.^ ^ An atmosphere 
created by repressive legislation and tiie dampening effect on working 
class militancy of higher living standards, were both factors which 
mitigated against tiie continuation of radical political activity. Many 
writers, such as V. Gordon Childe, Jack Lindsay and Christina Stead who 
espoused a radical political philosophy, left Australian shores seeking a less 
restiictive society in which to pursue their careers, creating a significant 
loss for Australia's cultural development. 
m 
Social stratification existed in Australia very early. EstabUshing itseU 
in the new colony, British coloniaUsm used coerced, unpaid convict latx>ur 
to create a wealthy, pastoral eUte. However, the pastoralists lost their 
dommant position to city capitaUsts and the banks with the development of 
tiade and commerce and the intioduction of free immigrant labour. By the 
second half of the nineteenth century, the majority of independent workers 
had become wage labourers working for larger enterprises m t>oth city and 
country.^ ? Now able to identify their employers clearly as the main 
obstacle to improved wages and conditions, and often under the radical 
influence of workers from England with trade union and Chartist 
backgrounds, they established their own trade unions. First were the craft 
unions,^ ® which succeeded in winning the 6-hour day in 1656, and later, 
tmskUled labourers created unions m the 1670s. Coalnuners launched what 
were to be the fu-st of many bitter industrial stru^les.99 Boom conditions 
of the 1660s encouraged trade unionists to confront employers to win 
demands. Between 1690 and 1693, shearers, miners and maritime 
workers unsuccessfully waged a series of mass stiikes in an endeavour to 
offset the downturn in the economy of 1669-1690. 
A play ^lich iUustrates these historical developments and their 
effect on the workers of the day was written by Lloyd Ross, a trade union 
secretary. In The Rustling of Voices, he presents a powerful challenge to 
the poverty and misery caused by unemployment in the aftermath of the 
1690s depression. It was originaUy written as the furst act of a play in 
four acts entitied The Masses in Motion. The opening section in blank verse 
tiaces the history of British industrial capitalism's effects on the workmg 
class, their transportation or enaigration to AustraUa, and their fmal 
deprivation in the i690s. The scene changes to the Sydney domam, where 
a workers' procession and demonstration to celebrate the release of 
imprisoned industrial leaders, the election of labor leaders to parliament 
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and the departure of socialist pioneers for South America culminates in an 
emotive address by WUliam Lane . He ends his speech on a high note of 
optimism: 'The sun is setting - our boat is waiting. Let us go, comrades. We 
will meet again in Socialism." Together with the Tramp's final words at tiie 
end the play, "Hear that shouting, miss - you are listening to the heralds of 
a new order"lo ,^ they evoke a memory of the passionate idealism which 
inspired the labor movement at that time. Gib It Tshillih by Montague 
Grover, a Melbourne writer who had an extensive career in journalism, 
deals with workers' struggles to Unprove their Uving conditions, working 
class solidarity and mateship. and the fight for trade union principles. Set 
on a sheep-station in the Riverina district, it teUs the story of an embatUed 
station owner Holmes, faced with a shearers' strike and the threatened 
foreclosure by the bank unless his overdraft is reduced immediately. 
There is a no-win conclusion, with the workers leaving for another job and 
the owner facing the loss of his station. This worker/employer dispute is 
portiayed as a clash of principle, v/ith both tiie workers and the boss being 
tieated sympathetically. Joe Regan, a shearer in love v/ith the boss's 
daughter, out of loyalty to his mates, renounces his love. The Aboriginal 
Jacky, whose constant begging gives the play its tiUe, is depicted in racist 
style typical of the Bulletin black "comic" characters of tiie day, with his 
final words 'Mine tinkit white man one big piurry fool"! 'Monty' Grover 
wrote several other dramas, including a socialist work. The Time is Now 
Ripe in 1937.1 oi 
Who Rnows; a play written by WUUam Jethro Brown, a jurist who 
wrote extensively throughout his Ufe for poUtical and legal reviews and 
was the first teacher of law and history at the University of Tasmania, is 
set on a sheep station in New South Wales and later in Sydney. It is 
concerned with attitudes towards trade unions, socialism, women's rights 
in marriage, their right to work and independence. Rachel Holmes is 
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tiapped in a loveless marriage to Hugh Holmes, a station owner who saved 
her life in a bushfire. Finding him tyrannical and jealous and poUticaUy 
intolerant, she seeks help from Forde, a friend and former lover, in order to 
leave to obtain work in the city. Meanwhile, Wilson, a st3.tion hand, an 
ardent socialist and trade unionist, is sacked by Holmes for trying to 
organize the workers. Forde, an enUghtened station owner, later employs 
him at union rates. Rachel establishes herself in Sydney as an independent, 
liberated woman, while Forde decides to enter poUtics. Their paths again 
cross; Holmes agrees to divorce his wife and Rachel and Forde decide to 
marry. The play is significant because of tiie advanced viewpoints 
advocated for this time (1923), particularly in relation to tiie emancipation 
of women, their role in society and tiie right of workers to organise in tiade 
unions. 102 
The defeated labour movement of the 1690s turned temporarUy to 
political activity and industriaUy, tjo conciliation and arbitiation measures 
to solve its problems, but as the economy began to recover, unions again 
reorganised. The development of tiade union consciousness, the influence 
of socialist ideas and anti-^//ar agitation during the first World War led by 
the IWW, the establishment of the One Big Union movement (OBU) after the 
defeat of the 1917 general strike, and the post-v/ar stiikes of maritime 
workers and miners in 1919-20, encouraged the development of poUtical 
drama which closely reflected ideas and tiieories being discussed v/ithin 
working-class organisations. An interesting and provocative play which 
provides an excellent insight into the industrial and political situation of 
these early post World War I years in AustraUa is Spencer Brodney's (Leon 
Brodzky) play Rebel Smith, commenced in Brisbane in 1920 and completed 
in New York in 1925. It was written specifically for the Pioneer Players but 
was never produced, as the Pioneers closed in 1926. ^ t in Central 
Queensland, the plot revolves around Bill Smith, a member of the illegal 
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IWW (Industrial Workers' of the World) and the barmaid Kitty at the local 
pub for whom he develops a liking. Bill is tempted to renege on his IWW 
principles, marry Kitty and pursue a respectable "bourgeois" life. But when 
Kitty is converted to IWW philosphy, she refuses to allow him to betray his 
ideals, offering to live with him, scorning 'bourgeois" marriage in order to 
help him continue his political activity. BUI, unable to accept her generous 
offer, sacrifices his love and leaves the town to continue his agitation. This 
rather naive plot (by today's standards) provides a vehicle for discussions 
about a variety of political and social topics - the Labor Party, the inherent 
antagonism current at the time between Labor Party reformists and the 
agitators of the IWW who advocated the One Big Union, the IWW view of 
capitalism and the workers, its approach to labor renegades and poUtical 
opporttmists, marriage and free love. It is replete with the working class 
idiom of the day - h^ge slavey boneheads, the real dope, and so on. It is a 
pity that it was never performed - played in the 20s, particularly to a 
working class audience it could have achieved success, stirring the flagging 
Pioneer Players and helping to develop a degree of solidarity against the 
increasing attacks on trade unions at this time.103 
Another play with the theme of unionism and class struggle is that of 
George Beeby, TheP:>into'View, ^ \iUizhe<Mn 192.3. It deals wiUi a strike 
in the boot manufacturing industry. The Boot Operatives" Union has asked 
for a 10 percent wage rise and threatens a lightjiing strike if the wage 
increase is not granted. A v/orking class family, the Davidsons, are central 
to the plot. John Davidson, an executive member of the union, who led an 
unsuccessful strike in 1906, again fears defeat and is opposed to a general 
stiike. His daughter Eve, also a boot machinist, hates factory life and 
aspires to a better paid, higher status occupation. She complains that the 
giris who represent half the trade have not been consulted about the strike 
decision. Jim, the eldest son, is a militant tiade unionist, and, with his mate 
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Gus Stone, secretary of the union, are members of the Karl Marx Circle 
which aims to organise workers 'for the coming revolution.' Andrew 
Thompson, John's mate for thirty years, is President of the Union and 
leader of the Stiike Committee, replacing reluctant striker John who resigns 
Uiat position. Thompson, though fearing defeat, believes that stjrike 
stiuggle organises workers in the fight against capitalism and to usher in 
the new social order. 
In the opposing camp is the family of JuUus Marsland, a wealthy boot 
manufacturer and his fellow manufacturer, Jeremiah Jackson. Botii are 
firmly committed to chaUenging the workers' demands, aitiiough 
Marsland's daughter, Joan, a university student, raises a dissident voice. In 
Uie confrontation that follows when scabs are called in to the factories, one 
stiiker is killed and seven injured. Although tv/o factory owners are 
'blacklegs' and open their factories on the workers' terms, when Thompson 
and the stiike leaders are arrested, the strikers return to work. Thompson 
is charged with murder and inciting to riot. In the rather unorthodox 
courtcase which follows, Joan Marsland and John Davidson appear in his 
defence. The murder charge is withdrawn, Thompson is convicted on the 
lesser charge, but suffering from tuberculosis, he is eventually released to a 
sanitorium. The strikers have returned to work on a compromise 
agreement, with a ten percent wage cut, scabs barred from work as well as 
thirty of the militants, including John Davidson. John becomes a casual 
wharfie. Eve leaves the factory to work as a sales assistant, and the two 
younger Davidsons, Alt)ert and Vicky join the ranks of factory workers, 
despite their mother's hope for a better future for them. The play ends on 
an ambivalent note with a disiUusioned John Davidson begmning to 
question his attitudes. Throughout the stru^le he adopted a 'reformist 
attitude and opposed the miUtant, union 'hotheads'. Still critical of their 
role, he castigates them as scabs for their compromise with the boss, yet he 
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begins to consider the revolutionary socialist solution of his old friend 
Thompson. The presentation of conflicting viewpoints introduces greater 
complexity into this realistic play which reflects the writer's knowledge of 
industiial relations and the law. Georgedater Sir George) Beeby was a 
Labor member of the New South Wales parliament in 1907, and was 
afterwards a State and federal judge.io4 
Apart from the drama already referred to, tiie impact of the Russian 
Revolution provided the catalyst for the staging of a revolutionary tableau 
on May Day in Brisbane in 1916.^ ^5 This foUov/ed a Russian theatre 
tiadition already estabUshed in Brisbane which had provided the venue for 
the first Russian and Jewish plays ever staged in Australia. In 1914 the 
Jewish Workers' Association staged a play in Yiddish, Die Kishefmachern 
(The Witch), and inspired by its success, tiiey produced a play in Russian, 
Evrei (The Jew^ written by Russian playwright Cherikov, to an entire 
Russian audience. They staged several other plays, including a comedy by 
Sholem Aleichem, Sholem Asch's With the Stream, and Osip Dimor's The 
Eternal Wanderer>^^ 
In 1926- a new group. The Understudies, entered the gap created by 
the Pioneer Players. This group of seven men and seven women, under 
the guidance of Carrie Tennant, opened it^ All Austiaiian Season, July 25-
31, 1926, with five plays - i?ommed/^ a fantasy by George Cassidy; The VQ 
a sb r^y of ^^r and an Australian, by Mrs GM.V. Kearney; The Outback, a 
dramatic episode of the Never-Never, by Carrie Tennant, When in Rome, a 
really funny satire by David Selby and When fad'Proposed by Mrs WA. 
Hoiman, a journalist, who sometimes W3.s ghost-writer for her husband, 
William Artiiur Hoiman, New South Wales L3.bor Premier until 1916 . Her 
stiong feminist beliefs were incorporated in a later play The Premier's Wife 
(1936). The Understudies aimed to encourage Austiaiian drama, modeUing 
themselves on the Carolina Players who produced plays dealing witii the 
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atinosphere and traditions of Carolina in America.iO'' They intended to 
produce: 
Australian folk plays. Plays that depict the real life of the real Aijstralian, that 
shov simple folk vith sympathy, instead of holding them up for laughter. ¥e 
do not vant plays that might have taken place anyvhere... and also {we vant) 
plays Uttle knovn to Sydney people.! 08 
Carrie Tennant went on to found the Community Playhouse in Sydney in 
1929 in a disused church cellar in Darlinghurst, converted into an up-to-
date Little Theatre, and continued fostering the work of Australian 
playwrights. Sir Mungo MacCaUum, then Vice-Chancellor of Sydney 
University, was its 'distinguished patj-on'. In its first year of operation it 
produced thirty one-act plays by local playwrights and three full-length 
plays, as weU as plays by 'representative overseas writers'; for example, 
Hedda Gablerhy Ibsen in late 1930*09 However, it is not clear to ^^at 
extent Community Playhouse essayed into political drama. It certainly 
produced plays by Louis Esson, WilUam Moore, Furnley Maurice and Vance 
Palmer, aU committed Australian reaUst writers. The producer of the WEA 
Dramatic Society in Brisbane, v/rote to Carrie Tennant saying that in his 
productions he wa.s "keeping fairly closely to naturalistic drama' and 
therefore asked for scripts of such plays,iio but George Landen Dann, 
Brisbane playwright, in offering his play Tn B^eauty ft is Finished to 
Community Playhouse, asked 'Would the reading committee consider my 
play Tn Beauty Tt is Finished or does it prefer not to indulge in 
contioversial storms?" m Dann"s play, which wUl be discussed later, was 
provoking a storm in Queensland over its sympathetic treatment of the 
"half-caste" question. Charles Carter's('Karta') successful one-act play 
Workle^ written in 1930 and described as a strike episode play, may 
have been produced by Community Playhouse, as according to Sydney 
publicity he was one of the best-known of tiie few Australian playwrights 
at the time with fifteen plays and playlets to his credit.112 Carrie Tennant 
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was certainly aware of the effects of the depression as she revealed in a 
newspaper interview in 1931^^^ A newspaper commented that a one-act 
play TheAvntof View writtjsn by Mrs Albert LitUejohn, and produced by 
Community Playhouse, 'suited her ardent feminism"; anotiier one-act play 
performed in the competition organized by Community Playhouse in 1930, 
which attracted forty-five plays of which thirty-three were produced, was 
The Comrades by Charles H. Hanker. The competition was won by L.L. 
WooUacott with the play The Traitor, and the following review gives some 
idea of the plot, if not the quality of the play: 
The characters vere chosen from a small groi:q> of extreme ^cialists, and the 
author ridicules their fervent but puny efforts to remodel the destinies of the 
Commonwealth and portrays them as vhoUy ineffective social reformers. The 
central figure is Edvard Termant, the editor of the Proletarian, confronted by 
the problem of raising sufficient money to publish the next issue of his 
newspaper. Termant finally solves his difficulty by accepting a position on 
another newspaper at a high salary. 11^ 
Community Playhouse's most successful political drama was Two Minutes 
Silence written by Leslie Haylen, later a Labor Party politician. It was first 
performed in June 1930 and ran for four months. Described as a "play of 
tiie war in six scenes, a graphic portrayal of the horror and futility of war", 
it was eventually bought by an 'Australian talkie firm under option to J.C. 
WUliamsons, Austialia's tiieatirical combine.' In 1933, a 75-minute film, 
based on the play, v/as produced and directed by the McDonagh Sisters,ii5 
a departure from tiieir usual films which avoided anything identifiably 
AustiaUan in their attempt to achieve international appeal.* * ^  The demise 
of Community Playhouse after a few years cut short a rather promising 
littie theatre. 
Australian women achieved national and international renown on the 
stage, a place where they could excel and be admired by men.**? Yet 
AustiaUan men were applauded for tiieir sporting and fighting prowess, 
and tiie accomplishments of women were relegated to secondary 
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importance. Women writers in the nineteenth century have usually been 
recognised for tiieir contiibution to fiction rather than playwriting, most 
probably because this was where the financial rewards lay.n^ Just as an 
early play of Eliza Dunlop written in 1641 has not survived, it is also 
possible that the works of other women playwrights have been lost.* * 9 
However, what male playwrights wrote was no doubt influenced by the 
works of female writers in other fields, as weU as reflecting the trends 
apparent in the society around them. As a result, the delineation of 
women and definition of their attitudes and aspirations in nineteenth and 
early twentieth century drama has been largely the province of male 
playwrights. Those female actor-managers of this period, and there were a 
number, were interested in financial gain rather tiian any challenge to 
existing social mores.*20 it was not until after World War I and the 
depression years that v/omen directors and playv/rights, particularly in the 
political theatre movement, began to raise an alternative viewpoint. There 
were conflicting attitudes in the way in which women v/ere portiayed in 
early theatre. In the Backus Minstiel repertoire stump speech, women's 
rights were satirized to cater to the predominantly male audiences of the 
goldfields,*2i and the widespread campaign by women against drinking 
and gambling led to their popular stage representation as "nags and 
spoilsports".* 22 The promotion of women as sexual objects v/as epitomized 
in Madam Rentz"s female Minstrels (1670) when women"s legs and bodies 
were displayed in closely fitting tights,* 23 and in the early twentietii 
century as more women entered the workforce, new standards of social 
and sexual behaviour were reflected and encouraged in vaudevUle with 
suggestive songs and scantily clad chorus girls.* 24 But alongside the 
titiUating spectacle of chorus girls, Australian melodrama presented the 
image of energetic, sporting and independent young Australian women, an 
image which had been appropriated and adapted from its British 
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counterpart* 25 in numerous plays on the popular stage, such as Robbery 
Under Arms; For the Term of His Natural Life, Marveiious Melbourne, The 
Squatter's Daughter or The Land of the Wattle, and The Man From OutbacJ; 
or Stockwhip and Saddle, a spirited, healthy and independent young bush 
woman, an agile and competent horse woman, who manages properties or 
tiacks down cattie thieves, is central to the plot. It has been claimed that 
the spirited colonial heroine was uniquely Australian,* 26but the depiction 
of women in this manner was to some extent a response by the EngUsh 
speaking theatie to the changing position of women in society in the latter 
part of the nineteenth century.* 2? in a country where labor shortages 
were perennial from the time of settiement until the onset of depression in 
the late 19th century, AustraUan women worked in diverse occupations in 
countiy and urban settings.* 28 Government statistics in 1696/9 showed 
that half the women of AustiaUa worked in paid occupations at some time 
in their lives and one-fifth all their lives.* 29 Recent research estimates 
somewhat higher rates of employment for women.* 30 such statistics did 
not take into account the other less visible occupations that engaged 
women to help supplement famUy incomes, or in some cases maintain 
families. Although in tiie play WhoRnows. the right of women to v/ork and 
to play an independent role in society was recognised and defended, in fact, 
women in Australia were accorded an inferior status both socially and 
economicaUy. They worked for lower wages and under worse conditions 
than male workers being relegated to domestic work, or to industries such 
as the clothing and allied txades.*3* Adela Pankhurst-Walsh drew attention 
to women's exploitation in factories in her play Betrayed, and in Point of 
View. Eve Davidson, the young woman boot machinist, hates her factory 
job and aspires to a higher status, better paid position. Although she 
supports the stiike decision, she complains that female factory workers 
were not consulted, drawing attention to prevaiUng male-organised trade 
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unions" hostility to female workers, who were often equated to coloured or 
non-union labour for tiieir supposed "capacity tjy undermine union 
employment".* 32 Although women in the tailoring tiade formed tiieir own 
union in 1662, following a strike provoked by a wage cut "most female 
workers were not unionised and their participation in unions and union 
hierachies remained problematical".* 33 
Marriage was preferred by women t^ the ignominious role of 
"spinster", judging by the high marriage rates. Yet it v/as witiiin this social 
institution that women faced severe constraints, and early feminists such 
as Catherine Helen Spence argued that in the interests of self-reaUsation, 
marriage should be 'modified, even abandoned." Her book Handfasted, 
completed in 1679.. dealing with this question, v/3.s considered too radical 
for publication.* 34 she is representative of the women beginning to voice in 
the public sphere the injustices meted out to them by a society dominated 
by males. Rebel Smiths female protagonist, Kitty the barmaid, is prepared 
to dispense with 'bourgeois' marriage in order to help her prospective 
husband continue his revolutionary work, but her offer is rejected. While 
Darrell's The Naked Truth v/3.s unpopular for questioning double standards 
in marriage and the institution itself, Rachel Holmes in Who Knows, 
although becoming an independent, liberated v/oman in Sydney after a 
divorce, eventually setUes for the safety and security of a second marriage. 
In Brumby Tnnes, Katharine Susannah Prichard"s May resigns herself to a 
subservient marriage to Brumby despite his violence to^//ards tiie 
Aborigines, his promiscuity and lack of respect for their v/omen, and for 
her as a woman. He relegates her to the role of providing children to inherit 
his property equating her to one of his mares: "You're one of Brumby's 
mares. You gallop wth the mob."* 35 This analogy between horse and 
woman is a feature of Australian sporting melodrama, where horse-racing 
terms are frequentiy used to describe a woman. In Dion Boucicault's horse-
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racing melodrama. Trying Scud; or A Four-Legged Fortune (1666), the 
heroine Katey Rideout's breedmg potential is obliquely suggested and she is 
described throughout the play m "language appropriate to a blood mare".* 36 
Although his later play The Jilt (1665) in the same genre, can be 
interpreted as acknowledging women's rights and abilities and accepts new 
standards for female behaviour, these are still contained within a male-
ordered society. Women are still compared with horses in somewhat 
beUtUing fashion in such typical comments as: 'he brought her up to the 
altar and put her nose on the rails, she shied and landed hrni v/ith a broken 
Ufe',* 37 and in Bland Holt's A Run of Luck, both the heroine and the prize 
filly are named Daisy.* 38 
Nowhere is the daily renunciation of their own individuality and 
desires that Australian women made in their marriages more lucidly and 
vividly exemplified as in the play A Touch of Silk, written by Betty Roland 
in 1926 and produced by a smaU amateuj theatre in 192 9.* 39 Its simple 
plot, centering on a French girl Jeanne, cut off from Parisian cultjire and 
thrown into an insular, Australian rural community in the midst of drought, 
provides the backdrop for the confUcting values tiiat are exposed. The 
hostility between Jeanne and Mrs Davidson, her moUier-in-law, is more 
complex tiian simple family jealousy. The whiff of Paris that Jeanne 
Davidson brings to this community conjures up a v/orld of fashionable, 
sexuaUy free, independent v/omen, surrounded by a centijries-old culture, 
in conti-ast to the 'shabby and toil-v/orn' and 'arid' Australian country 
wives epitomised by Mrs Davidson. Constrained by her difficult life to 
continual denial, she is bitterly resentful of the seeming indulgences of her 
daughter-in-law. On the other hand, Jeanne's inability to deny herself the 
indulgence of 'the touch of silk' - silk underwear - leads to the final tragedy 
of the drama, the loss of her dearest possession, her husband's love. 
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Under the influence of the English and American temperance 
movements, women in AustraUa were active in the campaign to reform 
men's leisure activities. The Women's Christian Temperance Union, formed 
in Sydney in 1662 by an American temperance lecturer Mr Eli Johnson, did 
not restrict itseU to propaganda on drinking and gambling reform, but also 
became heavUy committed to the campaign for women's suffrage in 
Austialia.*40 Temperance drama was intioduced to the Austiaiian stage in 
1651 with The Bottle, a three act drama, staged under the patronage of the 
Total Abstinence Societies of Melbourne,*4i and in 1652, The Spirit of the 
Goldfields or Avarice, intemperance and Ruin, a fantasy play by a colonial 
author v/ith a temperance moral was produced.*42 in 1660, Drink ("The 
Great Temperance Drama") which had been adapted for the Hicks-Lewis 
minstiel group, was performed. It concerned "the redemption of a drunkard 
from debauchery by a "grand deliverer' and was described as "dreadfuUy 
painfiU" and 'dreary and wearisome.'*43 Two dramatic versions of Emile 
Zola's novels L'Asskommoir^nai Germinal, namely Drink ^ n<\ Master and 
Man toured the eastern st3.tes of Australia in the 1660s. In Brisbane Drink 
played to p3.cked houses in 1669 amidst a press controversy over the 
dangers of realist art and of intemperance and /^rtiich lamented "the 
miserable prudery" which had taken the place of "true criticism" in the 
press.*44 One of Bland Holt"s Australianised drama"s The Batting BDok'w^^ 
an anti-gambUng play v/hich featured a "real sensation' on stage, a country 
horse race.*45 while to some extent drama until the 1930s reflected 
feminist demands v/hich concentrated on 'married women's property 
rights, divorce, custody of children, drink, social purity and the vote", some 
of which v/ere ultimately achieved in the early twentieth century,*46 its 
overaU message exposed the real situation, clearly demonstrating that the 
majority of Australian women were stiU regarded as second-class citizens. 
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Given the nature of Australian colonisation, it v/as inevitable that 
early cultural influences from Britain predominated at least until the 
middle of the nineteenth century. Gold discovery, and the development of 
tiade and commerce in the mid-nineteenth century, led to increased 
population from overseas. A spectacular expansion of Australian drama 
was given new impetus and direction from American overseas companies. 
But to see Australian culture as only derivative is to ignore the very real 
effect created by the new and different Australian environment. The 
imported culture was modified and changed to incorporate new elements of 
"local colour". The poUtical and social upheaval which had been a feature of 
AustiaUan society in the nineteenth and the first three decades of the 
twentieth century were to be foUov/ed by another severe disruption of 
economic life caused by the depression of tiie 1930s. It had its impact on 
every aspect of Australian life, and AustiaUan cultural life W3.s no 
exception. High unemployment, increased poverty, and a revival of 
working class interest in trade unionism and miUtant action, *4<' as v/ell as 
the serious threat to world peace posed by the growth of fascism in 
Europe, created an atmosphere which stimulated the production by 
amateur theatie groups of serious drama focussing on contemporary social 
problems, and for the first time in Australia's history political tiieatre 
emerged with the rise of the New Theatre movement, bringmg 'a welcome 
political awareness to the amateur stage'.*48 Although a few amatjeur 
theaties throughout Australia included in their repertoires some drama of 
social comment, it was largely left to the avowedly political theatjre groups 
to present both local and overseas political and social drama which 
emanated from the 'sharpened poUtical focus" of workers' theatie groups 
which had developed in the United States and the United Kingdom in 
tiiel920s.*49 
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Chapter 3 
The origin of Brisbane Amateur Theatres and the 
beginnings and development of political theatre 
In 1930...we were lm«4 in a wry tarbalent 
period, one of sKffering, deprivatiofi, 
cMsemployineftt, the rise of fascistn, aad the deflial 
of all hHtnaii rigjits. Uiwier these circansstaisces 
what was the professional theatre doing in 
enlightening people, in championing their carjcse, 
or in any form of identification? Very littie...The 
Mew Theatre felt that the theatre had to be virile, 
alive, challenging, a place where people v/ill flock 
because it is inspirational, because it impresses 
people, not just from an ideological point of view, 
bat because it's dealing mtb. life, with politics. 1 
The ravages of war, foUowed by economic depression in the early 
1920s, produced marked changes to the AustraUan economy, which 
eventually recovered, but to a level below that achieved pre-war. The First 
World War of 1914-16 had afforded Australians a shattering introduction 
to the world political scene. Despite the "clear and principled stand of 
socialists', militant trade unionists and Uberal peacelovers in opposition to 
the war, 417,000 x^ustralian solders were enlisted, two-thirds of whom 
were sent overseas. Of these, a "staggering total' of 215,000 were 
casualties, including 60,000 dead.2 But Australians generally were 
unprepared for the v/orld-¥ride economic crisis of 1929 /^rtiich created 
unprecedentjed misery and unemployment in the country, mth over one-
third of the working population unemployed. The chaUenge to capitalist 
democracy posed by the depression v/as further compounded by the rise of 
fascism in Europe, the increa.sing tlireat of ^^r and the consolidation of the 
socialist state in the Soviet Union. Austjralians were not immune to the 
ideological conf Ucts /^rtiich arose in the wake of the economic and political 
turmoU in v/hich working people were seeking a solution to these problems 
being experienced world-wide. A new, radical politics was chaUenging the 
moderation and reformism characteristic of the Australian labor movement 
up to this time, and tiiis in turn affected otiier sections of the population, 
including students, artists and intellectuals. A new Uterature, new criticism 
and new art forms influenced by American and European models, became 
a feature of tiie 1930s. 
But while the poUtical tiieatres of the tiiirties in Brisbane were 
promoting left-wing, 'working class" drama, the mainstream amatetir 
groups were, in general, providing their audiences mth temporary 
diversions from the world's reality. They follov/ed tiie pattern set by the 
commercial theatres and cinemas whose fare, consisting mainly of 
American imports, had by the 1930s marginalised the Australian film 
industry and had created a world of entertainment whose aim was to 
deflect attention from the pressing problems of society. But the message of 
American films and plays v/as even more insidious. The star system, with 
its focus on attractive men and women who, against aU odds, achieved 
success in adventure or romance, encouraged a belief in a fantasy world of 
individual greatness rather than collective responsibility. Joris Ivens (the 
great Dutch filmmaker, who post-1945 made a film in Australia about 
Australian waterside workers' struggle in support of Indonesian 
independence) on a visit to Hollywood in 193^, 'contrasted tiie tiiviality of 
American films" mth the stark, real-Ufe drania that was being enacts in 
everyday life. In addition, to counteract a dangerous radical viewpoint 
fostered in a disUiusioned society, films were disseminated, which 
contained cleverly disguised attitudes against industrial mUitancy and any 
form of agitation.3 
In this environment, the left-v/ing poUtical theatie in Australia ^m.s 
further circumscribed by the tradition of governments and oUier political 
authorities constanUy tjo censor or suppress any material v/hich they 
considered constituted moral or poUtical subversion. As early as 1643, the 
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Colonial Secretary refused a licence for Henry O'Flaherty's play Life in 
Sydney: or. The Ran Dan CJub, ostensibly on moral grounds.^ The pattern 
was set by Prime Minister Hughes for book censorship during the First 
World War and after, when he extended the Customs Act to use as a 
weapon against Bolshevism and the Sinn Fein. In the 1930s, another period 
of political and social turmoU, the government launched a campaign of book 
banning of an unprecedented nature with 5,000 books being placed on the 
list of prohibited publications from 1929 to 1934. Such Uterary works as 
James Joyce's Ulysseszxi^ Eric Remarque's anti-v/3.r novel All Quiet on the 
Western Front were placed on the list of banned books.5 One hundred 
'poUtical' books were removed from the banned list in 193?, a sequel to the 
agitation of the Victjorian Book Censorship League, later subsumed by Brian 
Fitzpatiick's Council for Civil Liberties formed in 193^^, and in November 
1941, after the Soviet Union had entered the war, the ban on six hundred 
books, magazines and newspapers published in that countiy was Ufted.? 
During tiie Spanish Civil ¥far, cuts to tiie film They Shall Not Pass, in support 
of the Republican government against Franco's fascist forces and the 
banning of No Intervention, v/hich presented 'pictorial evidence of Italian 
intervention" to aid the fascist forces, were only reversed after protests 
from civil Ubertarians.^ 
FoUowng a protest by the German Consul in Sydney, Dr Asmis, a ban 
was placed on tiie anti-Nazi play THi The Day I Die. which vra.s presented 
by Sydney New Theatire in 1936, and later by Brisb3.ne Unity Theatie in 
1936. The ban v/3.s not lifted until 1941 v/hen the "brutal extiemes of Nazi 
Germany had been apparent txj tiie entire world for tv/o years'.^ In 
defiance of the ban, both Sydney and Brisbane continued to show this 
popular play. Overt suppression of free speech and expression, combined 
witii financial pressures, intimidation and Uireats have been appUed. In 
Brisbane in 1940, an attempt W3.s made to close down the play Cannibal 
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LMnival and to intimidate the players. The male lead and anotiier member 
of the cast were threatened with dismissal as Commonv/ealth employees if 
they continued to play any roles in Unity Theatre. At a time of 
unemployment, the two players had no alternative but to v/ithdrav/, but 
the play continued.io gut the most subtie, and perhaps the most dangerous 
of aU attempts to stifle the dissemination of non-conformist ideas, v/3.s the 
tacit pressure exerted by the ruling hierarchy on pubUshers, booksellers 
and journalists to impose their own self-censorship. In response to a 
poUtical climate hostile to minority views being expressed, newspapers 
(other than the trade union and socialist press) consistentiy ignored the 
existence of the left-wing theatre. This /^ras particularly evident in Sydney, 
where from 1946 New Theatre received no reviev/ of its plays for fifteen 
years, and it appears a similar situation existed m Brisbane. Mona Brand, 
Sydney New Theatre playwright, described it as "the first icy blast of the 
cold v^r that was to breathe on the Australian New Theatre movement..." n 
It could be no accident that the works of such play /^wrights as Mona 
Brand, Oriel Gray, Jim Crav/ford and Nancy MacmiUan (WiUs), who wrote 
specificaUy for Unity and New Theaties, and Katharine Susannah Prichard 
and Jean Devannyi^ who espoused the realist mode, v/ere virtually 
forgotten and have only recently been recuperated. Mona Brand was 
effectively excluded from the mainstream theatre until nov/, as was Oriel 
Gray until 1950, when she broke her connections mth New Theatre and 
the Communist Party. She went on to attain popular success v/ith less 
politically orientated "soap opera" serials such as Beilbird.^'^ None of Jim 
Crawford's plays has ever been published despite the fact that one of his 
plays The (jovernor's Statles won the Western Australian Theatre Council's 
prize for best original AustraUan play for 1951- His highly praised play 
kocket Range, which urged a 'new approach to the Aboriginal people', was 
thrown out of the British Drama League Festival in Sydney in 1947 by the 
judge. Despite the high commendation to New Theatre for stage 
presentation, production and acting, it was condemned as 'ideological 
propaganda" which depicted Australian poUcemen in a fashion "slanderous 
upon [sic] a fine body of men" and, in his wisdom, the judge decided that 
the play failed to "advance the Drama".i'* Katharine Susannah Prichard 
wrote about seventeen plays, most of which are not nov/ available. Two of 
ttiem. The threat Strike {\%\) and ^^lidarity Mil) <i^ 3.1 with workers" 
stiike stiuggles in the mines of Broken HUls and the goldfields of West 
AustiaUa. A third play. Forward One MlO), a realist play, deals with an 
industiial dispute amongst shop assistant^ in Perth. All are essentiaUy 
propaganda plays in agit/prop style which she often favoured. Women in 
Spain (193?) was performed on a truck at a Spanish Relief Rally. It is 
possible that lack of encouragement for her plays impelled her tov/ards 
novel writing, but whilst they have been dismissed as plays mainly 
important for their poUtical, rather than their dramatic sense i5 they are 
significant because they give evidence not only of her poUtical 
commitment, but also show the influence of overseas playv/rights on her 
work; for essimple, Bertolt Brechts Epic Theatie of Germany and American 
Clifford Odets" agit-prop style propaganda play Waiting for LeftyS^ Against 
this background of systematic suppression and censorship, the detailed 
history of Brisbane amateur theatres, and in particular the political 
theaties of the thirties to be deUneated in tJiis chapter, attains much 
greater significance. 
The 1930s, a period v/hen v/omen v/ere "for tiie first and indeed only 
time, a dominant influence in Australian literature", have been referred to 
as 'remarkable years in AustraUan cultural history'.i*' In Brisbane the 
establishment of at least five amateur theatre groups before the end of the 
decade, three of which could lay claim to the tiUe of 'political theatre', was 
an occurrence which would certainly confirm this view. The first of these 
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amateur groups, the Brisbane Repertory Theatre, was actually set up in 
response to an earlier dramatic revival being experienced overseas, 
particularly in the United Kingdom and the United States. Repertory v/as 
formed in 1925,i^ just a few years prior to the introduction of t3.Ucies to 
Brisb3Jie,i9 with the dual objects of entertainment and education of tiie 
pubUc in dramatic art. Described as a 'vital, active and artistically 
important group',20 its early offerings featured the v/orks of overseas 
playwrights of British, Irish, Russian and American origin. Most of the 
plays were of the 'well-made' variety, interspersed with plays of serious 
social comment by Shaw, Drinkwater, Galsworthy, Yeats, Synge, Ibsen and 
Rice. The production of Australian plays was encouraged, so that plays by 
Vance Palmer, Betty Roland and George Landen Dann were featured. 
Of the Australian plays produced in this early period, the most 
memorable would certainly be Betty Roland's play A Touch of Silk. 
descrit)ed as 'the most enduring Australian play referring to war' which 
was discussed m Chapter 2 21 and in Boauty It is Finished, the first play 
written by Brisbane playwright, George Landen Dann, which in 1931, won a 
play competition sponsored by Brisbane Repertory. While the Brisbane 
Tel^raph reacted in surprise to an 'unknown writer' who had 'attained so 
high a standard of achievement',22 and pointed out that no event had 
stirred public interest in tiie tiieatre for years as this production in Her 
Majesty's Theatre, other newspapers were extiemely critical. Smith's 
Weekly questioned Repertory's extiaordinary decision in an article headed 
£30prize awarded filthy play - sordid drama of miscegenation. The review 
referred to the titie of Uie play as 'misleading,'^ ? and contended that the 
story was a "sordid and soiled one of the dubious romance of a self-
confessed woman of tiie streets and a half-caste,' 'an unwholesome story' 
and the 'terms and expressions' used 'cut across accepted tiaditions of the 
stage". It concluded: 
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Norman LifKJsay's book Pedhesp was t>anne<3 on account of a few excijsable 
passages, and in any event it was of genuinely literary value and was a 
brilliant observation of conditions that did exist in Australia. In Beauty It is 
Finished if it is literature, it is of a t^^e we could well eschew. If it is drama, it 
is for reading in the library by the type of mind that likes that sort of 
reading. 24 
Another newspaper article suggested that Brisbane Repertory v/ould be 
'rent in twa.in' over the decision of the judging committee and predicted a 
visit from tlie censor.25 on the other hand, tiie Brisbane Courier referred tjo 
the criticism wliich had been leveUed at the judges for making wliat many 
regarded as 'an unwise selection", but thought that the play did not 
'overstep the bounds of convention established by other modern writers'.26 
But the Patriot was more concerned that AustraUa's image abroad would 
be damaged, pointing out that 
it was a pity that the half-caste question should be placed in the limelight 
when so many happier phases of Australian Ufe are neglected. This is a 
country advocating a White Australia policy, and reference to our darker 
tragedies not only accentuates certain conditions in the minority of Australia's 
progress, but is a bad advertisement abroad...not one woman in five thousand 
would be attracted in any way by a half-caste. The existence of half-castes is 
unfortiMiately the white man's responsibility, but why should we, as a 
developing literary community, advertise our sins, while passing over our 
many virtue as a nation ?27 
Professor J.J. Stable, President of the Repertory Society defended the 
selection of Dann's play,28 and unlike the rather hysterical and bia.ssed 
comments in most other newspapers, the Daily Mail review gave a brief 
ouUine of the plot and positive criticism for the author: 
As a lighthoi3se keeper, David Edmonds has been content to spend his life. From 
one isolated station to another, on headland oi' island, he has taken with him his 
two daughters. He is a self-centred, conscientious gloomy man, who has 
dominated a meek wife and considers he has done his duty to his daughters 
when he allows them each to spend some years on the mainland. For the girl 
who has come back home, the city has been a pitfall. She has returned 
disillusioned, hardened, besmirched. On the lighthouse island she is thrown 
into the companionship of a young fisherman. She discovers that he is a half-
caste, draws back in horror, but by the harshness of the father is driven in 
desperation to leave the island with him....There are the makings of a poignant 
tragedy in this plot and material, but Mr Dann has fallen short of success in 
translating his conception into dramatic form. He fails to win s^impathy for 
any of his characters which is essential if a tragedy is to achieve its chief 
purpose, that of quickening the emotions and touching the heart to pity... ¥ith 
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both a first play and a first production the Repertory Society ^ entm-ed on a bold 
experiment...[It is not ] a sordid play... 29 
Four more of Dann's plays were produced by Repertory, including 
Fountains Beyond in 1942, which also had as its theme a plea for 
underst^.nding of the problems of Aborigines living on tiie fringes of white 
society. However, from 1931. Brisbane Repertory generally chose to avoid 
production of plays which might cause offence or dissension amongst its 
members or its middle class audience.30 It continued producing well-tried 
and successful overseas drama, along v/itii some Austiralian plays. Later, in 
the 1950s and 1960s it did produce works of such playwrights as LilUan 
Hellman which, in the era in which tiiey were written, tackled tiiemes 
which were regarded as contentious, if not radical, and cert3.inly critical of 
prevailing social norms. For example, m 1959 Brisbane Repertory staged 
The Children's Hour written by Hellman in 1934. It is a psychological 
drama dealing with two school teachers falsely accused of lesbianism, and 
one of its principal themes is an examination of tiie forces brought into 
play when a powerful conservative society punishes the innocent 
individual; and in simpler terms, as expressed by Hellman herself, 'good 
versus evU'.si It is interesting to note that in the 193^ film version, the 
lesbian theme v/as "excised..in favor of a conventional tiiangle story...to 
conform to tiie dictates of the Hays Office,"32 ^^t anotiier fUm version 
produced by HoUywood in 1961, st3.rring Audrey Hepburn and Shirley 
Maclaine v/3.s much more frank in its treatment.33 As v/ill be seen later, 
the WEA Dramatic Society staged the play in 1936- Repertory was on safe 
ground in 1959, as middle class society was becoming more tx l^erant in the 
lead up to the focus on sexual liberation in the 60s. Similarly with the 
play Watch on the Rhine, written in 1941, an anti-fascist play which 
examines the problems of an exiled German resistance leader in America.34 
By the time Repertory produced this play in 1967, the Brisbane public had 
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been weU saturated with anti-fascist films and Hellman herself v/as v/eU 
established as a respected playwright. 
The Workers' Education Association(WEA) was formed in Queensland 
in 1913, based on the already weU established English model. It would 
attempt to Unk trade unionists, universities and state education 
departments to stimulate and encourage workers' education.35 in 1929 a 
course in dramatic art was introduced mth Mr George Eaton36 of Brisbane 
Repertory Society acting as tutor. Membership of the group was open to 
all WEA members and with an initial eighteen members, the WEA Dramatic 
Society commenced to offer plays, ostensibly directed to a student, tjrade 
union and working class audience.3'' With a dearth of amateur dramatic 
groups in Brisbane at this time - the only other group operating was 
Brisbane Repertory - the WEA Dramatic Society made steady advances in 
the next five years. In 1932, it conducted a one-act play competition to 
stimulate interest in Australian dramatic Uterature and to offer some 
encouragement to Queensland writers of the shorter form of drama.' It 
offered a prize of ten guineas for the best original one-act play. The 
Brisi>ane Telegraph agreed tj? publish and pay for the winning play and 
the tiiree next in order of merit. In this competition, eighty-nine plays 
were submitted, Vance Palmer acted as adjudicator, the prize being won by 
George Landen Dann mth his one-act play The CiantJ^ The society 
concentiated on Australian one-act plays up to 1933, when the proceeds 
of Vance Palmer's play Christine were given to the Queensland National 
Art Gallery to purchase Mr Palmer's portiait by tiie Melbourne artist Colin 
Colahan. 39 By now the WEA Dramatic Society W3.s enjoying a good 
reception from the public and the metjropoUtan press, and the WEA 
Association itself was said to enjoy the "confidence and support of a fairly 
large section of the organized labor movement, industrial affiliations of 
skilled and unskilled workers being thirty four and political affiliations. 
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George Eatun, Prodoccer/actor - VEA Dramatic Society; 1929-1941 
(Ftioto coartesy Boug Eatofi} 
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such as labour party branches, being fourteen.'^ o Aitiiough it has been 
claimed by Mary Murnane that the dramatic society directed its activities 
towards recreation rather than education, partiy due to the fact that 
"students had no representation on the Central CouncU'^ i, that argument 
cannot be sustained. The Austiaiian Students' League was represented 
in 1936 by Mr E.A.Bacon with Dr K. Outhred on the Central CouncU.'*^  The 
facts are that most of the AustiaUan plays produced reflected the social 
reaUties of the day, although largely set in the outback or remote areas. 
Plays from Ireland, Britain and America, v/hich were produced by the WEA 
Dramatic Society were representative of either the naturalist or social 
realist school, and provided education along mth entertainment. The plays 
of Irish playwrights, George B-ernard Shaw, Lennox Robinson and Sean 
O'Casey, American play^vrights, Elmer Rice, LilUan Hellman, Robert 
Sherwood and German playwright Ernst Toller were all presented by the 
WEA Dramatic Society and depict^ the society of the time in naturalistic 
terms, whilst usually providing a serious social and political critique of that 
society. By 1933, the dramatic society had moved its productions to All 
Saints' Hall, giving high standard productions of three plays a year which 
attiacted large audiences.43 Furthermore, in 1935, an opinion had been 
expressed that of the two amateur theatiical groups. Repertory and WEA, 
the WEA Dramatic Society 'is tJie more progressive'.^^ 
In order to support a basic premise tiiat a radical minority attempted 
to 'tiansform the WEA into an agent of social revolution',^5 it has been 
argued tiiat an attempt v/as made in 1936 and 1939 "to change the accent 
of tiie WEA Dramatic Club' which led to its cooperation mth the more 
radical Unity Theatre in the production of plays 'designed to illuminate the 
alleged contiradiction and ills of contemporary society.'^ ^ The WEA Dramatic 
Society consistentiy pursued a poUcy of presenting 'realistic' drama and 
cooperated with a number of dramatic groups which could by no means be 
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classified as 'radical'. Early in 1936 it presented tiiree one-act plays in the 
Repertory Society rooms, and later that year it produced Judgment Day, by 
American playwright Elmer Rice, an indictment of fascism, in conjunction 
with Tv/elfth Night theatie. The only play produced in cooperation with 
Unity Theatie was The Insect Play in 1939. An allegorical play written 
by the Czech Capek brothers, it could either be regarded as a satire on 
capitaUsm and war or merely as an expose of capitalism. It was acclaimed 
by the Brisbane Telegraph^'^ yet a critic (of known left-wing persuasion) 
writing in the WK'^ Bulletin claimed the play was 'barren, futile and 
defeatist in outiook' obscuring the need to encourage political activity to 
change the nature of the world which it exposed.'*^ 
An attack was mounted by tiie right-wing Forgan-Smith Labor 
government at the end of 1936, supported by the powerful and 
conservative union, the Australian Workers' Union, under the leadership of 
Clarrie Fallon, to curb >^/hat they considered to be the dangerous influence 
of the WEA.'*^  Dominated by 'Roman Catholics and former tiade unionists 
with key Australian Workers' Union (AWU) affUiations', the long-standing 
and overwhelming fear of successive Labor governments in Queensland 
was not 'the straight out Tory' but Communism and those v/hom tiiey 
perceived as its adherents and sympathisers.50 Following allegations that 
under a 'Communistic Executive', the WEA classes had become 'schools of 
Communist teaching' and the library a 'fountain-head of subversive 
propaganda in Queensland',5i a Commission of Inquiry ^^s set up in 1939 
t3 investigate the activities of the WEA. Despite the findings of the inquiry 
that the organisation was adequatjely fulfilling its mission of a "better 
understanding between Learning and Labor',52 the government subsidy 
was withdrawn and the old Fire Brigade buUding in Edward Street occupied 
by the organisation was t3.ken over by the government and torn down to 
be replaced by State Government offices.53 These events marked the 
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demise of the WEA in (Queensland. The dramatic society finally ceased 
operation in mid-1941. Almost from its inception, under the direction of 
George Eaton, the WEA Dramatic Society had attempted to play an 
educative role, to direct its audience to look at the problems existing in 
AustiaUa and to turn their eyes to the dangers of fascism and war in the 
international arena. It was neither a conservative nor a revolutionary 
theatie, but it aimed to produce plays to entertain and to educate the 
working class towards a better understanding of the social reaUties of the 
day. Even though it may not have succeeded in tiiis aim, it can be termed a 
political theatie. 
According to its organizer and "resident" playwright. The Roving Reds 
Revue Company which commenced in Brisbane in 1933-34, would rank, 
from a poUtical point of view, 'as the most sectarian group that ever 
operated in Australia.'54 jim Crawford, v/ho started the group, prepared 
the ground for this new venture by a course of lectures on Shakespeare 
which he gave at Victoria Park to his fellov/ unemployed. He provided the 
scripts and acted in this proletarian theatrical group which W3.s organized 
to raise funds for the Unemployed Workers' Movement. 55 in Jim 
Crawford's words: 
It Ts^as an ephemeral organisation and only played on three or four occasions, 
and remains interesting as an example of the endemic type of theatre is^hich 
the Australian people (like all other peoples) are continually throwing up. The 
dramatic forms used by The Roving Reds were those of the music hall and 
vaudeville stage, the language and content were purely Australian, althotjgh 
international questions were handled .56 
Most of the miUtant unemployed workers at the camp supported the 
"workers' state of Soviet Russia' being convinced that it was the preferable 
alternative to the existing capitaUst state in Queensland at that time. A 
Roving Reds' play on this theme was The Metro Viewers Trial, a typical 
burlesque ridicuUng 'the contemporary press attacks on aU aspects of 
Soviet Ufe'.57 The Roving Reds later became The Proletarian Players,58 
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which was similar to unemployed and workers' dramatic groups 
established in other states, such as the Workers' Art Qub, formed in 
Sydney about 1933 and the Workers' Theatre Group formed in 
Melbourne.59 The Proletarian Players received manuscripts of plays and 
sketches from the southern states, their most notable performance in 
Brisbane being an adaptation of The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists.^^ 
This play was first produced in England in 1927, being written by Tom 
Thomas as an adaptation of the novel by an English v/orking man Robert 
Tressell. A plea for sociaUsm as the remedy for unemployment and 
poverty, it depicted the lives of workers with 'tiagic realism'. The 
'phUanthropists' are the workers 'who slaved tiieir Uves away in misery 
for the benefit of their masters, and then are 'bamboozled to vote for their 
oppressors at elections.'^i The Brisbane performance in 1936 at the Albert 
Hall is recalled only in tjransmitted memory^^ although there is a report of 
an overwhelmingly successful Sydney performance to a 'packed house' by 
Uie Workers' Art Theatre.^3 The Proletarian Players also disappeared as 
unemployed worker performers moved on to other more pressing political 
tasks. 
In marked contrast to the unemployed workers' groups, the Brisbane 
Amateur Theatie group (BAT) v/as formed in 193^ to present plays with 
popular appeal, entertainment rather than education being the most 
important determination. Interspersed with productions of well-knov/n and 
tiusted Shakespearean dramas and other classics, tiie theatre encouraged 
the production of AustraUan plays as far back as the 1940s. The plays of 
Gwen Meredith, Sumner Locke Elliott and Constance Cummins selected by 
BAT for production StiU fell within its criteria of entertainment. AU were 
described as 'distincUy light in theme. Persiflage, banter and the acid touch 
of gossip were the components of the dialogue, which was aimed directiy at 
the smart sophisticate.'^^ The policy of entertainment rather tiian 
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enlightenment was reiterated as late as 1972, by Kevin Radbourne, its 
director, who said: 'Our basic policy is to entertain, to give the public what 
it wants, because without pubUc patronage we can't survive'.^ ^5 it has 
certainly proved successful for the theatie in the commercial sense as it 
was designated in 1966 by Katharine Brisbane in the Australian as a 
thriving seU-made theatre'.^^ Regarded as a 'premier training ground' for 
those with ambition to pursue a career in the performing arts, it also 
encourages the amateur to 'perform just for fun' and its repertjoire is 
chosen to "appeal to a very wide audience...from all walks of life.'^' 
The TweUth Night Theatre was formed in Brisbane in January 1936 
with the aim of producing 'worthwhile' plays and to improve the standard 
of acting of a 'limited' group of actors. Like two of the other major littie 
theaties, it provided a vehicle for students of speech in the studios of their 
directors, in this case, students of its first director, Rhoda Felgate.^ ® 
Throughout its existence. Twelfth Night produced plays of a high standard 
written mainly by overseas playwrights, and witU a reputation for being 
'always sUghtiy rebelUous',^ 9 it consistentiy included in its repertoire, plays 
containing some social comment. The poverty and unemployment of the 
depression years which touched the emotions of a bro3.d strata of society, 
led it in 1936, for exa.mple, to produce Love on theD:>le, a starkly realistic 
tragedy, lightened by the introduction of some comedy scenes. This v/as an 
adaptation by Ronald Gov/ of British v/riter Walter Greenwood's book, and 
as the titie suggests, it is 'based upon the conditions under v/hich a 
community dependent almost entirely on the dole is forced tjo live.'''^ 
Although 'a rare problem picture for Britain at this time', it managed to 
reach the British screen in 194 l.^i In 1940, it produced The Corn isCreen, 
by Welsh playwright Emlyn Williams, a play /^rtiich highlighted the poverty 
of a Welsh viUage in the nineteenth century and the attempts made to 
educate coalminers' children.^^ 
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TweUUi Night also showed a disposition to be involved in drama 
which examined contemporary poUtical attitudes and issues. In 1936, it 
cooperated, as we have seen, with the WEA Dramatic Society in its 
production of Judgment Day. an anti-fascist play which wa.s banned in 
several European countries anxious to appease Hitier.''3 Twelfth Nighf's 
willingness to participate in this production is a reflection of the changing 
mood of AustiaUans at tiiis time. Despitje the support of the AustraUan 
government for the appeasement policies of Chamberlain, after 193?, as 
international crises developed further in Europe, (the fall of Austria, 
Czechoslovakia and Albania to the fascists) 'fear of war was intensifying 
among AustiaUans'.*''* The presentation of drama concerned with 
contemporary poUtical and social issues, included its production oiThe 
Gleam in 1949 by W.Chatham Strode, a political drama containing a 
'shrewdly worded attack on England's National Healtii BU1';?5 md lost in the 
Stars; written by American playwright Maxwell Anderson, based on Alan 
Paton's novel Cry. the Boloved Country, a South African native tiagedy 
in which a native preacher searches for his son in the Johannesburg 
slums.76 AustiraUan drama wa.s not overlooked. An Austiaiian play was 
adapted by Eunice Hanger from the book by Barnard-Eldershaw A House is 
Built which v/as set in the early pioneering days of Sydney, with an 'accent 
on tiie difficulties of women at the time'." and Eunice Hanger's play, Floo'::^ 
described as a play of 'considerable realism* deals with the 'terror and 
destiuction of a surging flood in a North Queensland township'.^^Twelftii 
Night Theatie v/as noted for the quality of its performances?? of 'modern, 
often unortiiodox nev/ plays by the world's leading contemporary 
playwrights'.so it responded at times to tiie impact of world events by 
offering drama which commented on social issues, but unUke the sociaUy 
relevant and committed theatre which eventually developed in Austiralia, 
tiie New Theatre movement, it /^ras a tiieatre in pursuit of excellence in 
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production and acting, rather than directing its focus on the message 
contained in the drama it produced. 
The year 1936 marked the formation of the Student Theatie v/hich 
began on the initiative of the Queensland University Radical Qub, an 
organisation established by Dave Morris in 1934 along with several other 
students, including John Callaghan, Trevor Hillard, Max Julius, Mabel Pound 
and Ted Bacon. The Radical Club was a smaU, left-wing, sociaUst 
organisation which discussed contemporary political issues, includmg the 
'ItaUan invasion of Abyssinia, the situation in Spain and the rise of Nazism 
in Germany.'®! students from the Radical Club provided the nucleus for the 
membership of the new Student Theatre, v/hich v/as founded to give wider 
expression to radical views and provide training in acting skUls,®^ and 'to 
present good modern plays of reaUty and social criticism, with enthusiasm 
and fine intention, if not yet with full experience'.S3 Two of the students, 
John Callaghan and Max JuUus, -^Nho had attended a Student League Camp in 
Victoria where they witnessed the beginnings of the Melbourne New 
Theatie, collected a number of scripts of 'working class" plays, and on their 
return to Brisbane, a group was formed to rehearse plays in a flat in 
Charlotte Stieet above John Mills Printers.^ The first three anti-war and 
anti-capitalist one-act plays or sketches v/ere presented at a social evening 
by these inexperienced actors, at the Blind Institute Hall, South Brisbane in 
1936. Who's Who in the Berlin £1^0. a locally written satire which 
ridiculed the Nazi leadership,®5 Slickers limited, 'a slapstick reviev/ of the 
arms race by the great powers'®^ and another 'rather crude sketch around 
at the time.'®? Squaring the drc/e by Valentine Kataev, appears to have 
been one of the most successful of the early plays produced by the group, 
at the Bohemia Theatre, South Brisbane and the BUnd Institute Hall, 
Vulture Street, South Brisbane, it was 'a good-humoured satire of Soviet 
reality" dealing with the post-revolution housing problem in Moscow, 
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providing good theatrical entertainment and 'free of intensive poUticaJ 
didacticism.'^ ® According to a member of Sydney New Theatre v/ho saw 
the Brisbane production in which Maurice Julius took a role, 'it /^ra.s a 
marvellously funny and politically pointed play' and 'a very impressive 
performance.' ®9 
Waiting for Lefty written by American pla^ywright CUfford Odets, 
depicting a New York taxi-drivers' strike opposed by corrupt union 
leadership, was produced by Sydney New Theatre in 193C* and launched 
the Melbourne New Theatre in the same year. It was the first major 
production of the Brisbane Student Theatre and according to reports in the 
Unemployed Workers' paper The Organiser, in July 193? played to a 
packed house in the Princess Theatre, Annerley Road. Repertory Theatre, 
which held the lease at tiiat time of the Princess, provided the Student 
Theatie with any stage sets or scenery which were on the premises.^o The 
play is staged in seven episodes, opening with a 'cajoling, sneering, 
threatening' address by Harry Fatt, union leader, opposing strike action, as 
the meeting v/aits for chairman Lefty to arrive and tiie miUtants argue for 
a walkout. 'In brief flashbacks, we view the personal and social motives 
behind this demand'.?! Finally, the ne^^ is brought to the meeting that 
Lefty has been found murdered with a bullet in his head and the workers 
answer witii a resounding call to action - Strike! Brisbane workers 
responded with the same enthusiasm to this play as the American workers 
had when it was first staged on Broadway in 1935 in the production which 
made Odets famous overnight.?^ Waiting for Lefty v^^ s so popular that it 
was played on a number of occasions in the Princess Theatie and around 
Brisbane suburbs.93 Odets has been quoted as saying tiiat 'it was a kind of 
light machine gun that you wheeled in to use whenever there was any kind 
of stiike trouble.'?^ The truth of this statement was vindicated in Brisbane 
when it was, in fact, presented by Unity Theatre at a pubUc protest 
Scenes from ^^ititigfyr Leify - Brisbane Stadent Theatre 193?: 
(Abow) Eev Eoden & Margiery Puregger (see Balcock) 
<Belovr> Max Jolitcs, Dave Morris (foregrottfld), 
Ted Bacott, Alex Rotoertsoti (backgroaad) 
(Photo coartesy John Callaghan) 
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meeting organised by the Trades and Labor Council at the Bohemia 
Stadium. 
The impact of the play revolves around a number of issues. In the 
first place, its theme was contemporary, relating closely to the hopes and 
desires being experienced by ordinary people at this time, in the very 
realistic human dramas portrayed in the various episodes. The playwright's 
evident skiU in the use of colloquial speech which defined individual 
characters helped to animate tiie theme.95 And Odets' made very effective 
use of new techniques of flashback and Ughting to enhance the dramatic 
effect. A blackout ended each scene, tiie characters in each episode were 
spotlighted, while the partial view of the union committee in the shadows 
behind was a compelling presence.96 The technique of audience 
involvement, with various actors 'planted' in the audience which 
represented the strike meeting, contributed to the play's emotional appeal. 
The Student Theatre expressed its thanks 'to those members of the 
Brisbane Worker's Club v/ho gave indispensable and often original help 
from the body of the theatre. When, for instance, Fatt [Harry Fatt, the 
corrupt secretary of the taxi-drivers' union] referred to the Man in the 
White House, it was refreshing to hear the correction, 'gas house'. Many 
such touches not included in Odets' script added to the quality of the 
performance.'^ ? The Student Theatie players in Brisbane 'got their first big 
Uft towards the status of a theatj-e group that had come to stay by 
presenting Lefty.histy, crude, milit3.nt, it appealed to Brisbane audiences 
still writhing under the lash of the depression. And Student Theatre 
players, untrammelled by finesse and convention, gave lefty the 
enthusiasm and conviction v/hich the script demands.'^ ® 
Six Men of Rvset (sometimes known as The Tolpuddle Martyr^, 
was the next play presented by the Student Theatre in the Princess 
Theatie on the 27th and 26tii October, 1937. It is an historical play based 
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on the struggles of the agricultural labourers in Dorset to obtain higher 
wages and establish a union at Tolpuddle. By 163^, British v/orkers had 
won the right to organise and had legally established a centjral organisation, 
the Grand National Consolidated Union. However, the six leaders m Dorset 
were convicted, on the word of an informer, not for trying to form a union 
but for administering unlawful oaths, when the archaic Unlawful Oaths Act 
of 1797 was invoked, and they were sentenced to transportation to 
AustiaUa as convicts for seven years. A sustained campaign led by Robert 
Owen protesting the injustice of the sentences A^?as organised in England, 
with petitions signed by a quarter of a million workers and letters to 
Parliament. As a result, witiiin two years the six men were officiaUy 
pardoned. This is a serious didactic drama in three acts aimed at a 
working-class audience mth its themes of unionism, mateship and 
solidarity as ttie ansv/er to poverty and misery. It would have been 
particularly relevant for workers whose standard of living and working 
conditions had not yet recovered from 'the combined attack of 
governments and employers and the operations of the market' in the early 
stages of the depression. In addition, it would have been illustrative of the 
need to build up local unions whose membership had decUned sharply 
during these difficult years.99 The Unk v/ith Australia's convict past would 
also have provided local interest. A preview of the play was given in the 
Unemployed Workers' paper The Organissr^^^ One of the players recalls 
that 'it W3.S ratiier a dreary play',i*'i but there is no reviev/ to indicate its 
reception. In 1964, another version of the play, adapted by John McGrath, 
was presented by the 7/64 Theatre Company in England, with support 
from the Trade Union Congress and many individual unions, this being the 
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the date of the original 
sentencing.102 
I l l 
As early as May 1936, the Workers' Weekly the Communist Party 
journal established in 1923, discussed the building of a New Theatie 
League throughout Australia, what its objectives should be and how it was 
to be achieved. It pointed out that it called for "an understanding of the 
working class movement and a conception of the theatre in its relation to 
such movement'103 By 1935, the Communist Party had established 'a 
relatively strong t>ase in Australian society'. It had 3,000 members, it had 
regular weekly newspapers which 'reached a combined circulation of 
30,000', it had considerable influence in tiie trade union movement, and 
had adopted a united front policy centied around Uie menace of war. It 
was attempting a reconciliation with the ALP whose enmity had t>een 
provoked in the 1920s and early 1930s.io4 jt v/as natural, tiierefore, in line 
with this policy, that the direction v/hich the radic3.1 theatre movement 
now emerging in AustiaUa should t3.ke, should be one of its concerns. 
However, it was not until October 30, 1937 that the name of the Student 
Theatie was changed to Unity Theatre . The membership beUeved that the 
original name had ceased to describe the organisation accurately, the 
members being 'no longer a mere band of students, but a solidly 
established theatre group.'^ o? in these early years, the Brisbane StiJdent 
Theatie estabUshed loose connections with the newly formed group in 
Melbourne and tiie left-wing little theatie in London, which sprang from 
the stieet theatre groups tiiat performed plays during the depression years 
on the street or 'at best a brewer's dray for a stage and Iwithoutl 
tiaditional teaching of drama'.^^^ Consequentiy, the name Unity was 
adopted from the London Unity Theatre rather than following the example 
of Sydney New Theatre. Sincerity made up for an early lack of technique, 
aitiiough Diana Reeve, Sydney adjudicator of elocution at the Kurilpa. 
Eisteddfod, pointed out in an address to the Brisbane group, that 'sincerity 
alone would not take the theatre further. They should strive for better 
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achievement...and not be deterred by critics labelUng the plays as 
propaganda. The works of both Ibsen and Bernard Shaw had been known 
astiiat'.io? 
Performing under the slogan of Pmce. Freedom and Cultural 
Progress. Brisbane Unity Theatre consoUdated its position on the repertory 
scene, including in its repertoire the American anti-war, anti-fascist plays. 
Bury the Dead and Till the Day I Die, Transit witii it^ theme of 
unemployment, the British plays Where's That BomJt> and Cannibal Carnival 
with tiieir anti-capitalist themes, and Angels of War, another anti-war 
play. But by 1942, so many of its main actors had joined the army that the 
theatie collapsed. Some of Unity's leading actors and stage hands were 
kUled during the war^os and others were scattered far and wide 
throughout AustiaUa at the war's end. A fev/ of tiie old hands who had 
survived the battiefields, and otiiers still in Brisbane, called a public 
meeting at tiie Rationalist Hall on 31 July 1947, and Unity Theatie wa.s 
revived.io? The strong strain of nationalism which had been encouraged 
during the war years in order to boost the war effort and unite Australians 
behind the armed forces, carried over into the reconstruction period. The 
new sense of national identity obviously influenced the choice for the first 
play to be performed by the revived group - an Australian play. Sons of 
the Skiuth written by George FarweU about the Shearers' strike and '^^ch 
harked back to the radical nationalism of the ld90s. 'The premiere took 
place in the old Centennial Hall, v/hich had been tiie very platform from 
which the 1691 strike leaders had addressed Brisbane workers after tiiey 
had been released from their infamous gaol sentences.' ^^ ^ 
In line with its poUcy of maintainmg close links with the social and 
poUtical life of the people, from its inception the Student Theatre had 
established an agit-prop group, which visited the suburbs and areas 
outside Brisbane, putting on sketches to working people. It went to 
Scenes trotn ifei-r -fiSr I?^.JJ - Erishatie Student Tfea+re 1938: 
(Abow) Unidentified male ?. Max Tu.lirj.s (Ptiotos corrr+Hoy Jotdi Callagtian,^ 
(Beiov/J T-'.TO unidentified 'corpses' S-. v/ife '!.Pa+ Allen) 
11 
3rei-.<^ 3 ii-.-.m c:iii^i2J^^l (^mliril: Umty Theatre 1940 
'At»-vp) 'Back rom')RofiErowfi, Leo McCav.-ley, Neville Teale 2. cimdefrtified male 
(2nA Eovf) Pat Allen, Comae Lowiijove. Vimue Kirtf.. Bermce Edvrards, Florence Lo^/esjow 
' Front/roW Elsie HorsialL Jatiet Gentle, Roma Antrim, Nancy Hanley 
(Beio-vf) Nancy Hanley.. Syd Da^/is, Connie Lowgrow, Ecigh The\'/ «. unidentified male 
.'Ptustos courtesy joliii Callaglian) 
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meetings of the Trades and Labor Council in Ipswich to lend support to 
workers involved in a Miner's Strike, and a play was also performed at 
Toowoomba.m xhis policy was continued by Unity Theatie which even 
presented sketches from I'd Rather Be Left (an anti-war revue) at a 
Christmas concert on the beach at Currumbin. It also performed one-act 
plays for Miya Studio (a Brisbane art group) socials as it often used that 
studio's School of Arts Ann Street premises for rehearsals.^^^ New Theatre 
also continued tiiis form of theatiical activity to t3.ke its message to 
working people. Indeed, one of the ambitious policy decisions reached at a 
national conference of Australian New Theatre groups was not only to 
develop the highest possible theatrical standards, but to take tiieatie to the 
Austiaiian people by establishing cultural groups in all industries, 
organisations and districts.i^s Its efforts reached their peak in the 1950s 
and early 1960s, when peace plays and skits and songs of Reedy River and 
other musicals were taken to the suburbs and played in back yards and 
private homes. They were also taken to centies outside Brisbane. Jim 
Crawford wrote many sketches and skits which were performed at various 
workplaces, down the mines, for International Women's Day and 
Communist Party celebrations and in May Day processions. 
Two of the most notorious of the skits performed by New Theatjre 
were Butcher's Nook and The Courier-Mail Wharfie (also known as The 
Ju<^e and the Shipownei). In 1954, New Theatre contact group's 
performance of The Coiuier-Mail Wharfie^ written by Jim Crawford, in a 
roof-top show to wharfie pickets at the Waterside Workers' Union hall in 
Macrossan Street was reported as 'the most successful outdoor factory 
show in the history of the Brisbane working-class theatre'. Workers 
obviously responded to the derisive attack on the local newspaper the 
Courier-Mail which at this time used its newspaper columns to launch 
vicious attacks on Brisbane wharfies, depicting them in cartoon and prose 
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as overweight, overpaid, underworked and far too mUitant.^ '^* Their 
militancy is undisputed. In each year between 1950 3n<i 1965, 15 per cent 
of all stiikes in Australia could be attributed to their union's battie to 
retain job control, a source of bitter contention between the union and the 
employers' federation.ii5 A performance at a building v/orkers' union 
meeting in 1955. of Butcher's Nook - a short operetta, by Mona Brand 
calling for a campaign against the high price of meat and attacking Vesteys, 
the wealthy meat monopoly - was mentioned in the ABC news next 
morning.ii^ Included in tiie sketches taken to social events organised in 
Brisbane suburban halls and homes W3.s Jim Crawford's A Box of Matches 
(or What About it Ned?) calling for the Latx)r government led by Premier 
Ned Hanlon, to intioduce price control, a "burning' issue in the downturn in 
the economy t>eing experienced in 1951-52.^ '^' Other skits to come from 
Jim Crawford's prolific pen and performed by New Theatre's contact group 
were Neil Nanlon (1946), adapted from the original Neil Nollway 
challenging the Anti-Picketing legislation enacted during the Rail Stiike in 
Brisbane; FourtyNour Wait{\^^\) dealing with the effect of broken shifts 
on tiamw3.ymen and their families; The Remedy {\^hX) with tiie theme 
'Get Monopoly Off Our Backs' performed as part of the Communist Party's 
Federal election campaign and The Good Oil{V->ht)^'^^ attacking American 
contiol of Australia's petrol distributing industry. 
From an early date. Unity maintained a close relationship with 
artists such as Roy Dalgarno who, wth Ian McDo^ /rall, devised the sets for 
The Insect Play (st3.ged with WEA in 1939) and painted them, with the 
assistance of Ossie Nash and other commercial artist-signwriters who 
voluntarily gave their leisure time to such unpaid activities.^i^ During his 
stay in Brisbane, Roy Dalgarno commenced his Men at Work series of 
paintings, which graced the walls of many radicals' homes as he struggled 
to gain recognition for an art focussed on the 'working-class'.i^o Miya 
Ifevr Theatre Contact Groicp: Playreadiflg at an Enoggera Home (1950) 
Patsy Bobertsoft and George Petersen. Excerpts from &a\v flu? l^ad 
(Photo courtesy Patsy Bobertson) 
Beedy&lwr^fxs to Maleny. Shirley Olive on the road. 
(Photo coartesy Bon & Shirley Eraser) 
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Excerpt from itor&'ifc'j-S'vSiwiE-(a short operatta) (Hona Brand; 
Performed hy Brisbane New Theatre Contact Group (1955) 
Source: Notes on tte History of New Theatre Australia, 1959 p.23 
e^'^^^^'C::^ 
Oh,, give me a bone 
I can cook on its ovm 
In a pot, with a carrot or two? 
Potato to swell, 
And an onion as well^ 
And I'll give them the old Irish stew. 
Home, home on the range. 
Where the gas is so feeble and blue 
There never is heard 
An encouraging word . «.^  * 
When I give them the old Irish Stewi 
(Parody sung by Housewife in ''Butcher's Hook." 
Characters: Butcher, Pensioner, Housewife, 
Sketch attacks not family butcher, but meat 
monopolies.) 
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Studio continued tiiis close relationship of artists with Unity and later New 
Theatie. The latter made its Fortitude Valley clubrooms available to them 
and in exchange, the artists helped provide stage props, painted theatre 
backdrops, and eventually in 1949 became Nev/ Theatie Club Artists' 
Group. Laurence ColUnson, poet, painter and playv^right, a founding 
member of Miya Studio, wrote plays for performance by New Theatre. 
Otiier members of the group included Hugh Mason, Henry Wales and 
somewhat later, Gwen McKay. Several successful art exhibitions were held 
by tiie artists' group, one featuring the work of Pamela Seeman (later 
Pamela Crawford) and Laurence ColUnson at tiie Albert Galleries, Ann 
Stieet 121 and a later eichibition which advertised 'origmal paintings for 
sale at a people's price.'* 22 
The Southern Cross Film Group was also set up in 1949 to cater for 
those members of the tiieatie interested in showing educational fUms 
avaUable from the Commonwealth and St3.te Film Libraries and fine quality 
foreign films suppUed by the embassies, covering a variety of political and 
social issues. Local film production was attempted by the group, but it 
proved too costiy. Films v/ere shovm all over the metiopolitan area, and at 
union meetings, and were even taken to countiy centxes.123 in 1952, New 
Theatie was in the forefront of a campaign initiated throughout Australia 
by cultural workers against the importation of American fUms, plays, 
Uterature and comics and in defence of Australian cultural products, which 
culminated in a conference under the auspices of the Australian Culture 
Defence Movement in Sydney on 12 September.124 in Queensland, a 
parallel campaign led by the Trades and Labour Council which called for 
the banning of 'obscene literature' and aimed particularly at comic books, 
prompted the introduction by the Gair Labor government in 1954 of 
legislation which established the Literature Board of Review. Its powers of 
censorship proved more far-reaching than the Labour Council thought 
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desirable.i25 Brisbane New Theatie's playwright Jim Crawford had already 
written a play, Bushland Picnic, specifically designed for children, mth 
costumes sketched by Pamela Crawford, which was presented by the 
Queensland Junior Eureka League (an offshoot of the Eureka Youth League) 
at the Youth Carnival for Peace and Friendship held in Sydney in March 
1952. In his notes on the play, Jim Crawford drew attention to its strong 
peace message and the fact that the play, with its accurate descriptions of 
the habits of the various Australian animals, aimed at developing an 
understanding by city children of their native fauna.126 Enthused by these 
initiatives. New Theatie decided to launch a Children's Theatire in 
Brisbane,! 27 but after an initial production in December 1952 of Bushland 
Pian'Cy the Children's theatre project became tiie concern of the Eureka 
Youtii League and later the Union of Australian Women's Junior Players.i28 
Dick Diamond's Australian musical Reedy River first produced by 
New Theatie in Brisbane in 1954, followed by Under the CooliJbah Tree, 
written by the same author, v/ere greeted by Brisbane and Queensland 
audiences with the same enthusiasm sho^ /vn in southern states. As early as 
1955. at least 5,700 people had seen Brisbane New Theatie's production of 
Reedy River which proved so popular that it ^ms revived in 1956, and was 
also performed in Maleny and by other provincial groups in Nambour and 
Booval.i29 Apart from the large audiences /^rtio were attracted to these 
musicals, they provided the impetus for an AustiaUan folk revival and 
development of folk-style music, dance and song. This was certainly true 
in Queensland, because when tiiese shows finished, members of Nev/ 
Theatie's bush band, under the leadership of Stan Arthur, a Brisbane 
carpenter and amateur musician, decided to form tiieir own group to 
continue the popularization of Australian bush ballads. In 1957/6 The 
Moreton Bay Bushwackers ^vas formed, meeting with popular support at 
'dances, clubs, pubs, workers' organisations and hospitals' throughout the 
>ett.ing devised and dre.'^ Ti by Pamela. Cra'^ 'lord (nee Seemsn) 
for Bushland Picnic (^Titten by .Jim CraT/ford) 
Brisbane Nev Theatre (1952) 
(by courtesy Pamela CraT/Tord) 
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Costumes demised and drawn by Pamela Crawford (nee Seeman) 
for FushlandPicnic, Q. children's play 
written by Jim Crawford (Brisbane New Theatre 1952) 
(by courtesy Pamela Crawford) 
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state as it recalled to Queensland audiences that 'we had a cultural heritage 
of our own, that we didn't have to depend on overseas, [even though] a lot 
of the music vms borrowed from overseas.'i30 its repertoire has changed 
over the years with tiie inclusion of a greater variety of folk music both 
local and overseas, and the name The Wayfarers Group has been 
substituted for its original titJe. Not only has its original music been 
recorded for future generations, but it established the Queensland Bush 
Music Club and the Folklore Society, and following visits to Brisbane of 
American folk groups Uke The Weavers, the Kingston Trio and Pete Seeger, 
helped set up the Brisbane Folk Centie in 1964. By I960, The Wayfarers 
Group was part of a host of bush music groups which had joined together 
into a federation. In recent years, the Queensland government and tiie 
Brisbane City Council, has recognised the group's potential to promote 
tourism. They were sent to Japan on three occasions; ten days in Kobe 
(Brisbane's sister city) to the big Water Festival representing the Brisbane 
City Council, then to tiie Pan-Pacific Expo for the st3.te Departinent of 
Industiy and Development, and then as part of the Warana Festival as 
exchange artists to Yokohama for the Yokohama Exotic Showcase.i^i 
From its inception as the Student Theatie, the radical theatre in 
Brisbane developed firm cultural ties with other countries. There were 
exchanges of correspondence with Unity Theatre, London and the New York 
publication New Theatre, a 'well-presented and informative" magazine was 
received from America, providing valuable advice on theatie organisation 
and acting techniques.i32 jjni Crawford's play Rocket Range mth its theme 
of the destiuctive influence of white civUisation on tiibalised Aborigines, 
was presented in Budapest in 1949 by the Austiaiian delegation to the 
Second Congress of the World Federation of Democratic Youth^ss and 
playwright Nancy Macmillan (Wills), who wrote the play The Painter for 
Brisbane New Theatre, attended the 1949,.World Peace Conference in Paris 
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where she met Paul Robeson,i34 and Lee Buzzacott represented Brisbane 
New Theatre at a World Youth Festival at Helsinki (Finland) in 1960.^ 35 
Messages of goodwill were received from time to time from overseas artists 
and playwrights and sometimes visiting artists, Uke those from the English 
D'Oyley Carte Opera Company were entertained when they visited 
Brisbane. When the Chinese Classical Opera Company visited AustiaUa in 
December 1956, Brisbane New Theatjre combined with other cultural 
groups in presenting a cultural programme - Nev/ Theatre's contxibution 
was a twenty minute presentation from Reedy River for the Peking cast at 
the 4BH Studio Auditorium, Adelaide Streeti36 Brisbane Nev/ Theatre has 
also joined with other amateur dramatic groups in Queensland to promote 
drama and improve standards by entering into competitions. Oriel Gray's 
Had We But World Enough, a hard-hitting play dealing with racial 
prejudice towards Australian Aborigines, was entered in the 
Commonwealth Jubilee Drama Festival in 1951. The model for the stage 
set, designed by Laurie ColUngs, v/on third prize in the competition.13'' The 
theatjre participated in the first Ipswich Drama Festival in 1955 atnd four 
subsequent festivals until 1960.^ 38 One of New Theatre's members, Ossie 
Nash, whose career in amateur tiieatie in Brisbane and Ipswich as set 
designer, artist, actor and director spanned a period of thirty years, 
estabUshed the Black Diamonds Group in Booval to promote drama amongst 
working miners.i 39 
The two political theatres which emerged in Brisbane in the thirties 
produced stimulating, lively drama v/hich tackled contemporary social 
questions and maintained close Unks with the social and poUtical life of 
working people. They maintained stiong links with developments in 
drama from overseas, introducing Brisbane audiences tjo new dramatic 
tiends as well as encouraging Austiralian playwrights. Attempts to suppress 
what was regarded as a dangerous, minority viewpoint, vras the major 
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cause for the demise of tiie WEA Dramatic Society, and contributed to tiie 
marginalisation of Austi-alian playwrights whose plays were written and 
produced by tiie radical Unity/New Theatie. The detailed examination of 
Brisbane's political tiieatires in the following chapters v/iU throw some light 
on the playwrights and the largely forgotten plays which comprised their 
repertoires. 
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Chapter 4 
The Thirties: Repertoire of Brisbane 
Workers' Education Dramatic Society 
and Student/Unity Theatres 
Our liires ivere domitiated Jby six factors; 
ttie powrty of tl» masses, the insmifietice 
of var, the poiver of fascism, the glory 
attd example of ttie USSR aiui of 'the 
Party' and the Tatai importatice of the 
workit^ class. If we were isot of it, we 
strove to be of it. 'You"TO got to have faith 
ill the vrorkifig class, yo«'ve g.ot to trast 
i f vras a cry for ever on oar lips." 1 
The Workers" Education Dramatic Society commenced in 1929 with 
tv70 play readings vrtiich are indicative of a trend it v/as to follow in the 
thirties - that of realistic drama mainly from overseas and with an obvious 
Irish influence. The rapid changes vrtiich had taken place in social 
conditions after the First World War and tlie onset of the Great Depression 
of 1929 contributed to the interest in drama interpreting the realities of 
life, drama /^^ hich featured ordinary men and women as central characters, 
whose themes concerned the problems of such ordinary people and vrith 
plots whose outcomes were oftjen indetjerminate - as they are in real life.2 
The Student/Unity Theatre which produced its first play at the end of 193^ 
was also oriented towards drama from overseas with left-wing, social-
realist drama from America predominating. Hov/ever, both groups also 
included Australian plays in their repertoires, but the WEA Dramatic 
Society clearly made serious efforts to encourage Australian playwrights. 
Realism 
WEA Dramatic Society's first play reading in Brisbane was Anna 
ChristieiWEA, 1929), a predominantly realistic drama of working-cla.ss life 
in America focussing on tjie problems of the individual in relation to the 
family,3 Anna Christie 4 v;as the second Pulitzer prize winning play5 
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written in 1921 by American playwright Eugene O'Neill.^  A gripping play, 
significant for its use of Uvely vernacular speech,? its setting is in a low-
down bar and (after Act 1) on a barge, and its plot is concerned with the 
often taboo subject of prostitution. O'Neill has made a heroine of a 
thoroughly fallen woman...{and] her redemption holds firm. Anna remains 
far from any ideal of a contrite, subdued female.'^  American-born actor, 
stage manager and dramatic author Harold Chapin"s play The Dumb and the 
Blind 9(WEA, 1930) described as a 'fine little slum play'^ o presents a 
graphic picture of the stoic courage of a poverty-stricken family in a 
London slum, and Californian playwright Dan Totheroh's coal-mining play. 
The Great Dark (WEA, 1934),^  ^ originally performed in a Pennsylvania 
dialect which was 'unspeakable by English actors' according to its English 
adaptor Harold Brighouse,i2 ^^ rere two more reahstic working class plays 
produced by the WEA. Anotiier play. Vindication {l^YA, 1933) written by 
Leonard ]. Hines and Frank King,i3 is a tragic drama of working-class Ufe in 
England. Described as a 'drama of Ufe and love under the fearsome shadow 
of the gallows',1'* the play concerns the emotional tensions unleashed when 
the son of a working-class family, Tom Mason, is condemned tx) hang for 
the murder of a girl in the same tenement in England. The revelation by 
Tom's brother's wife Ada of her sexual intrigue with Tom, and of the 
murdered girl's refusal of his demands on her, makes for a dramatic 
denouement. 
Two plays depicting realistic country Ufe in England and Scotland 
were performed in 1937. Green Waters^ a three-act play by Max Catto, set 
on 'the beautiful west coast of ScotJand near Ihe Isle of Skye' revealed "the 
life of simple Scottish folk with a background of drama,'i5 and the English 
drama The Old Oak S^ttMor The Oak Settle) written by Harold Brighouse,!^ 
which was first produced in Liverpool in 1912. Each play of Brighouse's 
was said to have clarity of outline and to centre on a simple truth of human 
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nature with few but believable characters. The conflict between capit9.1 and 
labour was the principal theme animating his early work.i? Hermann 
Sudermann's play Pritschenv^s produced by the WEA in 1933. A German 
dramatist and novelist, Sudermann was 'hailed as the foremost realist and 
for a time Hauptmann's immediate rival' although his work tended to 
reinforce traditional society's values.^^ Fritschen, a one-act play, written in 
1696 is an ironic portrait of a young lieutenant on the eve of a duel in 
which he will most certainly be killed. The theme of the play exposes the 
generation/value gap between Fritz, the young lieutenant and his father 
Herr von Dresse, a retired Major. Fritz has been humiliated by Herr von 
Lanski, whose wife was compromised by a secret Uaison with him. To 
vindicate his honour and that of the regiment, Fritz is obliged to engage in 
a duel to preserve the false facade of family reputation already sulUed in 
his eyes by his father's (and grandfather's) amorous affairs.! 9 
Perhaps the most significant of the plays in the reaUstic genre^o ^m.s 
Street S-ene^^ produced in 1936 by tjhe WEA, vrfiich had won the PuUtzer 
prize for its author American playwright Elmer Rice22 in 1929. Described 
as a 'work that captures the language and aspirations of a community of 
people in an urban world',23 it achieved a realistic representation of New 
York working-class life, with its setting confined entirely to a det3.iled re-
creation of an apartment house whose residents are afflicted with the 
problems of drink, poverty, and marital infidelity. This setting acts not 
only as a background but as an integral part of the play,24 and, as the WEA 
programme notes suggest, it also has universal application, providing a 
'dramatic panorama of any street in any city of the world'.^5 The use of 
everyday, colloquial speech and the accompanying sounds of the city in the 
background as specified in the play, act as an additional means of obtaining 
this illusion of reality. In ^reet Scene, Rice aimed at: 
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(Ptioto ccmxtesy Doug Eatofi} 
V/EA Drattiatic Society (193&) 
i 
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reproducing [surface reality] in every possible detail, ^ t h photographic 
acciffacy. Instead of using one central character to stand for a class, he depicts 
dozens of individualised types. Instead of developing one plot to represent the 
stories of many lives, he uses a multiplicity of stories turning and tTristing 
within the framework of a restricted social milieu in order to give..."the 
thickness of life." 26 
Despite the multiplicity of characters and incidents in the play there are 
two major plots, the love triangle of Anna Maurrant, her brutish, 
domineering husband Frank Maurrant, and Steve Sankey, a bill collector 
for a milk company, and tiie central love story of Rose Maurrant who must 
choose between tiie sensitive Sam Kaplan, a young naive student, son of a 
Jewish radical, and the "easy life" of a Broadway chorus girl offered by her 
married boss Harry Easter.2? in tlie final outcome, Frank Maurrant, in a fit 
of drunken anger, shoots his wife and Sankey, and is then captured and 
taken off to jail, with death his certain fate. Rose leaves to find 
independence and happiness while the pattern of daily Ufe continues in the 
street with a new couple seeking tiie vacant apartment. With his belief 
tiiat comedy and melodrama along with commonplace incidents are part of 
the texture of Ufe, Rice successfully synthesised these three elements to 
create a realistic drama,28 so Ufelike that John Anderson in Ihe New York 
Evening Journal likened it to "spying upon the neighbors v^th earphones 
and binocuiars."29 
The Irish Influence 
Irish influence in x^ustralia has been significant throughout its 
history. Although Irish immigrants from 1766 to the early twentieth 
century accounted for 25% of Australian immigrants,3o reaching a peak in 
1691, by 1921 the number of Irish born had dropped to less tiian A% of 
the population and continued to faU. These figures however, belie the 
'extent and strength of the Irish presence" and the extraordinary growth in 
Irish consciousness which developed amongst Australians of Irish origin.si 
Successive waves of exiled Irish rebels kept nationalist enthusiasm for 
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Irish independence and anti-British sentiment alive in the Australian 
community, but in general they became loyal settlers in their adopted land, 
without forgetting their Irish heritage.32 Irish playwrights of the Abbey 
Theatre were influential models for the failed attempt of Louis Esson and 
his fellow playwrights to establish an Australian national theatre in the 
1920s. It is therefore hardly surprising that the WEA Dramatic Society 
and Unity Theatre were attempting to carry on this tradition by producing 
plays inspired by the Irish literary renaissance of this period, but relevant 
to the AustraUan scene not just for its Irish content but also because of its 
concern as "an exploration of the ordinary folk'.33 
The first of these Irish plays was the WEA 1929 second play reading 
featuring John Bull's Other Island.^^ a critical reflection of British 
imperialism in Ireland written by George Bernard Shaw in 1904 at the 
request of William Butler Yeats, 'as a patriotic contribution to the repertory 
of the Irish Literary Theatre'.35 The play, a satirical comedy in three acts, is 
concerned with plans of a British engineering firm tjo develop an est3.te in 
Ireland. The problems of Irish society are tackled by dramatising "the 
rivalry of the confident materialistic Englishman Broadbent and the 
realistic but comparatively ineffectual Irishman Doyle (partners in the 
firm), which culminates in Broadbent's inevitable victory,'^ ^ symbolic of 
British imperiaUsm's conquest of Ireland. Two plays written by Lennox 
Robinson ?^ followed. The White-HeadedBoyi^Ek, 1934), produced by the 
Abbey Theatre in 1916 was regarded as one of tiie best of the Abbey 
comedies.3s The plot centres on the pretentious aspirations of a lower-
middle class family in an Irish viUage to achieve upward mobility through 
education or marriage. Widow Geoghegan's plans for Denis, the "white-
haired boy' to become a doctor are foiled when he fails his exams and takes 
a labourer's job. Amidst family outrage, bribery and double-dealing, it is 
independent Aunt Ellen who finally saves the family's pride. A tone of 
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good-humoured mockery permeates this comic tale of small-tovm life in 
Ireland.39 ihe Far Off Mil/s V^EA,l%2)^^ is anotiier satire of smaU-town 
Irish life written by the same author, which, with its theme of individual 
independence, follows very much the pattern of The White Beaded Boy. 
Three more Irish plays were to follow, two of which were poUtical 
dramas^i dealing with issues and aspects of the Anglo-Irish vrar (19191^ 
1921) and the civil war which followed which broke out on 26 June 1922. 
The first of these plays was Juno and the Paycock, 42(WEA, 1935), writien 
by Sean 0'Casey,43 a smash-hit v/ith Dublin audiences in 1924.'*^  The 
abortive 1916 uprising led by James Connolly'*^ by no means marked the 
defeat of the republican cause. In 1916 republican candidates were 
overwhelmingly elected to form a Republican government /^rtiich affirmed 
that Ireland was a 'sovereign and independent nation'.'*^ ^ As a result of this 
open defiance of British rule, an Anglo-Irish war v^ rais fought from the 
middle of 1919 to July 1921. A truce in July 1921, followed by a Treaty in 
December 1921 in which Ireland was effectively divided, ended the vmr. 
The partition of Ireland led to a Civil War between the acceptors and 
rejectors of the Treaty,'*? a prolonged struggle which ceased in 1923- The 
formal establishment of Northern Ireland closely aligned with Britain and 
the Republican free state in the south under the leadership of De Valerate 
was concluded in 1925.49 in this play O'Casey was witing of tiiese 
contemporary events in his country and its pessimism no doubt reflects tiie 
mood of the times.50 johnny Boyle, a poUtical activist, fought as a boy in 
the 1916 insurrection and during tiie Anglo-Irish war lost an arm, but in 
the midst of tiie civil war he turns informer and brings about tiie murder 
of his comrade and neighbour. Commandant Tancred, by the pro-treaty 
forces. Accused by the IRA5i of complicity in the murder, he is finally shot. 
But tiie significance of the play cannot be restricted to the level of 
documentary reportage, 52 for against this background is acted out the lives 
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of a working-class family suffering disintegration under the influence of 
the appalUng reaUty of chaos created by the civil wa.r raging around them. 
O'Casey presents no solution to the poUtical crisis, but sho^^ on a personal 
level how human values, particularly ideals of heroism, which the struggle 
for Irish independence was elevating were being debased in the course of 
that struggle. 53 it is not a pacifist play,54 ^^i rather depicts "the disgust 
with the war tiiat had just ended. The Irish people did not know where to 
lay the blame and among them was 0'Casey.'55 
O'Casey's play Ihe Shadow of a Gunman ^ HWEA 1939) was set in 
DubUn in the month of May 1920, which denoted a critic3.1 period of the 
Anglo-Irish war as the struggle between tiie IRA separatists (Sinn Fein) 
and Britain intensified. A curfew was imposed in January 1920 and a 
policy of terrorism was instituted by the British-operated 'Black and 
Tans',5'' and the "Auxiliaries'.58 The IRA was forced to engage in guerrilla 
tactics to combat the terror, often living on the run and moving from place 
to place. These topical events are reflected in the play which focuses on a 
frightened and sentimental poet, Donal Davoren who shares a room in a 
DubUn slum with Seamus Shields, a pedlar, a one-time patriot for the cause 
of Irish freedom, but who has nov/ retired into a religious, superstitious 
and slotiiful Ufe. The occupants of the slum house at Hilljoy Square assume 
that Davoren is a calm and intrepid freedom fighter, an IRA gunman on the 
run. He is, in fact, 'the shadow of a gunman", a dreamer indulging in mock-
heroics. In contrast to the romantic nationalist rhetoric of a unit^ heroic 
people, O'Casey is e^^loring how the breakdown of a society is reflected in 
the lives of these people of the slums of Dublin. lUusions of heroism, 
deprivation resulting from poverty and ignorance, accompanied by 
religious bigotry, prevents them from tmderstanding tiie true essence of 
their oppression and operates against their ability to emancipate 
themselves. And those, like Davoren and Seamus, who have some 
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intellectual ability have degenerated and retreated from life and 
responsibility.59 The play is another example of O'Casey's 'uncompromising 
realism.'^ o Accompanying this production, was Miers te the Saa (WEA, 
1939), a one-act play written by J.M. Synge i^ - a tragic drama of Irish 
country people inhabiting the rocky, storm-beaten Aran Islands off the 
west coast of Ireland, written with 'subtie and stark realism'.^2 it tells tiie 
story of the stoic acceptance of the decrees of fate by Maurya, widow of an 
old fisherman, when her last and youngest son is drowned. ^ 3 
English play wright Montagu Slater's play Faster I9l6i}Jnity, 1936),^ 
although dealing with the period prior to the tiiree plays produced by WEA, 
was written later. It v^.s presented by the Left Theatre and the North 
London Area Committee of the Amalgamated Engineering Union at the 
Islington Town HaU on December 5th, and by the Left Theatre at the 
Phoenix Theatre on Sunday, December 6, 1935. The setting for the play is 
Dublin in August 1913 (when the Dublin Strike began) to April 1916 (the 
Easter RebelUon). A large cast of thirty-seven are introduced in a prologue 
to give verisimiUtu.de, whilst a chorus of one man and one woman explain 
in prose form with musical backgrotmd, some of the historical 
developments which carry the play for^ /^ ?ard. It is based on the strike 
staged by the Irish Transport ¥forkers" Union organised by Jim Larkin and 
its final outcome in the Easter 1916 uprising led by James ConnoUy. 
Following the denunciation of strikers in the newspaper the Independent^ 
owned by Murphy, the richest man in Dublin and ovvner of the DubUn 
Tramv/ays, Jim Larkin called for a boycott of the newspaper. In retaliation. 
Murphy sacked aU members of the union in the tramways and locked out 
the women in Jacob's Biscuit Factory which he controlled. Larkin is arrested 
and sentenced to seven months gaol.^ 5 James Connolly, organizer from 
Belfast, takes over the strike, establishing a citizens' army to defend 
workers' meetings, which eventually gives rise to the Irish Citizen army. 
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Support is organised in England and Scotiand, with workers refusing to 
handle Irish goods,^ ^ and Connolly organises peaceful picketing against 
imported blacklegs. The strike was inconclusive and war intervened, but 
Dublin workers' militant class-consciousness led to the establishment of 
close relations between neo-Fenian intellectuals, Uke Padraic Pearse, and 
the Labour movement Connolly opposed the war and continued to 
campaign for an insurrection. Kidnapped by the Irish Republican 
Brotherhood, which had 'planned for two generations tiie liberation of 
Ireland'^ ** Connolly agreed with their secret plans for a rising in Easter 
Week, 1916. The scutUing of the German ship bringing extjra arms, the 
capture of Sir Roger Casement,^ ® gn^ tji^ caUing off of manoeuvres by 
Professor Eionn McNeill, nominal leader of the Citizens' Army v/ere events 
which precipitated the eventual defeat of the uprising. But Connolly, 
despite unequal odds and in face of the pleading of his friend tiie Countess 
Markievicz (knov/n as 'Madame"),^ 9 decided to continue the planned 
insurrection nov/ doomed to failure. The play ends as Connolly is wounded 
and captured v/ith other leaders. His daughter Nora visits him where he is 
held in Dublin CasUe and reports back to friends and supporters that he 
will be shot at dawn. 
The play had particular relevance for Australian audiences since 
Peter Larkin, brother of James Larkin, was well-knov-m in the labour 
movement here. In 1916 he was arrested with the editor of Direct Action 
and three other members of the IWW, charged with high treason tmder the 
War Precautions Act for attacking Hughes' conscription plan and was one of 
the twelve IWW imprisoned.''o In addition, James Larkin tjried to come to 
Australia in the 1920s, but his attempt was tiiwarted by the authorities. 
However, the performance in Brisbane at the Princess Theatre was rather 
inauspicious for Unity Theatre. According to one report it was -
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the only real disaster we ever put on...it was far too long...it should have been 
cUpped...to fit it in a reasonable time. [Although ] quite a good play, [it ] required 
more ability than we had at that time both in staging and in acting. [In 
addition] in the second interval, somebody [without the stage manager's 
knowledge] had organised an Irish Pipe Band to play,...and they set themselves 
out across the front of the stege just ready to blast off an Irish Pipe Dance when 
the curtain was raised, totally disorganizing the whole show.''^  
The Outback 
Despite high urbanisation in Australia, playwrights v/ere stiU tu.rning 
to bush themes to encapsulate what they regarded as the unique essence 
and spirit of Australian life. Vance Palmer's The Black Norse (J^Eh, 1930) 
written in 1924, was typical of such plays. Set on a st^ .tion homestead in 
the Australian outback, like most of Palmer's plays. The Black Norse 72 
focuses on the theme of bush versus city Ufe, witii Harry Bain, the 
catUeman, and his wife Rhoda espousing conflicting viewpoints. Rhoda 
hat.es bush life and opposes their only son '#alter's attempts to win the 
approval of his father and prove his manhood by mastery of a tricky horse. 
In the attempt, he is Uirown from the horse and loses his life. The tragedy 
of Uie loss illustrates the basic incompatibiUty of the couple, and by 
analogy the irreconcilable contradictions between the values of city and 
bush Ufe. The distinctively x^ustjralian dialogue of his station characters, no 
doubt acquired by Palmer from his childhood years spent in country towns, 
reflects his commitment to the preservation to what he sav/ as tiie 
'Australia of tiie .spirit', tiie unique Austj^ alian identity.73 
With a setting in outback Queensland, Colin Bingham's?'* tiiree-act 
play The Opportunists {WEA, 1931), "a pleasing mixture of comedy and 
drama'''5 had as its central theme tiie question of poUtical corruption. This 
was a timely issue for the people of Queensland in 1931 as the Mungana 
Royal Commission had just concluded. E.G. Theodore, former Queensland 
Premier and at this time Federal Treasurer and Deputy Prime Minister,?^ 
and three other politicians were accused of conspiracy to defraud the 
government and dishonesty in financial deaUngs.?? The judge's summary 
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of the case, in which they were acquitted, covered five columns in the 
Brisbane Courier oi 22 August 1931-^ ® The play v/as said to display 
considerable talent, with possibilities for commercial production. 
The plot centres around the attempts of Cash Trehearne to ev3.de the land 
laws and incidently bribe a Minister of the Crown, James Gray. 
Trehearne "s wife. Nan, is in love with Gray, and wants to leave her 
husband, who drinks heavily and ill-treats her. However, she is 
persuaded to keep up a$>pearances because of their son. Her friend, Kitty, 
is also in love with Gray, and is disco'i?ered in compromising 
circumstances with him by Trehearne, who then threatens to give the 
information to a weekly newspaper. Gray refused to be intimidated, and as 
a resijlt the story is published. Gray then has to resign, and is fijrther 
embarrassed by Nan, who at last makes up her mind to leave her 
husband.''^ 
Women and the Bush 
An evening of three one-act AustraUan plays was presented by the 
WEA in 1932, two of which were by a New Zealand author Alan Mulgan,^ ^ 
The Daughter, and Ihe Voice of the People, v/hich the Brisbane Telegraph 
described as 'both Australian in spirit and sentiment'.®^ The Daughter, set 
on a New Zealand farmhouse "portrays the heartburnings of a university 
graduate who marries a dairy farmer and loses touch wth the world of 
beauty that the university opened up for her."^ ^ city lawyer David Forrest, 
an old friend of Margaret Bailey's from her pre-marriage university days, 
unexpectedly visits the family on their dairy farm. Forrest is entranced 
with the beauty of the countryside 'as romantic as anything...abroad,'(p.35) 
but Margaret is bitterly disappointed wth country life, witii its isolation, 
lack of amenities for country women, and its failure to give her children 
the educational advantages provided in the city.®3 A play witii a similar 
tiieme is Doris Waraker's Big Things {WEA, W5^W which won fourth prize 
in the WEA Australian play competition in 1932. Suzanne, formerly a 
concert pianist, is married to Alex, a station ov/ner in outback Australia. 
The introduction of step-daughter Nora, robust, independent, able to ride 
and assist witii the farm work, a help-mate for her father Alex, highUghts 
the city versus bush binary and Suzanne's unsuitability for countxy life. 
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The Kitchen Table (WEA, 1932) by Vida Lenox again iUustrates the theme 
of a woman's isolation and an intended elopement which fails to eventuate, 
but this time the setting is in a fisherman's hut on the shores of a lake in 
Eastern Victoria. 
Several other plays were produced by the WEA dealing vritii the 
isolation, hardship and the circumscribed Uves that women in the 
Australian (and New Zealand) bush were still experiencing. A play in this 
genre is The Gum 7?-*?!? (WEA, 1932), written by Miss Llewellyn (sic) Lucas, 
which attained second prize in the WEA one-act play competition of that 
year.®5 set on a smaU dairy farm in Victoria about 1926, it delineates 
events in the Ufe of a dairy-farming couple Ted and Sylvia Deans. City-
bred Sylvia, overwhelmed by her physical and spiritual isolation in the 
bush attempts suicide, but eventually recovers tjo maintain a ratiier 
desolate marriage.^^ A variation on this tiieme is contained in G.L. Dann's 
prize-winning one-act play The Giant{WEA, 1933)®'' which emphasises the 
effect on a yotmg city-bred v/oman Moya of the monotonous life of a dairy 
farm, from which she flees into the arms of a lover. Rejected by her 
husband Jack when she returns pregnant, she stiffers totii horror and 
relief when Jack is killed by a faUing tree, thus giving tiiis tragic t3.1e a 
rather enigmatic conclusion. A v-^ indswept island off the Queensland coast 
provides the setting for George Landen Dann's one-act drama Ihe Days of 
Rose^HWEA,l<^^,% another play portraying physical and spiritual 
isolation, particularly of women. The death of Mrs Jorgensen's son Andy as 
he drowns in stormy weather is tiie tragic finale to a sad tale of loneliness, 
lost love, frustration and misunderstanding between a family. 'An 
attractive and fairly accurate sketch of tiie social side of life on a st3.tion 
in western Queensland'89is given by Doris Waraker in her three-act play 
Brotherhood (WEA, 1933). In this case however, she uses the outback 
setting to provide the background for a tragic love-affair involving an ex-
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German soldier, now settied on an adjacent property, and his girl-friend 
whose lover he had kiUed in the war. Whilst one critic asserted tiiat the 
dialogue revealed 'a capacity for psychological analysis...stimulating to 
thought^o another contended that not only was the theme improbable, but 
the introduction of nationaUsm was an unnecessary intrusion.^i Perhaps 
the subject matter of the play touched too closely on covert hostiUty to 
German settiers which persisted long after the First World War. A 
parochial farming community not far from Melbourne is the setting for 
Vance Palmer's Christine fWEA, 1933) described as 'a light-tempered full-
length play about a farmer vrfio brings home a nev/ young wife to a 
rebelUous grown-up family.'92 jhe play is concerned with scandal, intrigue 
and political manoeuvering in which the central protagonist Christine 
proves herself a master manipulator of the Uves of a "typical set of 
Australian characters'.93 
Women: Suffrage, Marriage, 
Social Emancipation and Gender Relations 
Despite the entry of v/omen into paid employment in numbers 
'unprecedented in Australia's history,'?* the era of ¥/orld War 1 reinforced 
and idealised the traditional way in /^rfiich women were represented in the 
community.95 Nevertheless, although historical debate continues, it is 
claimed tiiat by the 1920s and 1930s a heightened interest and debate on 
issues of gender relations had emerged.96 Concern with the economic and 
social emancipation of women, attitudes to women in society, the social 
institution of marriage and the family, and their participation in political 
life were certainly reflected in the plays produced by the WEA Dramatic 
Society in the thirties. Alan Mulgan's The Voice of the People,{WEA,\m2) 
described as 'a very amusing" and "effective comment on our poUtical life'?? 
was, at the same time, a direct commentary on male attitudes to women 
and a plea for the admission of women to Parliament.?^ While still a British 
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colony. New Zealand was the first country to give its women the vote in 
1693,?? but women could not stand for Parliamenti*'^ in 1903 Australia 
vras the 'only country where white women could both vote and stand for 
national parliament.i^i Yet despite these achievements, opposition to 
women's entry into ParUament was 'much stronger, longer lived, and ran 
much deeper than resistance to manhood suffrage,"^^^ and it was not until 
1921 that women had a representative in an Australian parliament, whilst 
in New Zealand the first woman took her seat in parliament in 1933--^ *'-^  
The Voice o/theI¥opIe is set in Gordon, New Zealand. George Bromley, a 
man of limited intellectual and educational abiUty, is revealed as a 
typicaUy unscrupulous politician, ready to make electoral promises and 
equivocate to save his seat To further his political career he seeks 
marriage with Beatrice Galbraith, an independent woman with advanced 
ideas. She scornfully rejects his approaches and forces him to support the 
admission of women to ParUament Aitiiough written by a male playwright, 
the play present^ attitudes adopted in many of the British and American 
suffrage plays written by women, which argued for an accountable form of 
female poUtical involvement In -^il Woman's Influencey^^ for example, 
written by actor and commercially successful farceur Gertrude Jennings,i05 
one of her characters argues tiiat /^wmen should be allowed to use their 
intelligence and be heard equally v/ith men. 
The suffrage movement vms not confined to the single strategy of 
obtaining the vote, but included many wider issues as it brought together 
disparate groups of women fighting for economic, political and social 
independence both overseas and in Australia. For example, the institution 
of marriage was a frequent theme for criticism. Gertrude Jennings' one-act 
play The Bride (WEA, 1934)1^6 satirizes conventional marriage, as she 
describes how prospective bride Joyce Irving is coerced by her sodaUte 
mother into a mercenary, loveless marriage witii Gerald, a rich and titied 
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genUeman, renouncing her first love Peter, and is in striking contrast to 
Leonard White's Ihe Perfect Marriage (WEA, 1933),^ *^ ^ a light-hearted 
comedy on the potentially hazardous Usting of minor marital problems 
which are finaUy forgotten in the interests of what we assume to t>e a 
perfect happy-ever-after ending. Alternatives to traditional marriage, a 
subject which had animated the work of radical social reformer i:^therine 
Helen Spence in the late nineteenth century,io8 is at the centre of G.L. 
Dann's play .-il Foreground for Fanny, (WEA, 1935) which deals with 
episodes in tiie Ufe of the EngUsh poet Shelley.i09 Philosopher WiUiam 
Godwin condemns Shelley's passion for his daughter Mary as 'licentious 
and immoral' as Shelley is already married. But Mary is critical of 
Godwin's hypocritical stance pointing out tiiat he lived with her mother, 
Mary WoUstonecraft.^ i*^  prior to marriage, and his book PoliticalJustice^^^ 
denounces marriage as an 'affair of property". She defies her fatiier and 
elopes to France with Shelley. 
George Bernard Shaw's play Candida {WEA, 1935)^ ^^ is basically an 
exploration of marriage, love, the relationship betv/een tiie sexes and an 
investigation into feminine psychology. Shaw was at the centre of tiie Nev/ 
Drama movement and one of the major Fabian socialist theorists of his 
day,ii3 argumg for the emancipation of women both economicaUy and 
socially, whilst not rejecting the traditional domestic role for a woman who 
chose to fulfil herself in this manner.ii* Aitiiough it was Shaw's stated 
intention tx> present women free from conventional attitudes, and wthin a 
socialist discourse, in his ambiguous representation of Candida in the 
traditional domestic and nurturing role, he invalidates that image and 
reiterates aspects of male-orientated traditional culture.ii5 By vray of 
contirast is the work of Susan GlaspeU, co-founder of the Provinceto^^ 
Players, who was 'a significant figure in the history of American drama", 'a 
woman of genuine creative daring',ii6 and America's first important 
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woman playwright^i? One of her best-known plays Trifles, (WEA, 1930), a 
murder mystery with a difference, in which she developed "a feminist 
critique of social role',!^^ was written in 1916. Minnie ?Mght is in jail 
suspected of kilUng her husband, John, strangled whilst in bed asleep. In 
order to discover a motive for the murder, the sheriff and a neighbouring 
farmer, together with their wives, search the house. The men go upstairs 
where the body ^^ r^as found, leaving the women in the kitchen, the 
presumed preserve of women. The women, turning to the 'trifles' of 
domestic Ufe dismissed by tiie men, the unwashed dishes, the messy jars of 
fruit on the shelves, and the badly stitched quilt, finally discover a 
strangled canary in the knitting basket The v/omen recognise the neglected 
kitchen, the empty cage and the bird wth its broken neck as symtx>ls of 
what has happened in tiiis farmhouse. The happy and vivacious woman 
they had known before in her youth, now lonely, isolated and trapped in 
an unhappy, cheerless marriage to a harsh and abusive husband, in her 
despair, and driven beyond endurance, had stjrangled her husband as he 
slept Sympathy for the accused woman, guilt for tiieir failure to sustain an 
earlier, youthful friendship and maintain solid support for a v/oman facing 
similar pressures to tiiose experienced by them, compels them to hide the 
clues of her guilt As one of the women says: 
Oh, I wish I'd come over here once in a vhile! That liraiS a crime! ¥ho's going to 
punish that?...I might have knoTB-n she needed help! I kno^ hoi? things can be 
- for women. I tell you, It"s queer...we all go throi^h the seme things - ifs all 
just a different kind of the same thing.^ ^ ^ 
When the men return empty-handed, without evidence to provide a motive 
for murder, it is clear that with the women's tacit connivance, Mrs Wright 
will be acquitted. GlaspeU has created a grippingly realistic drama which 
critically highUghts womanly friendship and the limit3.tions of marriage. In 
much lighter vein is another play by the same author. Suppressed Desires 
(WEA, 1933X 2^0 a comedy satirizing the new vogue for Freudian analysis. 
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was described in a critique of its Brisbane production, 'as a ridiculous skit 
on indulgence in psychology and psychoanalysis, both subtie and entirely 
amusing'.i2i 
Irish playwright St John Ervine's Fobert's Wife 122(WEA, 1940), a 
satirical comedy set in an industrial tov/n in the south of England, pursues 
many challenging viewpoints on contemporary political and social issues; 
war and peace, unemployment, women's role in society - as working 
women, career women or in a domestic role, attitudes to marriage, to 
unwanted pregnancies and birth control but fails to offer any effective 
alternatives. 2^3 The Rev .Robert Carson, married to Sanchia, medical head of 
the local clinic, is offered a deanship. When his son Bob is arrested for 
sedition and sentenced to twelve montiis' gaol, and Sanchia's clinic is 
threatened with closure because of her advocacy of birth control, his 
appointment as Dean is endangered. The cUnic is saved, but Sanchia is 
forced to resign to ensure her husband's selection as Dean and preserve her 
marriage. Both Bob and Sanchia, tiie two characters who attempt to make 
radical changes in society meet a similar fate - Bob is incarcerated in gaol, 
and Sanchia, a talented doctor, can look forward to imprisonment in a Ufe 
of boring domesticity 'pouring out tea for old girls who t^ .ke a refined 
interest in religion.'i24 
Until recent times, lesbianism, as an alternative to marriage, was 
given no public voice at all in Australia.125 The very nature of the 
development of Australian society A^?as counter-productive for such a 
discourse. AustraUan v7omen were for many years excluded from the 
public sphere, and when admitted to tiie workforce, were confined to lower 
paid occupations. For single women, even in the 1920s and 1930s, work 
was still regarded as a prelude to marriage, and men v/ere socialised into 
acceptance of a monogamous relationship for which they were the sole 
financial providers. In America, a similar situation prevailed and plays on 
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homosexuality were harshly dealt with. In 1927, Edouard Bourdefs 
"sensitive" play Ihe Captive on lesbianism, /^ras closed after a police raid, 
and Mae West's 'scandalous' play The Drag on male homosexuality, was 
closed out of town rather than risk a raid and inevitable arrests in New 
York.126 American playwright Lillian Hellman "s^  2? first play. The Children's 
Noiw {WEA, 1936), based on a famous scandal case fought through the 
Scottish courts in the nineteentii century,i28 proved sensational vrtien it 
reached the stage in New York in 1934, where, after some hesitation, a ban 
was ruled outi29 Characterized as a 'powerful psychological melodrama 
that emphasized the evil implicit in a lie and the dangers of character 
assassination',130 the fact tiiat the t3.boo subject of lesbianism was dealt 
with, albeit discreeUy, resulted in the play being b3.nned in Boston, as the 
'mere suggestion of any sexual deviation was enough to shock society's firm 
guardians of public morality into action.'^siin London it was only permitted 
tD be shown to special 'ticket audiences', and in Melbourne, a sub-
committee of the National Council of Women attended the first night 
performance to consider v/hether the play should be banned.i32 The plot 
concerns two schoolteachers, Karen Wright and Martha Dobie, ^^ vho establish 
a boarding school for girls. Although there is no evidence to support her 
accusations, Mary Tilford, a spoilt, vindictive and conniving student, 
convinces her credulous grandmother guardian that an unnatural 
relationship exists between the t^/o women and blackmails feUow students 
to support her story. Mrs Telford remorsefully discovers the extent of 
Mary's perfidy, but not before the scandal provoked witiiin the school and 
the larger community results in two shattered Uves, as,Martiia suicides 
under the impact of events and Karen loses her boyfriend tiirough his lack 
of complete trust in her. Although labelled 'a product of dubious idealism' 
and a 'melodrama for a smart set because of its strong moral stance with 
its obvious good versus evil dichotomy,i33 it ventured into a controversial 
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situation of realistic proportions. Unfortunately the reactions of a Brisbane 
audience to this play are not available, but the fact that it was played here 
without official intervention is surely significanti34 
The image of the passive acquiescence of women either to a marital 
life of inequality or to unattained or unreciprocated love, a represent^.tion 
frequentiy made about women in Uterature and oftjen acted out in real life 
situations, could have no better medium than that of the "ecole du silence" 
or "Le theatre d'inexprime' (school or theatre of silence),i 35 a genre adopted 
by Jean-Jacques Bernardi36 in his play Martine {WEA, 1936)^ 3? produced 
in France in 1922. It tells the story of the unrequited love of Martine, a 
young French peasant girl for Julien, a Parisian journalist The play reveals 
an intuitive and intellectual insight into human, and particularly feminine, 
nature and its tragedy Ues in the silent acceptance by a woman of her 
unhappy fate. Scottish playwright James Bridie's comedy The Black Fye^^^ 
was presented by the WEA in 1936.^ 39 The plot revolves around George 
Windlestraw, failed chartered accountant and younger son of a Glasgow 
businessman. Despite family advice, he leaves home to foUow a 'ruinous 
career of foUy, gambUng, philosophising and alcoholism',^ 40 and as a result 
of his profligate Ufe of gambling he is able tjo bail out the family company, 
bankrupted by the inefficient management of his upright father and his 
brother Johnnie, the model of industriousness. This celebration of non-
conformism provides the essential comedy. According to Bridie, although 
most critics v/ere enthusiastic except for one female critic who detested it 
and found it 'boring', the play wa.s a failure. No doubt, as the author 
himself implies,i4ithe implicit anti-feminism of its message, despite the 
comedy, was apparentiy too blatant even for the 1930s.i42 The production 
of such a play by the WEA is in contrast to the attitudes towards women 
which the majority of their plays espoused. Get Out of Toiw Cage (WEA, 
1937) by Mary Plowman was described by a Brisbane Telegraph critic as 
Scene from AzufSi? A» i k / - George Eaton & cast. WEA Dramatic Society, 1940 
(Photo coocrtesy Doug Eaton) 
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possessing a stereotyped plot concerning an "hysterical French school-
mistress fighting to escape from the walls of a common room into the world 
of the playwright.i'^s From this description and without any further 
information, the play would seem to be of littie consequence. Another 
forgettable play was Fh^ergency Drill {Vnity, 1939), written by a local 
playwright Alfred Hodges. According to a newspaper critic, it was an 
tmconvincing farce on society life in America in which "alcoholic 
worldlings...{without] a shred of emotional faithftilness...paired off into 
potential marriage by a fortuitous rise in Amalgamated Steel shares on 
WaU Stireet.144 j ^ . Pagan's And So To Bed {WEA, 1937, 1940) , a comedy 
based on the Ufe of Samuel Pepys, a well-known historical figure, proved a 
very entertaining play which weU displayed the acting talents and 
production ability of the group.i^5 
The Depression: Destructive Aspects of Capitalism 
The onset of the world depression precipitated by the WaU Street 
crash in 1929 had severe repercussions on those countries, like Australia, 
whose economies were heavily dependent on exports of agricultural and 
pastoral products and on overseas loans.i46 gy 1932 one-third of the 
Australian work force W3.s unemployed and thousands more were working 
part-time. Trade tmion membership decUned, v/ages were cut and 
conditions worsened as trade unionists were unable to defend their earlier 
gains.!'*? The effects of the crisis, the destructive nature of capitalism and 
possible radical alternatives such as Socialism, were topics for discussion in 
all sections of the community, and were reflected in the plays performed 
by both the WEA and Unity theatres. The effect of the depression in 
Britain and America were depicted in Harold Chapin's Ihe Diunb and the 
Blind{WEA, 1930),already referred to, and Transit.{^5mty, 1936) by Albert 
Maltz and Philip Stevenson, a realistic portrayal of unemployed workers in 
a doss-house on the Bowery in New York on New Year's Eve. A production 
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of the play in the old Bohemia Stadium (later the Ritz Theatre) is recalled 
by actor Syd Davis, at which employed workers paid 6d admission and the 
unemployed were free.i^ ® The unemployed workers depicted in the play 
were of various ages and came from diverse backgrounds, a blacklisted 
miner, an out of work machinist, a religious country boy. They are the 
down-trodden of an uncaring, unjust society. Aitiiough portiraying an 
American situation, it was particularly relevant to Queensland conditions at 
a time when large numbers of workers were stiU unemployed and protests 
were being organised against the proposed discontinuance of the iniquitous 
relief system, without provision of employment or other adequate 
substitute measures for unemployed workers.^ ^^ The grim message of the 
play met with a striking and profound response from tiie audience at a 
repeat performance at the Princess Theatre.i5o American playwright Albert 
Maltz'si5i play Fehearsal {Unity, 1939), as its name implies, portirayed a 
labour theatre rehearsing for the presentation of a mass chant dealing mth 
the depression year of 1932. "An inadequate actjress rehearsing a mass 
chant on labour' mth a progressive theatre troupe is suddenly activated 
'when she relates the chant to a strike in the coal and iron industries in 
which her brother had his back broken by company police.'i52 jt had 
particular affinity for Unity, as a secondary theme dealt with the reasons 
impeUing actors to devote their energies to a labour theatre.i53 
The depression wrought havoc not only in economic but also in 
human terms, as unemployed workers lost self-esteem and community 
status and those still in employment suffered increased deprivation and 
fear for their future security. At the same time they questioned the 
relevance of a society where the wealthy retained power. The Mask and 
the Face {WEA, 1934, 1936) a satirical comedy focussing on the intrigues 
and infidelities of a group of wealthy high-society Italians, used the 
popular wife-husband-lover triangle theme to 'create a fiercely ironic 
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comment on societal values,*i54 i^ which the main protagonist revealed 
that the select and wealthy group of society depicted in the play posture 
behind a mask of personal vanity, dishonesty and false moral and personal 
values.! 55 Although set in a different historical period, audiences in the 
thirties would have had littie difficulty in making an analogy with the 
contemporary situation. 
Clifford Odetsi56 Golden Boy {WEA, 1939)^ 57 mth its backdrop in 
the depression era, v/as acclaimed as one of the greatest productions on the 
London stage.!58it is an allegorical indictment of capitalist society which 
liberally rewards those who accept it^ materialist values at the expense of 
their aestiietic and moral sense.!59 The drama traces the abandonment of 
his music by Joe Bonaparte, a natural and gifted vioUnist from a Jewish 
family, and his seduction into the wealth, glory and power of the /^rorld of 
a prizefighter. 
...the gradual change that is reflected in the outlook of Joe Bonaparte and the 
hardening of his spirit...^th every pugilistic triumph WBZ captured to a nicety 
by Mr Guyatt with subtle gradation of tone until at the end he was as 
convincing as the killer as he was when...he registered in perfect mime the 
emotions of a lad getting his first big opportunity.! ^ ^ 
Joe Bonaparte's gradual moral deterioration is shown as he succumbs to the 
adulation of his mercenary manager and sycophant^. Brutalized by 
successive fights, he acquires the aggressive fighter instinct foreign tjo his 
sensitive nature, until, at ttie height of his career, he accidentaUy kills an 
opponent in the ring. ReaUzing too latje the loss of his moral integrity, and 
with hands broken in many fights preventing any return to his artistic 
career, he goes off with his girlfriend to die in a speeding car. Joe's physical 
destruction is a dramatic aftermatii of his sacrifice of honour and decent 
principles under pressure from a profit-driven, materialist society. 
The most audacious criticism of all aspects of capitalist society and a 
satire on capitalist/imperialist exploitation!^! was contained in tiie 
irreverent and hilarious musical satire Cannibal Carnival i^nity, 1940),! 62 
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written by cab-driver turned playwright, Herbert Hodge. As the 
programme states: 
the play written "around the theme of bringing civilisation to the nati^ res, is 
presented as a theatrical cartoon. The author, Herbert Hodge, has effectively 
caricatured Capitalism, Private Property, and the accompanying forms of 
exploitation per medium of his characters.! ^ 3 
The Capitalist Crabbe, Bartholomew Bumpus, Bishop of Belgravia and Joe, a 
cockney poUceman (a bishop, a bobby and a boss), are /^^ recked on an 
imaginary south sea island paradise Canna-Cary where the native 
inhabitants enjoy a Ufestyle of peace, plenty and contentjxient. This 
peaceful setting is transformed by the shipv/recked three. Private property 
is initiated, bourgeois morality is introduced and the natives are enslaved. 
After a revolt, native leader Egbert and his friends Uberate tiie islanders, 
cockney Joe converts to their cause and tiie capitalist and bishop are 
roasted in the pot. The songs are lively and irreverent with many of the 
words set to popular or reUgious chants and hymns such as "Come AU Ye 
Faithful". There is direct and biting sarcasm in the dialogue and tiie 
lanpage of bibUcal texts is re-written to reinforce the bitterly ironic 
references.! 6^* Described as 'a vulgar spectacle in seven scenes",! ^ 5 the play 
was criticized for its crudity, and despite some attempt, referred to in 
Chapter 3 to impede its production, the cast played it v/ith obvious 
enthusiasm and enjoyment and Brisbane audiences flocked to see it on aU 
six nights. Although in comic vein, tiiis ambiguous presentation of 'idyllic" 
pre-capitaUst scK;iety mtti its references to cannibalism both in the play"s 
titie and in the pot-roasting scene, is undoubtedly a reflection of 
contemporary iat^ ent racist attitudes. 
Where's ThatBomb{Vnity, 1937,1940) also written by London taxi-
drivers Herbert Hodge and Buckley Roberts especially for the London Unity 
Theatre, was first staged in Brisbane in 1937, but was repeated on many 
occasions. This play is a broad, pantomimic satire on capitalist prop3.ganda. 
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CatmiJbsI Caralval Unity Theatre 1940 
Back rowd to r) Maacy Hafliey. ¥imue Kiijg, Pat Alietc Beretdce Edwards, Coflfiie Lowgrow Elsie 
Horsfall, Janet Gentle, Florence Lovegrove 
Front Bow: BomaAngrim 
(Photo coartesy John Callaghan) 
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lampooning the economic and cultural exploitation of the working class in 
capitaUst society. The plot is simple: The hero, Joe Dexter, sacked for 
writing a satirical anti-war poem in the Saturday 'Weekly Worker', is 
invited to write propaganda on toilet rolls, designed to instil into the minds 
of workers their duty to their employer and their country. Abandoning 
his scruples, Joe creates a farcical story but finaUy, in disgust, 
hewithdraws his script, telling the British Patriots' Propaganda Association 
of WhitehaU representative to go to the Press Lords of Fleet Stjeet for his 
toilet-paper propaganda - 'they've been printing the workers' toilet paper 
for years'.! ^ 6 j^any people have been critical of tiie play asserting tiiat the 
broad and vigorous humour diverts attention from the "fierce attack on 
capitalist misconceptions which is the play's real subject'.!^^ Eva JuUus 
defended the play maintaining that -
it has no literary value and superficially it has no propaganda value, 
for the reason that the propsganda is so heavy that no one could be 
convinced by it. But it is an exceedingly capable satire, and one can 
well understand both why the Lord Chamberlain in London banned it 
and why hundreds in London, Melbourne and Sydney flocked to see 
it.l68 
Despite criticism from some quarters, the humour was obviously successful 
in drawing large audiences and it became part of Unity's repertoire for 
some time. 
Ihe Insect Play {WEA & Unity, 1939) by Karel!^ '^  and Josef! ?o Capek, 
mentioned in Chapter 3, has been described as perhaps 'the most effective 
satire on capitalism and v/ar tiiat has ever been staged".!^! The play is an 
allegorical satire on the human condition in which tiie lives, the cynicism 
and the infidelities of humans in the twentietii century are porti'ayed in 
terms of insects, and culminates in the ant scene, in which tiie ants suffer 
mutual destruction, an analogy of human propensity for mUitarism and 
war. Greed, materialism, demagogy and totalitarian dictatorships are 
exposed. Reviews of the play in Brisbane were (with one exception) 
scenes from T ^ n ^ t m r WEA Dratnatic Society & Unity Theatre, 1939 
Source: Tl>e jjfi/aa^i?iiiBrisliafl£L^'^^'^^-"^' 
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lit anoUmri 
how to live )aSi( 
The butterflies and the lepidopterist (H. Light foot) discover the dead tramp. Lepidopterist: **Tht 
butterflies vill settle on anything, even on a lump of mud, and notv they've settled an you.'* 
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entiiusiastic in their praise, and seem to have appreciated its anti-w3.r 
message made doubly impressive by the excellent staging and decor.!''2 
Unionism and Working-class Solidarity 
The militant and numerically strong trade union movement of 1926 
suffered substantial loss of membership and industrial strength following 
its defeat in major defensive struggles in the waterfront, timber and 
mining industries, and the further impact of the economic depression which 
placed the unions in an 'impossible tactical position'. By 1933, trade unions 
had lost over 16^ of tiieir membership, and ^^.ges of employed v/orkers 
had been cut by 10%.! ^ 3 /^ s the economy slov/ly recovered, workers 
through their trade unions were able to make fairly substantial strike gains 
in the late thirties and by 1939 had almost retrieved the position held in 
1926.!^ '* In light of these circumstances, dramas which argued for the 
economic and moral legitimacy of unions and union activity were regarded 
by Unity theatre as an important aspect of their role in producing realist 
and political plays representing and appealing to the working class. SixMen 
ofDsrset (Unity, 1937), already referred to in Chapter 3, was one of the 
first plays in this genre produced by Unity. It was selected by the English 
trade union movement as the best play having as its theme the struggle of 
agricultural workers to est3.blish a trade union. Subsequentiy victimised 
for their actions, they have gone down in history as the Tolpuddle martyrs 
transported to New Soutii Wales and Van Dieman's Land.!''5 xjie play v^ /as 
written specifically as propaganda for the trade union movement.! •'^  
A trade union theme was also the focal point for The Fenegade 
(Unity, 1940)!'''' written by AmeriC3.n playwright J.H. Pollock. Linked to 
the emphasis on building tjrade union organisation was tiie need to combat 
racial and reUgious discrimination. The plot concerns two Jewish famiUes 
related by marriage. Rebecca and Rabbi David Berman and tiieir two adult 
children Batya and Karl, and Ret>ecca's brother Morris Goldberg, a factory-
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owner. Conflicting class attitudes polarise the family when a strike for 
higher wages in Morris's factory results in the assault of Batya on tiie 
picket lines. Karl is eventually converted to the union cause and Rabbi 
David is spurned as a renegade to his class vrfien he supports tiie v/orkers' 
right to organise. The question of anti-semitism dealt with in the play had 
particular relevance for Australians at this time. Despite a virulent 
campaign against the admission of Jewish refugees to Australia, 
widespread anti-semitic propaganda in the popular press, and propaganda 
emanating from the Douglas Credit movement that Jewish financial 
manipulation was responsible for tiie economic crisis,! ^ ^ between 1933 an<^  
1940 when the sea-lanes were closed, eight thousand German, Austrian 
and Czechoslovakian Jev/s were granted refuge in Austiralia to escape tile 
nazi terror in Germany.! ^ ^ The production of Uiis play, which investigated 
the complex forces in the community which help perpetuate racism, 
provided a timely reminder of tiie need for tolerance and humanity. 
A number of plays which predicated the conflict between capital and 
labour using the stirike tiieme were produced by Unity, the first and most 
famous in ttiis radical tiieatjre's history being Clifford Odets play Waiting for 
Lefty {Unitif, 193?) dealt with at lengtii in Chapter 3- With its forceful 
language and exciting action it exerted persuasive force on tiie audience 
and was repeated on many occasions because of its popularity; it helped to 
build tiie tiieati-e in its early years.! so in Private Nicks (Unity, 
1939,1941)!®! by Albert Maltz, sympatiiy is v/on for tiie principle of stirike 
action by focussing on ttie solidarity of a worker's son who, despite exti-eme 
tiireats, remains loyal to his family and his class. Hicks, ttie son of a 
working class moulder, is a private in the National Guard which has been 
called out to quell a strike in a midwestern industi-ial city in America 
during ttie depression era. In tiie course of ttie fighting against unarmed 
sti-ikers. Hicks refuses to fire when ordered, throws down his gun and calls 
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on fellow guardsmen to lay dovm their arms and refuse to fight. Despite 
threats. Hicks refuses to abnegate his principles and prepares to face 
courtmartial and imprisonment. Audiences were reminded of the 
relevance of this play to Australian conditions should Menzies succeed with 
his plan for 'National Registration and the use of Auxiliary PoUce in each 
state of the Commonwealth'.! ^ 2 
A strike of adolescent workers in tiie shipping room of a New York 
candy factory against the dismissal of one young worker for 'talking union", 
when they decide to emulate a recent successful sit dovm strike in the 
General Motors' Car Plant is the subject of Plant in the Sun (Unity, 1940). 
Written by Ben Bengal, it wa.s winner of tiie one-act play competition 
sponsored by the American New Theatre League and won for Unity 
Theatie, England, tiie first prize in the British Drama Festival, and for New 
Theatie League, Sydney, the Fay Compton Cup.i^ s Enlivened by the 
authentic wit of the young lads, it provides tiie audience with laughs while 
conveying a serious message. According to tiie Tribune reviewer, one 
weakness in the play wa.s the 'too rapid conversion of the industrial 
weakling, who carries ta.les to tiie boss, into a solid supporter of the 
stiike.'! 84 Such conversion scenes v/ere used, with some variations, in 
other strike plays such as Waiting for Lefty in order to demonstrate in 
dramatic fashion the importance of worker solidarity and hov/ even th% 
most irresolute workers, at the height of a stiruggle, can be brought to 
appreciate the significance of union organisation.! ®5 
Another play which advocated working class solidarity and tjrade 
union organisation was i^ Vt^ fff (Unity,!941),!^^ vmtten by British author 
and playvTTight Geoffrey Trease, produced by the London Unity Theatre. 
Based on the sugar strikes in Jamaica, West Indies in 1936,!®*' it mounted 
an attack on imperialism in general but it also had contemporary relevance, 
as the opening of the play at the end of 1939 in London coincided -
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with the publication of an official report on the appalling economic 
and social conditions of the ¥est Indies, vhich effectively answered 
those critics vho might have dismissed [the case presented in the play] 
as wildly exaggerated propaganda.! ^ ^ 
At the height of a widespread strike on St Teresa, an imaginary tropical 
island, a British battieship bombards the island in an attempt to break the 
stiike. The sea wall is broken and thirty-six Uves are lost. Threatened 
with exposure and dismissal from office, the Governor accepts the 
compromise suggested by visiting British labour activists and introduces 
social welfare reforms and trade union legislation. As a result of 
esperiences during the strike, black leader O'Riley modifies his black 
nationalist stance to adopt an intjernationalist outiook of brotherhood and 
solidarity of aU black and white workers. 
Socialism 
SociaUst ideas have played a significant role in tiie labour movement 
in Australia since tiie nineteenth century, and indeed one hundred years 
ago, under tiie influence of Brisbane-based journalist and organizer 
William Lane,!®^ hundreds of Australian workers and their famiUes were 
persuaded to establish a Utopian socialist colony in Paraguay.!9o ^f^j- the 
establishment of a sociaUst state in Russia in 1917 and the onset of 
economic depression in the thirties, the idea of a socialist alternative to 
capitalism became increasingly popular. Indic3.tive of this growing interest 
is the marked increase in membership of the Communist Party which grew 
from 249 in 1926, to 3,000 in 1935 and 5,000 in 1941.!'?! A Soviet comedy 
Squaring the CfrcJe by Kataev, already mentioned in Chapter 3, wa.s 
produced by Student Theatre in 1937. Unity apparentiy preferred to look 
overseas to England and America for plays more suited to local conditions, 
rather than to the Soviet Union. But in October 1941, at a time when 
Russian troops were besieged in Moscow and the demand for aid to Russia 
and the opening of a second front were being canvassed. Unity presented 
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Life is Callin^^^ written by Soviet play wright BiU-Belotserkovsky in 1933. 
Central to the plot is the social commitment of its main protagonist 
Professor Chadov, a famous old scientist who, in order to accelerate sociaUst 
development, proposes a 'scientific' plan to change the cUmatje of Siberia. 
By diverting the flow of warm currents near Japan to the Siberian shores, 
the icy wastes would be converted into fertile land for collective farms, and 
the Soviet state would be enriched. In contrast to Professor Chadov's 
dedication is Fyodor Nikitin, married to Galina, Chadov's daughter, /^rfio is 
unable to adjust to the new Soviet society complaining he has spent tiie 
best years of his Ufe in the Revolution, the Civil ?/ar and the tumultous 
years which followed. He is finally expelled from the Communist Party for 
alcoholism and anarchistic behaviour. Basically a celebration of socialist 
society, the play exa.mines interpersonal relationships, alienation of 
individuals in socialist life and the need for the submission of the 
individual to the demands of the collective. 
Peace, Anti-War, Anti-Fascism 
One hundred and fifty years of passionate quarrels between the 
feudal ruUng class, organised labour and landless peasantry, culminated in 
the Spanish Civil War which took place between 1936-1939.! ^ 3 in 
February 1936, although 40,000 of its most active leaders v^ere in gaol, tiie 
Popular Front Government achieved a smaU majority at tiie elections. The 
new Republican Government set at>out introducing a policy of social reform: 
...[its] agrarian reform struck at the vested interests of the wealthy 
landowners, their educational reform and the policy of separation of 
church and state struck at the Roman Catholic church, the laboiH" reform 
struck at the interests of the indust.rialists...[9nd] most important of all, 
the new Government was determined to reform the Spanish army...! 94 
Fearing the effect of these reforms, the conservative forces comprising the 
National Front struck back, recalling General Franco to lead the instirgent 
army against the government. PubUc opinion in Europe, America and 
Australia was polarized between support for the legitimately elected 
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RepubUcan government or General Franco's rebel forces, supported by the 
fascist governments of Germany and Italy, and the non-interventionist 
policies of Britain, France and America.! 95 Although Australian public 
opinion was sympathetic to the Republican cause, it favoured non-
intervention.! 96 Yet more than sixty men and v/omen, committed anti-
fascists, left Australia to fight in the International Brigade in support of the 
Republican government. For these 'selfless and courageous' volunteers, 
fighting in Spain was an 'extension of the class struggle on a foreign field" 
as they visualised a victory for the Spanish Republicans as a victory for the 
Spanish working class, while others believed that to avoid a world war 
fascism must be stopped in Spain. Support came from other sections of the 
community as more than £17 000 was raised nation-wde.!97 
The worldvride response by v/riters, poets, artists and intellectiials 
generally in support of the Spanish RepubUcan cause v/3.s unprecedented in 
the twentieth century. To demonstjrate tiieir fraternity with Spanish 
writers, the Second Writers' International Congress was held in Spain 
amidst a rain of fascist bombs.! 9^  n ^^s against this background that 
Bertolt Brecht's play dealing with the Spanish conflict, Senora Carrar'sFifles 
(Unity, 1936) wa.s produced in Brisbane. Partiy based on an idea contained 
in Irish Playwright J.M. Synge's Fiders to the Sea, it bears no resemblance 
to tiie deep pessimism which pervades that work, although Brecht's 
character, the widov/ Carrar, whose Ufe, Uke Maurya's, is inextiicably 
linked with the sea, is a simUarly strong character. She adopts a neutral 
role in tiie war, thinking that it wiU meet with respect from tiie rebel 
generals. She also refuses to let her tw^ o sons join the Spanish Republican 
Army and will not hand over to her brotiier tiie rifles left by her fisherman 
husband who fought in the Asturian revolution of 1934. But when her 
elder son is brought in dead, machine-gunned at sea by the rebels, she 
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rejects her neutrality and taking the hidden rifles, leaves with her son and 
brother to fight for the Republican cause.! 99 
Another one-act play highlighting the Spanish conflict is Femember 
Pffdrocite {Vnity, 1939),^ °° by an unknown author. The play is set in a 
Spanish town, not far from Madrid, which has just t)een taken by Franco's 
rebel army. Three rebel soldiers, Francisco Garcia, Juan Morano and Pablo 
Morales setUe into a deserted house, and engage in the mopping up of 
remaining Republican snipers. They capture a tv/elve-year-old Republican 
partisan, interrogate her but treat her leniently. Her ten-year- old brother 
Pedrocito, discovered trying to steal a rifle, is summarily shot. Incensed 
at this cold-blooded murder of a young boy, Pablo shoots the Captain and 
he and Juan desert to fight for the Republican cause. ¥/ith their strong 
emotional appeal and dramatic action, both these plays were generally 
popular with audiences^oi and were taken to theatres in several Brisbane 
suburbs.202 
This bitterly fought three-year civil war in Spain v/as the first major 
military conflict of the thirties that alerted Australians to the dangers of 
fascism in Europe. In the minds of those who sought peace, it crystalUsed 
the need to focus not only on opposition to v>/ar, but to the concretje issue of 
combating fascism. Otiier international events had begun tjo impinge on the 
domestic scene; Japan, which had occupied Manchuria in 1931,^ °^ 
commenced fuU-scale v/ar with China in 1937, and while Mussolini invaded 
Abyssinia in 1935,^ °^ Hitler occupied the Rhineland in March 1936 witiiout 
opposition.205 These events overseas and the influx of Jewish refugees intjo 
AustiaUa promoted pubUc awareness of the inroads of fascism and the 
increasing threat of a much more extended war. Public meetings tmder the 
umbreUa of various peace organisations were organised in support of those 
already fighting fascism in Spain. Sister Mary Lowson, just returned from 
nursing on the Spanish batUefront spoke at the Bohemia Stadium, South 
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Brisbane in January 1937 at a meeting organised by the War Victims' ReUef 
Committee.206 JQ j-aUy the forces for peace against anti-fascist aggression, 
Ralph Gibson of Victoria, a delegate to the 1936 Brussels Peace Conference, 
toured Queensland from the 3rd to the 31st of May, 1937. British Labour 
MP Arthur Henderson spoke at a meeting in the City HaU organised by the 
Peoples' Campaign for Peace, chaired by Brisbane's Lord Mayor, at v/hich 
leading poUticians and trade unionists also spoke.20? In March 1936 a 
Peace Conference organised by the International Peace Campaign 
commenced in Brisbane;20s in April a public meeting was held in the City 
HaU advocating a boycott on trade with aggressor nations, including 
Japan,209 and in the same month the Lord Mayor entertained an 
International Peace Worker, Miss Katiileen Courtiiey,2!0 v/ho had been 
invited to Australia by the YWCA and the League of Nations Union.^n 
Both Unity and WEA gave vivid expression to the threat of future 
war and the dangers of fascism in the number of anti-fascist, anti-^/rar 
plays which they produced in these years. The first of these. Women at 
War {WEA, 1935),^ ^^ a one-act play v/ritten by Edward Percy, was an 
historical drama of seventeenth-century England depicting the futiUty of 
war and its effects on the Uves of women. This vras follov/ed by American 
playv/right Robert Sherwood's Idiot's Delight {WEA, 1937),2!3 one of the 
first anti-war plays with a virulent anti-fascist bias to reach the Australian 
stage.214 Described by its autiior as 'a compound of blank pessimism and 
desperate optimism, of chaos and jazz',2!5 it juxtaposes comedy with high 
drama as more than a dozen guests of various nationalities are isolated in 
the Hotel Monte Gabriele in a ski resort in the Italian Alps on the eve of 
the Second World War. Harry Van, a smooth-talking American theatrical 
promoter and Irene, mistress to Achille Weber, a mtmitions manufacturer, 
provide the romantic interest, acted out amidst more serious discussions 
about averting war and the role of militarism and fascism. Once war breaks 
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out, the characters' espoused international outlook is abandoned for petty 
nationalism, an ironic reminder of human susceptibiUty to patriotic 
propaganda. The violent anti-fascism in Idiot's Delight made it a target for 
censorship, although in America the attempt to ban the stage play was 
unsuccessful. In England, fearful of offending the fascists on the Continent, 
the censor sought to avoid any complaint by asking -
that specific references to Fascism be deleted, that the locale and the 
uniforms be unspecified and that an imaginary language, concocted by 
Sherwood, be substituted for the Italian used by the officers and 
ser'TOnts.216 
The HoUywood film version of the play, in which Clark Gable and Norma 
Shearer starred, and produced by MGM in 1939^!? aimed at a world 
market. Consequentiy the amendments to the play were also significant: 
The Italians still spoke Italian,... but the Alpine hotel was vaguely 
located, all references to dictators were removed, the officers" uniforms 
were unidentifiable, the nationality of the raiding planes was 
unnamed, and a happy ending suggested.^ ! 8 
When tiie playwright saw the screen version in New York, he commented 
tiiat although it was "quite a good picture' and 'tiie early parts [were] 
excellent - but so much [has been] cut from [ttie] play it seems confusing.' 
The critics, perhaps unav/are of its emasculation, did not share his 
reservations, tiie Times critic considering it 'an adult picture" - 'one of the 
year's major events - as timely as tomorrov/'s front page.'2!9 Unfortunately 
no record of tiie reaction of Australian auttiorities or audiences could be 
found for its Brisbane production. 
Ernst Toller's No More P'eace{WEA,\<^%b)^^^ /^/as a timely production 
for the people of Brisbane. It wa.s becoming increasingly obvious that the 
world was rapidly heading towards another world holocaust. A review for 
the WEA's forthcoming production clearly reflects the opinions of those 
who hoped to maintain the peace: 
¥e are again, as in 1913, waiting in apprehension for the call, or is it 
order from Mars, the God of ¥ar, to the field of battle. Money that could 
Scene from Ab isiuv I^J'Ji? - ^ifEA Dramatic Society 19.?S 
George Eaton (Napoleofi) aM amdentifi^d Angei 
(PtiOto coKiTfsy BoKg Eaton) 
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not be found to provide for life is being spent limitlessly to provide for 
death. £3,000,000 was spent by the nations on armaments in 1936 alone, 
while poverty and hunger stalk ruthlessly through every land. Australia 
spends millions on defence this year, and the Minister for Health (¥.M. 
Hughes) supplies the paradox. "Of Australia's 2,000,000 children", he says, 
"800,000 are suffering from malnutrition". 221 
It was described as a 'thoughtful comment on contemporary affairs with a 
good vein of humour'222 and a 'roUicking comedy pregnant mth humorous, 
at the same time, educative situations. The audience wU laugh and 
learn'.223 in the fantasy world created by ToUer, he sho^^ with v.?itty 
dial<^ue and sharply ironic lyrics and with remarkable prescience, the 
nature of A^?ar and fascism and how peace could be achieved.224 
Irwin Shaw's225 grim anti-war drama Biuy The Dead (Unity, 
1935)226 ^^s produced in Brisbane in support of the International Peace 
Campaign. The play, a 'powerful indictment of war's pointtessness and 
stupidity',227 opens mth four v/ar-weary soldiers burying some of their 
dead comrades. It then turns to a fantasy situation in which the six soldier 
corpses, of various ages and national origins, who were kiUed in action 
refuse to lie dov/n in their graves. Appeals from doctors, generals, editors, 
clergymen, businessmen, wives, mothers and girlfriends, aU failed to 
persuade the men to be buried. As the women try to persuade their men 
to Ue down fearing this curious disruption to normal Ufe patterns, they 
break their silence to explain their actions in dialogues of great poignancy 
and lyricism. Each has a different reason for wanting to Uve. Some, like 
Levy, are still young enough just to enjoy the simple pleasures of Ufe: 
...the eyes of women to look at and the bright color of their hair and the 
soft way they swing their hips when they walk before young men...These 
are the things the earth still owes me, now when I am only thirty. Jby and 
pain - to each man in his own way, a fxiU seventy years, to be ended by an 
unhurried fate, not by a colored pin on a General's map. ¥hat do I care for 
the colored pins on a General's m8p.228 
Others like DriscoU have "got tilings to say to the people who leave their 
lives behind them and pick up guns to fight in somebody else's war'.229 
Cheated by war from fulfilling their urgent desire to live, and in spite of 
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the final attempts by the generals to stop them, the corpses walk off 
followed by the soldiers of the burial crew who desert with them to teU 
the world of war's horrors and futility. 
In Judgment Rfy{WEA/T^f7e\ith Night, 1935), written in 1933. the 
playwright Elmer Rice hoped to awaken America and the world to the true 
nature of fascism with his concentrated and direct attack on Nazi tyranny. 
It was inspired by the German 'Reichstag fire"230 of 1933 ^^^ the 
sensational 'trials' of Communist leaders staged in Leipzig. As subsequent 
evidence has shov/n, these events were engineered by the Nazis as a 
propaganda exercise. The staged fire of tiie German parliament, initiated 
by Goering, was aimed at creating fear of a Communist take-over if the 
National Socialists were not voted intjo power in the German elections to 
take place in the week following the trial.23i The setting for the courtroom 
drama in Judgment Day W3.s changed to an unspecified Balkan country 
and the plot revolved around the attempted assassination of a fascist 
leader. But otiier^ Mse the major characters were closely identifiable with 
the main protagonists in the events that took place in Germany - Goering, 
Hitier, Marinus van der Lubbe and Georgi Dimitrov.232 Theatre World 
described the play as superficially -
a melodrama of the most lurid persuasion. But beneath the surface there 
is stark brutality and truth in every phase of tlie story. Even the most 
fantastic event that occurs has its parallel in the contemporary European 
scene. It is propaganda of the most lusHd kind, yet we are not asked to take 
sides against any particular regime. The facts are there for all the world 
to see, and there is no need for the playwright to stress the injustice and 
brutality of the trial which forms the basis of the play. The events speak 
for themseh7es.233 
With thirty-five characters in the play, it has been criticised for adopting a 
panoramic style, and faiUng to exfdore any of its characters in deptii,234 
whilst the tireatment of events was regarded as too exaggerated. Otiier 
critics suggested that the final shooting v/as essentially melodramatic, 
lacking stirong probability,235 although tiiere seems some merit in tiie 
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contention that the ending was contrived 'to show the audience tiie only 
antidote to fascism.'236 Time magazine pointed out that 'real nev/s events, 
when literally recreated in the theatre, tend to sound Uke burlesque,237 but 
from today's perspective of the events v/hich occurred under fascist 
dictatorships. Judgment Day is neither exaggeration nor burlesque. Proof of 
the effectiveness of Judgment Daj^ anti-fascist propaganda ^m.s Hitter's 
protest against its production, and in order to appease him it vra.s banned in 
several European countries.238 
Witii the Forgan-Smith Labour Government in power,239 
Queensland v/as the only sta.te in AustiraUa in which the autiiorities did not 
interfere with the production of Qifford Odets' famous play Till The Day I 
i?/i? (Unity, 1939),240 and tiie trouble anticipated by tiie Brisbane theatre did 
not eventuate. A furore had greeted its production in Sydney in 1936241 
and tiie subsequent ban242 at the behest of tiie German Consul was not 
lifted until 1941.243 Till the Day I Die^^^ is a short play in seven episodes, 
demonstrating th^ terror imposed by Nazi brut3.uty on ordinary human 
beings, the depravity of the Nazi characters, and the heroic opposition of 
the Communists tjo the Fascist regime. Ernst, his brother Carl and his lover 
Tilly are members of a Communist cell. Ernst, arrested by the Gest3.po and 
brutally interrogated, is ostracised by fellow Communists on his release as 
a possible traitor. Unable to withstand further Nazi torture, when his 
brother Carl refuses to kill him, he shoots himself. In his final speech 
before his death, Ernst dramatically speaks of his vision for the future: 
...we live in the joy of a great coming people! ...Day must follow night. Now 
we are ready: we have been steeled in a terrible fire, but soon all the 
desolate places of the world must flourish with hiwnan genius. Brothers 
will live in the Soviets of the world! Yes, a world of secuirity and freedom is 
waiting for all mankind! Do your mjrk, cofflrades.245 
Indicative of the build-up in anti-fascist sentiment in Queensland in 
February 1939, it was an outstanding success, being performed on several 
occasions at the Princess Theatre, at tiie Ipswich Town Hall, at the 
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Centennial HaU in Adelaide Street and several other subtirban halls around 
Brisbane, including one at Lutwyche.246 
War and Militarism 
English playwright Ronald Ma.ck.enzie'sMusical Chairs{WEA,\9^4),'^^'^ 
a psychological drama containing some anti-war, anti-capitalist references, 
was set in Galicia, Poland where an American entrepreneur Samuel Plagett 
is negotiating to buy an oil well from Wilhelm Schindler, married to an 
Englishv/oman. Dramatic tension is ensured by the complex personal 
rivalries within the family, resulting in an attempted suicide of daughter 
Mary, tiie drowning of Schindler's son, guilt-ridden for his role in bombing 
a German city during the first world vrar, and the disastrous fire of the oil-
well during the long-a^ iVaited oU strike which would have recuperated the 
family fortune. No information is available as to the response of Brisbane 
audiences to The Path of Glory (Unity, 1939) written by L. Du Garde Peach, 
nor did it strike a chord in the memory of old theatjre members. A review 
of the play performed by The Players Club in Sydney indicates that it was a 
satire on ^m.T and miUtarism.248 
Angels of ^^i-(Unity, 1940)249 written by Muriel Box just prior to 
the outbreak of the second vforld vmr, has an anti-vrar theme. It centers on 
a group of seven WAACs who are serving as ambulance drivers during tiie 
first World War. Moral values, comradeship and discipUne disappear under 
the tensions caused by this shocking war. The women are kept at their 
posts by a relentless Commandant and fear of relatives' scorn and rejection 
if they pulled out. As the armistice is signed, the Commandant reminds 
ttiem that this experience has "broadened their life and taught them the 
value of discipline and service.' But for the women, their initial patriotic 
fervour had given /^/ay to disillusionment at the horror and futility of ^^r. 
Written just prior to the outbreak of the second world war, its anti-war 
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tiieme, with its emphasis on the first world war as 'the war to end all v/ars" 
was not such 'crude propaganda' as one critic suggested.250 
Although ttie revue I'd Father Be Left (Unity, 1940)251 was never 
performed as a full-length production in Brisbane as far as can be 
ascertained, sketches from this very clever revue were performed at a 
number of venues. With its derisive dialogue and catchy lyrics set to 
poptilar tunes, its class-conscious satirizing of a pretentious and profit-
seeking upper class, its ridiculing of censorship and its barbed references 
to poUticians, arms manufacturers and the inept conduct of the vrar by 
Prime Minister Menzies (who was forced to resign in Septjember 1941),252 
it was a hit with theatre audiences on most occasions.253 According to Patil 
Herlinger, I'd Father Be Left originated -
las ] a revue script the theatre [Sydney New Theatre ] had received from an 
unnamed source. .John Reed, a member of the Theatre who possessed both 
a literary and a musical talent was asked to "brush it up a bit". Reed then 
invited two of his Sydney Uni^ irersity friends, Alan Crawford and James 
McAuley to assist him with the "brushing up". The result was a new script 
which the trio of authors entitied I'd Rather Ba Left. 254 
One of the best-known lyrics which made ttiis political revue popular ^^th 
left-Mng audiences of the time v/as the lampo-oning of Menzies and his 
links witii the Broken Hill Proprietary (BHP) in the foUowing lines set t^ the 
tune of a well-known anthem: 
There'll always be a Menzies 
¥hile there's a BHP 
For they ha^ drawn their dividends 
Since 1883 
The production by Unity Theatre of this anti-^ /ra.r skit in 1941 reflects the 
rather ambivalent attitude of the theatre to /^rards ttie war to which 
AustiaUa was already committed since September 1939. As Susan 
McKernan has pointed out -
...in Australia there WBS little enthusiasm for enlistment in the early years of 
the Second ¥orid ¥ar. It was not until Japan entered the war that many 
Australians felt they should offer themselves for service. For McAuley"s 
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generation the First ¥orld ¥ar and the depression had robbed war of its 
glamour.255 
This could have accounted for the reluctance of some Unity theatre 
members at this stage to support the war. But in addition there were those 
who believed, despite their anti-fascism, that the v^ ar was an imperialist 
war and the ultimate aim of Britain and France (confirmed to some extent 
during the stalemate of the "phoney war') A^?as to turn Hitter's armies 
against the Soviet Union. 
But the world was moving inexorably into the tremendous holocaust 
of a v.?ar which spared neither soldier nor civilian. In May 1941 British 
tioops were pushed out of Greece, ttie invasion of Crete by the Germans 
had commenced and nine monttis of the Blitz cuUninated in the heaviest 
raid over London in which the House of Commons was hit. A play befitting 
the new situation, American playwright Robert Ardrey's256 ThiwderFock 
(WM, 1941)257 with its anti-isolationist message and an affirmation of a 
belief in the ultimate triumph of humanity, was produced in Brisbane. 
David Charleston, a journalist disiUusioned after covering the Spanish civil 
war, isolates himself on a lighthouse on Thunder Rock, an island in 
northern Lake Michigan just as another v/ar is imminent. He retreats into 
an imaginary v/orld peopled v/ith ghosts of a shipwreck of f ttie lighthouse 
in 1849- Under the influence of Streeter his lifelong friend vrtio is joining 
China's batUe to defeat the Japanese invaders, Charleston rejects his former 
pessimism and returns v,?ith renewed optimism to the contemporary v;orld. 
This metaphysical fantasy play received the Sidney Hov/ard Dramatic 
Award in 1940 and was made into a motion picture in 1944.258 Described 
as 'a study of man's sense of futility and disgust at a world racked by 
violent distress and human suffering,'259 the production of the play marks 
the WEA Dramatic Society's gesture to^^ards the need to accept the reality 
of the war in which AustraUans, following the bombing of Pearl Harbour in 
December 1941, would soon be heavily involved. 
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The Theatres Close 
Although the government subsidy was v/ithdrav/n from the 
Workers' Education Society in 1939 leading to its demise and the coUapse 
of its organisational structure, already discussed in Chapter 3, the WEA 
Dramatic Society managed to linger on for a short time. But 1941 marked 
the final productions of both this society and Unity theatre. Loss of 
members to the armed forces and the demands of the national war-effort 
took precedence over theatrical activity. Only the Unity Theatre was tjo be 
revived and reformed in 1947 at tiie war's end. A review of these two 
political theatres during the thirties reveals some striking similarities and 
some marked differences in the orient3.tion of their productions. Both 
theatres featured plays which focussed on the social problems of poverty 
and unemployment, peace, anti-war, and anti-fascist themes. A subject 
completely neglected by Unity v/as the role of women in society which is in 
marked contrast to the WEA Dramatic Society which produced a number of 
plays deaUng with gender issues. Australian national identity with an 
emphasis on Ufe in the bush v/as also an obvious trend in early WEA plays. 
Neitiier group produced a single play touching on the plight of the 
Aborigines, although Unity dealt with racial discrimination over a broad 
spectrum, such as anti-colonialism, international brotherhood, and anti-
semitism in a number of plays. The strong connections of Unity Theatre 
with the radical trade union movement in the st3.te was reflected in the 
number of plays which it produced as a propagandist for trade unionism, 
^^ich at the same time stressed the im^portance of strike struggles to build 
unity and solidarity. In addition, it was much more avmre of its role as a 
propaganda organisation, and consistentiy visited factory and job meetings, 
and suburban and country centres to take its message. A number of 
Communists numbered amongst the most active members of Unity theatre. 
The coincidence of their views and those expressed in the left-wing dramas 
17f 
they were interpreting provided a sincerity which was most convincing to 
the audience and reviewers. But all those interviewed have indicated that 
the Communist Party at no time intervened in the administration or 
organisation of the theatre itself. Both the WEA Dramatic Society and Unity 
Theatre played a valuable role in presenting a commentary on social and 
political issues of their time; in thoughtful and often humorous drama they 
provided an alternative viewpoint to encourage the questioning of 
prevailing societal values and beliefs. 
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Chapter 5 
Repertoire of Brisbane Unity/New Theatre 1947-1962 
It is becomittg a conunon tttitk^ - Xim sentexkcit^ of good 
and imiDcefit a»n to prisofi in Atni&rica these days; for 
ttte political prisofier is xto lottger sitkg!ular, but rather a 
maikifestatioft of these titties, of the cold war terror, of the 
transition of the free and heaiictiful land which VK still 
retnettiJber into a police state. So I go to prison, hat not 
alone, vfith tiirenty-one others...! have never been in 
better company...yoa know that I tiave never hesitated to 
write as I believe...With «s in prison, are any of you free? 
You tnust ask yourselves ttiat. 
Howard Fast, 1949^ 
Most of the themes evident in the productions of pohtical theatre in 
the thirties were carried forv/ard into the post-\%'ar period. Realistic drama 
addressing workers" and trade union struggles, opposition to war, to 
capitalism and colonialism and to racism continued, often with a sharpened 
focus. With a buoyant economy in the post-war reconstruction period, a 
stronger trade union movement shifted markedly to^ A?ards industrial 
militancy for a time.2 At the same time, exposure of Hitler's racial genocide 
and the influx of migrants of many nationalities after the war, helped 
break down AustraUans' parochial attitudes, provoked a more insistent 
awareness of racist sentiments, and awakened some recognition of 
Australia's neglected Aborigines. In addition, the end of the Second World 
War, viev/ed by a generation of Australians as a people's struggle against 
fascism, promoted a strong expression of nationaUsmS which prompted a 
reactivation of the ia90s nationalist legend. Its emphasis on folk tradition 
was revealed in the plays and musicals presented by New Theatre in the 
fifties. As the euphoria of anti-fascist victory gave way to Cold War 
hysteria, this became a focus for the radical, political theatres, together 
with an urgent plea for world peace. 
Unity Theatre was revived in Brisbane in 1947 and the pre-v/ar 
practice of maintaining links mth New Theatre groups in other states 
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continued. In 1948 a meeting held between the Victorian and New South 
Wales New Theatres to establish a common pohcy for "people's theatre", 
resulted in the establishment of a national organisation vrtiich Unity later 
joined.'* In May 1949 Brisbane New Theatre Club was officially constituted 
to work for "cultural progress and world peace and cooperate with other 
organisations with similar aims'.5 The first production of the revived 
Unity Theatre in November 1947 was an Australian play by George 
FarweU, Si-ms of the Siwth ^ its title being taken from the opening lines of 
Lawson "s poem Soj2g of the FepuMJc ? An historical drama based on the 
Shearers' Strike of 1891, its production could not have been more 
opportune as industrial disputes had become endemic since the end of the 
war. The great surge of spontaneous militancy of Australian workers in the 
1940s resulted in open confrontation with employers, focussing on the 
struggle for the 40-hour week, the lifting of war time wage-peeing 
regulations and a rise in the basic wage and increased margins for skill.® 
Brisbane workers were involved in major strike struggles, including two of 
the longest and most acrimonious strikes in Queensland history, the 
Meatworkers' strike in 1946 vrtiich ran for fourteen weeks, and the railv^y 
strike /^rfiich commenced in February,. 1948 and lasted about nine weeks.9 
Trade Unionism and Working-class struggles 
Set mainly in a Shearers' Camp outside Barcaldine, Sons of the Simth 
faithfully depicts the struggle in 1891 of Queensland shearers, organised in 
the Queensland Shearers' Union, against the terms of employment which 
the squatters had tried to impose under their slogan 'Freedom of Contract'. 
Under this deceptive slogan, the squatters campaigned to undermine 
conditions by substituting station agreements for union agreements in the 
pastoral industry. Troops were called out, union solidarity was broken as 
'scabs' were brought in, the strike was defeated and the leadership jailed. 
The defeated workers were divided in their support for either William 
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Lane advocating a new cooperative commonwealth, a socialist Utopia in 
Paraguay, or Tom Ryan, their union leader released after the court case, 
who decided to stand for Parliament, and fight in the newly formed 
Labour Party for workers' rights. Ryan and Charlie Ross are the central 
characters. Ryan is a character taken from history, described by George 
FarweU himself as 'an honest man...confused, lacking in any pohtical 
theory...his conflict expressing the fatal weakness of the strike. Was he to 
lead the shearers to more decisive action, or retreat?'!^ But Ross is a 
symbolic figure of a v/orking class battler mth socialist ideas who is always 
true to militant principles. It is he v^o in the final v/ords of the play 
expresses the hope that the mateship and loyalty of v/orking men in the 
unions will provide the power to 'build the world anew".. 
Four more plays dealing with v/orkers' struggles, strikes, and anti-
worker propaganda were revived from the theatre's 1930 repertoire. The 
ever-popular comedy Where's That Bomb {\<^A^) a satire on anti-worker 
propaganda, the strike play WsjtJng for Lefty{\<^A<^) in which some of the 
1930s cast appeared and a play by a local writer had an extended season. 
The revival of Fehearssl (1950), which harked back to the 1930s 
"American way of hfe' of poverty, htmger, unemployment, militant 
unionism, strike-breaking and terrorisation by 'company poUce"ii W3.s 
presented at a time when Albert Maltz, its author, was still serving a jail 
sentence in America. Another of his plays, FrJvate flicks (1950) the 
American strike play with "strong topical interest at a time when the use 
of armed force to put dovm v/orkers on strike is increasing throughout the 
world",12 v/as also shown. A satire on anti-worker propaganda, written by a 
local playwright Jim Crawford, was given a rehearsed public play reading 
in the clubrooms in 1949 "as part of New Theatre"s policy of developing 
and encouraging the work of progressive Australian writers." The theme of 
Uneasy ^ages {mA<^)^^ was the "domination and censoring of theatrical 
artists by the US state department and the British Foreign Office, and the 
final revolt of the artists against of ficial attempts to turn them into puppet 
propagandists of capitalist interests.'^ -* However, this short satire was 
criticised by the Sydney Production group for its failure to adequately treat 
its fundamental theme, "bourgeois manipulation of art for the interests of 
its own class", and for the imputation in the play that "Old Vic Company and 
the Ohviers were acting closely tmder Foreign Office orders," which could 
prove offensive to many people.i5 Despite dissenting views of other theatre 
members, a majority considered it was unsuitable for production in Sydney 
unless amended, a decision which appears to have been a capittilation to 
the pressures which the play was attempting to satirize. The Brisbane 
group was presumably influenced by this decision and agreed that it did 
not warrant a pubhc performance in a theatre. 
Miner's Fight {l<^4dA9^9)^^ was written during the biggest coal 
strike in Australia's post-w3.r history. In his notes, Jim Cra^ r^ford sets out 
the main aim of the play and discloses his intentions as its playwright: 
The press, and all government agencies of the period, were doing their utmost 
to alienate public sympathy from the striking miners by circulating stories of 
high 's^es paid to them, the "excellent" conditions they enjoyed, and so on. 
The primary aim of the play was to counter this type of anti-worker 
propaganda by shomng the human realities of the coal industry here...the 
constant evasion of proper safety measures by the mine o^ smers, the anxiety of 
the miners" womenfolk, the dreariness of the workers' quarters in most coal 
mining towns, the economic pressures driving boys into the mines and the 
anxiety of most parents to keep their children out of the industry. 
The play also attempts to show that an English miner, for example, could not 
escape the toll and hazard of the indtjstry simply by changing his residence to 
Australia...to show that the fight of miners throughout the capitalist world is 
two-fold...in the first place, against the coal OTimers and in the second place 
against nature herself. ^  ^  
This three-act play is set in a Queensland mining town where Miners' 
Federation executive member Joe Gibson shares his home with migrant 
Welsh miner Blai Evans and his son Llwellyn. Following a bitter quarrel 
with his father v.'hen he signs on to work at a dangerously unsafe pit which 
the Federation is trying to close down, Llwellyn leaves home. He needs the 
O A 1 
Scene from Uii^r's Sight- New Theatre 1949 
CAIIOTO) Les McPhillips, Ted Kelk and Bob Gentle . „ i. 
^ t w ) A m«er, Bar^ra Colley, GwenMcEay, Jady Dillon, Ted Kelk 8. inforeg.oa«d Ossie Nash 
in Gro«p preparing to enter the Box Flat Mine near Booval to get 'atn^osphere for the play 
(Photos courtesy Jean Leary) 
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money to marry his pregnant girl-friend Susan MacNair, a factory worker 
in the local textile factory. After meeting 'dusted' miner Danny Elkham, a 
young miner suffering from silicosis, and hearing Blai's stories of the 
dangers of mining, Susan is convinced that Llwellyn shotild seek a less 
dangerous occupation. But it is too late - tragedy occurs as Llwellyn dies, 
trapped with two other miners in a rock fall in the pit. The play was a 
grimly realistic portrayal of mining life,i8 receiving strong support from 
audiences in Brisbane where it was staged on a number of occasions. 
Evidence of its poptilarity with coal miners, their wives and friends when 
staged at the Miners' Hall in Booval in the Ipswich coalfields was their 
request for a repeat performance.^^ staged in Melbourne and other parts of 
the country, it also proved popular v;ith the general pubhc and was praised 
by officials of the Miners' National Union for its 'depiction of the human 
effects of silicosis (dust on the lungs) /^/hich is very prevalent in some 
Australian coalfields'.^ ^ Statistics showed that at this time thirty Australian 
coal miners were killed in the pits each year, and in the northern district of 
New Soutii Wales, one miner in five was 'dusted'.^i Accompanying this 
production as a curtain-raiser was another one-act play by Jim Cravrford, 
Wela>me ffome, dealing with the post-war housing shortage and its effect 
on the marriage of a young war veteran. The play was based on facts and 
incidents obtained when he was a reporter for the Melbourne Guardian. 22 
Another play v/ritten to vrin sympathy and understanding for the 
miners' cause in their postwar struggles was ffewers of Coal 23 by Oriel 
Gray. This was a one-act play in prose-poem form which told the story of 
the discovery of coal in Australia by means of flashbacks to the very early 
settlement when coal was discovered in a cliff face south of Port Hacking in 
New South Wales following a shipwreck. Its importance to the industrial 
development of Australia is traced back to its early mining by convicts 
until 1840 when free settlers began, and in 1874 the Amalgamated Miners' 
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Association was formed, uniting miners. Under the leadership of Peter 
Dowling they went on strike for better wages and conditions and called for 
a general strike. The strike was defeated. By 1929, the coal boom was 
finished - the strike at Rothbury claimed one picketing striker Norman 
Brown, dead under police fire, and other demonstrators were wounded. 
Various scenes in the play bring mining up to the contemporary period 
(1957) and explain the effects of mining on those who engage in the 
industry; the high incidence of lung disease, low compensation for injury or 
ill-health and the dangers inherent in the mining industry which should be 
compensated. Brisbane New Theatre travelled round some of the mines 
with this production and it ^ms actually performed once underground !24 
As a result of criticism from members and audience that New 
Theatre plays were too heavily •politicar,25 it W3.s decided to offer some 
light relief with God Bless the Guv'nor{\<^A<>)^^ by Ted WiUis, a modernised 
version of a rollicking Victorian melodrama with an ironic proletarian 
twist. For the villain Samuel Spratt, returned from exile in Australia, is a 
trade union secretary, a power hungry opportunist who steals union funds 
and tries to seduce the innocent heroine Millicent Hardy, daughter of 
servile bosses' man and anti-trade unionist Jonathan Hardy, grateful to 
work long hours for less pay. The union is discredited, the workers declare 
absolute faith in 'the Guv'nor' and return to v/ork for less pay. Millicent, 
claimed by the Duke of Danbury as his long-lost daughter, prepares to 
marry the boss's son Austin, Hardy is appointed gardener at the Duke's 
castle, the gin palace (frequented by ttie workers) is replaced by Austin's 
"Palace of Peace for Working Men' and Spratt, die villain, receives his just 
deserts - he is taken aw3.y to be hanged despite Millicent's protestations. 
In a witty epilogue, as ttie cast sing -
Yield not to temptation 
For Yielding is sin 
Try drinking some water 
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It's much better than gin 
Shun the Doctrines of Labour 
Trades Unions too. 
Look to your employer -
He knows better than you. 
Ask your employer to help you. 
Comfort, strengthen and guide you. 
He may be willing to pay you. 
He knows better than you. 
the audience is offered water to drink and workers are tirged to tear up 
their union cards. One theatre critic thought that there was a 'cert^n 
amount of risk [in staging such a satire] looking at ttie matter 
propagandistically.'2? ^nd apparentty it was also thought to be dangerous 
in Brisbane in some left-wing circles who considered that it was 'too critical 
of the working class' by revealing workers' failings and therefore did not 
put forward the 'correct political line'.^s 
In more serious vein, New Theatre staged Dutch playwright Herman 
Heijermans'7)5^ Good Nope 29(1950), first produced in Holland in 1901 
where it caused such pubhc anger that the government was forced to hold 
a Royal Commission int^ the fishing industry. The play chronicles the hves 
of the inhabitants of a fishing village, and most of the action takes place in 
the cottage of Kniertje, the dour mother of two sons, Barend and Geert 
whose father and tv^ o brothers were drowned at sea. Despite misgivings 
about sea hfe and the seaworthiness of the old schooner. The Good Hope, 
the two boys join Uae crev/. The ship fails to return and six weeks later a 
hatch cover and Barend's body are vrashed ashore, evidence that all hands 
have been lost. The vessel's owner denies responsibihty for the disaster 
and refuses to pay compensation to the relatives. The immediate concern 
of the play is for social justice, but it also conveys with compelling realism 
'a vivid panorama of a fishing village where the chtirch beU is forever 
tolling the frightful news of death at sea.'SO 
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Post-war Politics and the Cold War 
The second world war was officially concluded with the Potsdam 
Agreement of July 1945 between America, Britain and the USSR at which 
wartime unity was spht asunder by disagreements on German borders. The 
announcement by Winston Churchill in March 1946 of an appeal for an 
Anglo-American fraternal association against the feared spread by Russia 
of 'communist tyranny" in Europe signalled the beginning of the Cold War. 
Against this background, the United States initiated the Marshall Plan, a 
plan for European economic cooperation by vrfiich economic aid would be 
given by the United St3.tes to subscribing countries. Sixteen cotmtries, 
including France, finally participated in the plan but no Communist 
cotmtries took part. Lion on the Square (1949X3^ a satirical comedy by 
Soviet journalist Ilya Ehrenburg who had hved in Paris for many years, 
deals with the implications for the French people of Marshall Aid to France. 
To a small provincial town in soutiiern France comes American James Low, 
a smart dealer in junk antiques to be sold back home for a sizeable profit. 
Mistaken for an important American business observer. Low negotiates a 
deal with the Mayor - food from the people of Jackson, the United States, 
in exchange for the Lion on the Square, an histjorical relic from the fifteenth 
century, symbolic of the tovm's independence. Low's true identity is finally 
exposed, but he warns the townspeople against the real American 
observers' Marshall Aid plans. The Lion is restored to its pedestal in the 
Square and the townspeople declare their determination to maintain their 
independence from American economic domination. Although the play has 
a serious message, it is a rollicking, satirical comedy treating with ironical 
acuity disclaimers of wartime collaboration and anti-communist hysteria.32 
The play's topicality ensured a long and successful season. 
Although anti-communism was evident in Australian politics since 
World War I, the beginning of the Cold War initiated by America in 1946-
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7, marked an intensification of the anti-commtmist crusade in this country. 
The Australian government under Menzies leadership, maintaining a close 
alignment with the west, was vehemenUy anti-communist. In an 
atmosphere which rivalled the Cold War attacks of the McCarthy era in 
America, Communists were accused of being 'traitors, sabotetirs and 
spies,'33 and for the next ten years Communists became the "essential 
enemy' and were credited with being the greatest single cause of real or 
supposed industrial anarchy. At the same time, an hysterical press inferred 
a Communist take-over of the Labour Party W3.s imminent and, as a 
consequence, the government itself .34 Despite tjie eventual overttirning in 
1951 by the High Court of the 1950 legislation banning the Commimist 
Party, and the rejection by the Australian electorate by a narrow margin of 
a referendtim proposal on September 1951 to give wider powers to the 
government to control the activities of Commtmists, the sixteen months' 
public debate had created an atmosphere of fear and intolerance which 
continued to have repercussions in every aspect community hfe, including 
the cultural scene.35 
The presentation to Brisbane audiences just after the referendum, of 
Howard Fast's play Thirty Pieces of Silver {\<^'y\)^^ which exposed ttie 
climate of fear and betrayal existing in contemporary America during the 
McCarthy era, was, by analogy, a timely reminder to Australians of what 
cotild occur in this country unless civil liberties were preserved. The play 
revolves around David Graham, an irresolute, mild-mannered statistician 
who betrays his wartime friend Leonard Agronsky, a Russian-born Jew and 
now Secretary to the Department of Commerce in a false statement 
swearing to Agronsky's Communist Party membership. David's duplicity 
and lack of principle to avoid dismissal or arraignment before the loyalty 
committee is fully exposed and finally causes his marriage break-up. 
Howard Fast recalls that after a 'brief flirtation' with the Broadway theatre. 
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when Thirty Pieces of Silver was dismissed as "impossible' by a Broadway 
producer, he decided to concentrate on the novel and short story. However, 
after a request for plays from New Theatre, Melbourne it was sent to 
Australia for its world premiere performance. Following successful seasons 
in Australia in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane, it played in many 
European countries from 1951 to 1953. and in 1952, productions were 
running 'simtiltaneously in Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, Warsaw, Pilsen and 
Moscow...witii openings in Antwerp and Rome...{and] Canada schedtiled for 
1953-'37 
Arthtir Miller's play TheCrudMe{\<^bQ'l a powerftil dramatisation of 
the historical Salem witchcraft trials served to illustrate the modern witch-
hunt which was taking place in his own society. The CrucJtle 38 is an 
allegorical play set in the year 1692. It is ttie story of an isolated Puritan 
community in Massachusetts, voluntarily exiled from England for their 
religious beliefs, who became subject to mass hysteria as they v/ere led to 
believe that some of their number, all young impressionable girls dabbhng 
in occult rituals, had become possessed by the Devil. As a restilt of false 
accusations and before the proceedings were halted, nineteen of those 
found guilty of witchcraft were hung, including some well-respected 
community members.39 Thirteen defendants were pothumously pardoned 
in 1711 by the Massachusetts courts and reparations v/ere paid to their 
families, but the remainder v/ere not exonerated officially tmtil 1957.^ 0 As 
the playwright explained, the play is based on these historical facts.'*! 
Central to the play is the concern to meastire both individual and collective 
moral responsibihty - the possible loss tmder presstire of Uie individual's 
self-respect, dignity as a human being and his/her ethical capacity - the 
ability to differentiate between right and wrong - all of which must 
impinge on the wider community. 
Sceiue from Tin? dxcvsMi- - New Theatre I960 
Ted Kelk (DafdorttC' aiwi Barbara Colley (EliEafoeth Proctor) 
(Photo courtesy Peg. Penberthy) 
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It is not diffictilt to recognize how the play's events parallel the 
inquisitorial interrogations conducted in America by the McCarthy-inspired 
UnAmerican Activities Committee. It sought to suppress dissident 
viewpoints until the United States Senate brought it to its official 
conclusion, although its effects were to continue much longer.'^ 2 Dalton 
Trumbo, himself a victim of the Cold War, gives evidence of its on-going 
effect on the hves of many innocent Americans: 
Two hundred and seventy-seven members of the ¥riters" Guild entered the 
armed services to fight...a war against fascism..¥ithin six years, forty-three of 
those who did return were denotmced as tm-American, stripped of their names 
and passports, and blacklisted from the profession to which they had recently 
returned. Men who left the screen in their early thirties return to it today 
[1970] in their fifties...the blacklist was a time of evil, and...no one on either 
side who survived it came through untouched by evil. '*3 
In this Cold War period, Australians, too, were not immune to 
political persecution and "reckless smearing", less virulent, but equally 
indefensible as that which occurred in America.44 The production of The 
CrudMe in Brisbaiie by New Theatre in I960 was stiU very relevant for 
Australian audiences. Many top-ranking Federal government employees 
were hounded and harassed and often dismissed. David Morris, a Federal 
government engineer, previously mentioned as founding member of ttie 
Student Theatre, was investigated and found to be a threat to security 
because of his political beliefs, as was Professor Frederick Rose,'*5 a noted 
anthropol<^ist. The latter was refused entry to ca.rry out continuing 
research on Groote Eylandt on a visit to Australia some years later. Both 
were dismissed from government employment and forced to leave 
Australia in order t^ obtain employment. Restjrictions were placed on the 
issue of visas for visiting communists and on overseas travel by Australian 
citizens. Passports were refused for delegatjes to attend overseas peace 
conferences. A protest in 1950 from Sydney New Theatre against the 
refusal of a passport for Mr Wal Cunningham to attend conferences in 
Europe and Asia, met with a reply from the Minister for Immigration, Hon. 
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H. Holt that the decision taken 'while a restriction to the rights of one, is in 
the interests and security and welfare of the community as a whole." 46 
The most important pohtical ttial of this generation took place in 
America against a background of international suspicion and distrust. 
Etiiel and Julius Rosenberg were charged in 1950 with having conspired to 
commit wartime espionage by transmitting atomic secrets to tiie Soviet 
Union. They were convicted and sentenced to death in 1951, and despite 
attempts to review the evidence, requests for retrial, and clemency 
interventions by many thousands of prominent citizens worldwide, 
including Pope Pius XII, and demonstrations in protest all over the world, 
the two Americans went to their death in June 1953-^ ^ In Austiralia, 
meetings in factories, demonstrations and industrial stoppages had 
demanded their release, and when the news of their execution became 
known 'there W3.s a spontaneous meeting outside the US Embassy in 
Margaret Stireet, Sydney' followed by a meeting next day in the Sydney 
Domain.48 Trial by Falsehood, a play dealing with the case was given a 
playreading by Brisbane New Theatre in 1954. Unfortunately no copy of 
the play is available for review. 
Colonial struggles were a feature of post-war pohtics. Before the 
war, Malaya, producing more than half the world's rubber and nearly a 
third of its tin, was under British political and economic domination.^^ The 
British army's defeat and withdraw3.1 led to Japanese occupation from 
1941 until 1945. During this time increasing demands of the Japanese 
occupation forces led to a strong guerrilla resistance movement and the 
development of a spirit of nationalism, which created a crisis situation for 
the British administration on its asstimption of power after the Japanese 
stirrender. From 1945 tmtil 1950 British colonial rule and its capitalist 
interests in Malaya were seriously challenged by labour militancy and the 
struggle for independence led by the Malayan Communist Party.50 Faced 
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v/ith v/ide-spread, v/ell-organized strikes, v/orksite occupations and 
demonstrations from the nov/ united Chinese and Indian laborers led by 
their unions and the Malayan Communist Party, the British administration 
carried out systematic repression. At the same time, they enhsted the 
support of tiie "Enghsh-educated administrative-aristocratic elitje" organised 
in UMNO, the United Malays National Organisation. After a nation-wde 
general strike in 1947, the British instituted a st3.tje of emergency, banning 
all political parties and trade union organisations v/hich threatened colonial 
and local capitalist interests and instigated the arrest, detention and lat^r 
banishment of their leaders. This ferocious attack on the labour movement 
and counterinsurgency campaign during the emergency were initiated by 
tiie British because of Malaya's strategic import .^nce and in order to 
protect "vital British plantation, mining, industrial, and commercial 
interests".5i 
Mona Brand's Strangers in the Land (1954,1955)^^ ">^^- conceived by 
the playvright as the ansv/er to The Planters Wife, a film produced in 
Britain in 1952 depicting a British plantation ov/ner and his v^fe in Malaya 
v/ho stay to fight the uprising.53 Brand's play v/as ^^itten as a "human and 
moving document" eiq>osing "out of the mouths of the people VTho v/ere 
conducting it" 54 the role of British colonialism in Malaya. It is during the 
period of insurgency against the British that the plot of Strangers in the 
Land evolves. Christine ¥/arren has just arrived in Malaya from England to 
marry Roderick Hov/3.rd, a planter and stays v?ith Douglas Streeter and his 
v/ife Joyce. Christine discovers to her dismay that Rod and Douglas are 
members of the special constabulary involved in 'bandit eiCtermination" and 
village burning. She meets John Gilford, a cynical Englishman and Nan Price 
and her husband Basil, a planter, v/ho is later ambushed and killed. Douglas 
and Rod set out to avenge Basil "s death, but John Gifford is sceptical about 
Britain "s role in the country and reveals to Christine his sympathy with the 
SrriKs from y^2-ii(ifi?i-j-zz: tin? l-sztJ- Nev.' Theatre 1955 
(Back row) Donfiix, Ron Fraser, Pat OTtor.n-ke, Dave Dickie 
(Foregjofj.nd) Patsy Piobertson 
'Below) Dave Dickie, Pat 0'i^.ia-ke 
(Photos cottrtesy Patn Yorjcnji} 
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Malayan nationalists. When Rod shoots Seng Lee, the Chinese houseboy as 
he attempts an escape tjD join tiie "terrorists", Christine decides to leave 
Malaya, rejecting the coercive attitudes shovm by Rod and his planter 
friends tov/ards the local inhabitants. The play v/as shov/n by Unity Theatre 
in London where it v/on high praise55 and Mona Brand, invited to Moscov/ 
after its London success, wa.s told of its scheduled production in the Soviet 
Union.56 in Brisbane a deficiency in the play v/as seen to be its lack of 
action on stage and the representation of the Malayan people "s struggles 
only in the character of a houseboy.5? The WTiting of this play by Mona 
Brand and its production by Nev/ Theatre indicated much greater foresight 
than V/3.S evinced in Australian government policy and public opinion in 
Australia at the time. At the beginning of the Malayan Emergency, Gallop 
polls shov/ed that 6.3 per cent of the Australian electorate endorsed the 
proposal that a volunteer force be sent to aid the British in maintaining its 
hold on its colonial possessions in Malaya, and although support did 
diminish over the years, even in 1969 'no more than 29 per cent were 
opposed to Australia"s keeping troops in Malaysia after the projected 
Vvlthdrav/al of British troops in 1972".58 
The Uneasy Peace 
From the end of the Second World ¥^ar there v/3.s v/idespread 
pessimism v/ithin the Australian community over the chances of avoiding 
another v/orld war.59 These attitudes were ex3.cerbated by liberal 
governments v/hich, after regaining powder in 1949, sought electoral 
advantage by emphasizing the "dangers from external Communist threat 
and internal Communist subversion.'^o They retained office in seven 
successive victories in House of Representative elections from 1949 to 
196361 under the leadership of Prime Minister Menzies v/ho, as early as 
1950, wa.rned Australians that they must prepare for a third v/orld v.?a.r.62 
With a United States monopoly of atomic weapons and the idea of the use 
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of tiie A-bomb against the Soviet Union being actively canvassed, a ¥^orld 
Congress of the Partisans of Peace, initiated by left-v/ing intellectuals, v/as 
held in Paris in 1949. The Austrahan delegation v/hich attended consisted 
almost entirely of Communists. They returned to Austraha tjo provide the 
nucleus and the enterprise to establish peace committees, organise an 
Austi-alian Peace Congress (Melbourne, 1950) combined v/itii an Australia-
v/ide tour by Hev/lett Johnson, the Dean of Canterbury, and the collection of 
the "extraordinary' figure of 200,000 signatures (out of a world tota.1 of 600 
million before the end of 1950) to the Stockholm appeal for the banning of 
nuclear v/eapons. Nevertheless, the movement was still politically narrov/ 
consisting largely of the conscious left,63 a position which v/as not helped 
by the hostile pressure and attacks from the Menzies-led hberal coalition. ^ ^ 
As it had done in the Thirties, Brisbane New Theatre gave support to 
the campaign for peace. The production of Irv/ln Shav/"s play Bury the 
Dea4 (1950) v/ritten in 19.36, v/as revived and v/as first presented in the 
theatre "s clubrooms, t^ .ken to various suburban venues and later in the 
year v/as played at tiie Albert Hall in conjunction v/ith the Queensland 
Peace Council. The program notjes drev/ the audience"s attention to its 
Thirties" approach: 
Bury the Dead was written about 1936, between the two "great" wars.: and in 
common with many of the plays of the period (such 85 those of Clifford Odets, 
Elmer Rice and Albert Maltz) possesses a note of violent social protest. It bears 
most of the virtues and defects that were dominant in the literature of the 
Thirties and is consequentiy "dated", yet the Thirties - with its post-war 
disillusionment, its depression 'bliies', and its feai' of a new war - is so similar 
in many respects to our own contemporary scene, that the play is perhaps 
more significant now than it ^raz then.^5 
An anti-war st^ .nce was also t^ .ken by British playwright Leonard Irv/in in 
TheCirdingBoveiVi'yX.XHyA)^^ a play v.?hich t,akes as its tiieme a .secret 
emergency plan by the War Office to dispjerse chronic patients and take 
over hospital beds in a British General hospit,al in tiie event of a v/ar v/hich 
they consider is threatening the country. Matron Linson"s refusal to 
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cooperate and her forced resignation eventually v/ins support from staff 
and patients and compels a cancellation of the plan. The charactjers are 
realistic and Matron's humanity tov/3.rds her patientjs as opposed to the 
cold edicts of the British War Office is faithfully depicted. The lingering, 
painful death of Ted Branston, a tv/enty-nine year old plumber, victim of 
an air-raid in World ¥/ar II in ;^^ rtlich he lost both legs, presents a poignant 
message to those v/ho contemplate and plan a future v/ar. 
The Dean of Canterbury's peace meeting in April 1950 in the 
Brisbane City Hall and overflov/ing intx) King George Square, preceded the 
commencement of the v/3.r in Korea in June. Generally the wa.r v/a.s 
interpreted as due to communist aggression, but Australian communists 
refused to concede that "any fraction of the blame might lie elsewhere but 
in Washington,"^ ^ and declared that the v/ar v/as a result of American 
imperiahsm initiated by the American puppet Syngman Rhee. The RAAF 
and ground troops v/ere sent from Australia to join American troops 
assisting the South Plorean government and Chinese "volunteers' entered 
the v/ar in supp^ort of the North Korean forces. During the noid three years 
the v/a.r continued back and forth across the 36th parallel, while Menzies 
fulminated against the communist menace and the Australian press spoke 
"of the possible need to use the atom bomb in Korea."^ ^ Hov/ever, support 
for Australian participation v^a.s gradually decreasing, ^  9 and after the loss 
of over tv/o million lives, a peace treaty v/as finally concluded in July 195.3. 
This confhct provided the background for Queensland playv/right 
Nance Macmillan "s Land of Morning Calm'^^ (aka Christmas BridgMl^^":}!) 
produced by Brisbane Nev/ Theatre as a plea for peace in tiie midst of the 
v/a.r. According to a Daily WorJier reviev/, the playv/right focussed on tv/o 
main points - "the invincible spirit of ordinary people fighting for their 
independence against foreign invaders" and the "fundamental comradeship 
of v/orking people of v/hatever colour or nationality, v/ith ties much 
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stronger than any betv/een the v/orker and the boss, even though both 
should happen to be v/earing the same uniform."^! All the action of the play 
takes place on November 5, 1950 at and near the fortress at Kv/3.nai, a 
tovm on the river Tuman, v/hich marks part of the frontier betv/een Korea 
and China. The play deals v/ith the attempt by a unit of United Nations 
soldiers to blov/ up the bridge over the Tuman River te prevent the arrival 
of Chinese army support troops. The United Nations unit consists of four 
soldiers, Captain Rich, a trained saboteur and a member of the American 
permanent army. Sergeant Eddie Green, an interpreter in Australian Army 
Intelligence, Corporal Hunter Havelock, an oil-v/ell blaster and an African-
American draftee, and Private Slim Parker, a quarry blaster, a volunteer in 
the Austjralian army. A family group of North Korean peasants v/ho shoot 
and capture Sergeant Green, the forwa.rd scout, are later captured by other 
members of the UN unit. Attempts by the Koreans to prevent tiie blasting 
of the bridge and to wa.rn the Chinese are t.hv/3.rted, one Korean is shot and 
Sergeant Green is arrested for negligence. Marguerite Stern, an American 
nev/spaper v/oman v/ho arrives at the camp, gives a graphic description of 
the mass slaughter by American troops of Korean civilians v/hich W3.s 
finally stopped by the intervention of British troops.''2 Corporal Havelock 
(significantly, the African-American), in sympathy with the Korean people's 
struggle, turns on his commanding officer Capt3.in Rich, holds him at 
gunpoint and prevents him from filing the fuse v/ire v/hich v/ould blov/ up 
the bridge. 
The play had a successful six and a half-v/eeks" season in 1952 mth 
London Unity Theatre, and v/as played in Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide and 
at the Youth Carnival for Peace and Friendship in Sydney, and for three 
nights in Brisbane to an audience of three hundred, "v/ith the usual boycott 
from the daily press and two plainclothes coppers on opening night." But 
despite this police surveillance there were no problems v/ith the St,a.te 
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authorities and a revolver for firing blanks v-/a.s actually borrov/ed from the 
Police departjiient..73 But according to critics, the play v/as marred by 
some serious faults, not because of its political stance, but because of "its 
failure te present its argument in accept3.ble dramatic form.""^  This 
contention is supported by some critical remarks from tiie Brisbane Nev/ 
Theatre Secretary who referred to a number of technical v/eaknesses in the 
play"s construction. He pointed out that in November 1950 tiie Yalu and 
Tuman rivers were frozen over and the Chinese volunteers actually crossed 
over the ice. It would therefore be unnecessary te- blov/ up a bridge at that 
time. Nor could four men carry enough explosives to blov/ up a bridge of 
this nature; such bridges v/ould be fev/ and heavily guarded, probably v/itii 
an anti-aircraft unit. A speciahst like Slim [Parker] v/ould be at least a 
Sergeant and the likelihood of a mixed nationahty patrol v/as very rare.?5 
In May, 1956 Britain e]q>loded an atomic device on the Monte Bello 
Islands off the north-v/est coast and the United States dropped the 
infamous plane-loaded H-bomb over Bikini Atoll. After a second atomic 
e^ cplosion at Monte Bello, radioactive clouds v/ere detected in Cloncurry in 
Queensland. Acting Prime Minister Fadden tjried to dispel pubhc 
perturbation. Professor Titterton, an expert on nuclear physics at the 
Australian National University v/ent further. He e^ q^ -ressed the viev/ that 
the testing of atomic v/eapons v/as an obligation in defence of freedom and 
declared that the threat of radioactivity from British tests in the expanse of 
the Central Australian desert provided httle cause for concern! Of 
tremendous significance in this year of atomic tests v/hich greatly 
disturbed the Australian public, W3.s Australian playv/right Dymphna 
Cusack "s timely play Pacific Paradise (1956)''t- presented by Brisbane Nev/ 
Theatre at All Saints" Hall for a three months" season and also at Ipsv/ich 
Tov/n Hall, Booval, and Enoggera Memorial Hall, Brisbane. A strong 
statement against the use of nuclear v/eapons and the mentality behind 
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their production ^ ^ the play is set on the Pacific island paradise of Moluka, 
a sovereign state under United Nations authority. Simon Hoad, ov/ner and 
head of the island, is advised by the Atemic Commission that the island 
has been selected because of its geographical position for secret atomic 
eiq^eriments, and the population must be evacuated v/lthin a fortnight. 
Simon refuses to allow Moluka "to be used in a rehearsal for v/orld suicide* 
and the islanders reject evacuation calling on their gods and the v/orld"s 
people to save the island. But faced with the implacable decision of the 
Atomic Commission tc- eirplode the bomb v/ithin forty-eight hours, it is 
decided that all under forty years will be evacuated, the remainder v/ill 
stay. Laloma defies her fatiier and decides to stay and Clive Everett, in 
love v/itii her, also decides te remain on the island. As the boat with the 
evacuating islanders leaves the beach, Litole throv/s herself to her death 
from the sacrificial rock. Her dramatic leap to her death and Chve"s decision 
te surrender his life by staying and marrying Laloma ehcit v/ldespread 
indignation throughout the v/orld. Faced mth the v/ill of the people, the 
atomic tests are cancelled. 
This is a powerful play in opposition to the use of atomic v/eapons 
and v/ith strong emotional appeal for international solidarity and respect 
for the rights of minority peoples. It W3.3 runner-up to The Summer of the 
Seventeenth Boll in a national competition in 1955 snd was broadcast by 
the x4BC and commercial radio. It was produced by many amateur theatres 
in Australia and in New Zealand with Pacific Islanders in the cast. It v/as 
refused by the BBC and although bought by Independent Television, 
London v/as never played. But Colchester Repertory produced it under the 
sponsorship of the Bishop of Colchester (England) v/ho said: "Unless its 
message is heeded, we shah be living not in a Pacific F'aradise but a fool"s 
paradise."'!'^  it v/as translated into many languages and played in at least 
thirteen countries overseas including Japan, China and Argentina. 
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Against a background of continuing fears of nuclear proHferation. 
reports in November 1961 of tiie Soviet Union"s violation of tiie 
atjnospheric test ban tjreaty mth a series of Arctic test explosions, and an 
extension of tensions between the Great Pov/ers, tv/o v/idely dissimilar 
plays v/ith a common basis in the need for all people te take responsibility 
for maintaining peace, were produced by Brisbane New Theatre. A Most 
Important Letter "^mWi), by local play wight Jim Crav/ford, took as its 
theme "tiie challenge of life, continuing tiiroughout the ages of history, 
against the efforts of Death (and its fiendish insti-uments of today) to 
obliterate it.'sc Each of the historical characters makes a call to the people 
of today to take up the banner to preserve peace,si and the present-day 
scenes relate te this historical context. Mrs Brov/n, a peace activist, her 
daughter Mary, a scientist, a v/orker, a General and a financier are all 
concerned at the possible effects of a nuclear wa.r. Mrs Brov/n and her 
daughter finally outwit Death and post the very impDrt,3.nt letter, a 
symbolic gesture to ah citizens tc- participate in the struggle for peace. The 
play \/a.s presented at various local halls at Stenes Corner, West End, 
Enoggera and Fortitude Valley. 
The serious rift betv/een Russia and China, openly admitted in I960, 
and a \/idening gap betv/een the Soviet Union and the United States after 
the shooting-dov/n of the U2 spy fhghts over Russia and China and the trial 
and conviction of American pilot Gary Pov/ers, v,?ere indicative of the 
increasing danger of another v/orld conflict. This is the background for 
Soviet playv/right Konstantin Simonov"s®2 play The Fourth'^'i, the story of a 
Western newspaper man who, having abandoned his earlier high 
principles, is suddenly faced v/ith a momentous decision of v/orld-
shattering dimensions. A v/ireless operator during the Second ¥/orld ¥^ar. 
he survived an escape from a P0¥^ camp. As he prepares to board a 
midnight flight te- Paris, Ted Frank, a fellow-survivor from the camp seeks 
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his help to stop the flight over Russia of a high-altitude plane v/hich could 
lead to another, more devastating v/ar. By means of flashbacks, the 
important moments in the hfe of the journalist (v/ho remains unnamed) are 
recalled as he tiies to resolve his dilemma of conscience. We are shovm his 
compromises and betrayals of friends and ideals as he sought status, 
v/eaith and pov/er. They are contrasted v/ith the sacrifices made by tv/o ex-
POW friends. No longer able to evade his responsibihties, the unnamed 
journalist makes the fateful decision to alert the world to the danger of 
v^r irrespective of the consequences. 
The Corrupting Influence of Capitalism 
A much more subtle form of criticism of capitalism in comparison 
with the protest drama produced or written in the depression era is 
revealed in the plays v/ritten in the post-v/a.r period by some left-v/ing 
social reahst v/riters. These plays explore beyond the political and economic 
dimensions of capit^ .lism to shov/ its demoralizing effect on society in 
general and the reaction of individuals to the destructive morality it 
engenders. Underlying the comedy situations in American playv/right 
Dalton IxMvatio'z The Biggest Thief in Town'^HV^bO) v/as a biting satire on 
the fallibility and corruptibility of human beings in a competitive capitalist 
society and the v/a.y in v/hich society"s inequities are justified. The 
situations v/hich arise v/hen the v/ealthiest man in town is presumed dead, 
his unejjpected revival in the funeral parlour, the machinations of funeral 
directers te sec:ure an expensive funeral, and the diverse and cunning 
manipulations of his cronies for financial gain makes for a very clever 
satire about capitalism"s effect on individual moral values.^5 one of the 
most damning indictments of the iniquity of industrial capitalism is 
cont3.ined in i^merican playv/right Arthur Miller "s All My Sons{\<^}b\).^^ Joe 
Keller, a typical self-made American business-man v/hose v/orld is 
interpreted through the demands of his v/ork,^ ''' has made his money 
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manufacturing aircraft engines during the war. Defective cylinder heads in 
some of Uie engines v/ere slipped through to the airforce resulting in the 
death of tv/enty-one pilots. Joe shifts Uie blame on tc- his partner Deever 
who goes to jail. His faUier"s implication in tiiis wa.rtime scandal, v/hich 
caused the suicide of his brotiier Larry, is discovered by Joe's survivinc^ 
veteran son Chris. No longer able to justify his actions as the response of 
any businessman in a profit-driven society,^ ^ Joe finally admits his guilt 
and commits suicide..^ ij^  f^y Sons, remarked Miller, "v/a.s conceived in 
v/artime and begun in v/a.rtime.; the spectacle of human sacrifice in contrast 
v/ith aggrandizement is a sharp and heart-breaking one,"89 a viev/ clearly 
expressed by Chris Keller.^ o The play is a dramatic exploration of the 
failure of existing society to provide a standard of morality v/here each 
person recognizes responsibility tov/a.rds their fellov/ human beings. 
The Socialist Alternative 
The hopes of ordinary people for a better life have often focussed on 
the prospect of a socialist alternative to w h^at has been .seen as an inhuman 
and immoral capitalist society serving the interests of the minority. In J.B. 
Priestley "s fantasy play They Came to a a^ ,5^ ( 1946,195d),9i the reactions of 
nine people dravm from various v/alks of life to the society in v/hich they 
live, and their hopes and expectations for the dav/ning nev/ v/orld. is the 
main theme. These characters range from Lady Loxfield, her daughter 
Philippa and Sir George Gedney, representative of the leisured aristocracy. 
Cudney, v/ho epitomises the grasping businessman; to Dorothy Stritten, the 
selfish, domineering, jealous and acquisitive v/ife of Malcolm Stritton, a 
mild-mannered banking clerk - the middle-class representatives; and 
finally, Mrs Batiey, housev/ife and cleaner, Alice Foster, a barmaid and 
v/aitress and Joe Dinmore, a knockabout mechanic, who represent the 
v/orking-class. This diverse group arrive at the gates of a strange city. 
v/hich reveals itself to be a vaguely Socialist Utopia to \¥hic.h each character 
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responds according to their life experience and class position. Not 
unexpectedly, the middle-class elements are fearful of change and the 
aristocrats and the businessman are unimpressed, but Joe and Alice are 
inspired to return to their old life to v/in adherents to this new society 
v/here, in Joe's words: 
...rnen and women don't work for machines and money, but ma(;hines mvi 
money work for men and women - where greed and envy and hate have no 
place- where want and disease and fear har-re vanished for e^ e^r- T/here nobody 
carries a whip and nobody ratUes a chain...They're out and free at last. 
The reactions of critics to the play vary. The Guar:iianr%m%'^7 .said "it's a 
good play, though it relies on Uie stiengtii of Uie dialogue, v/ith litUe action 
on stage",92 and another said ifs "realism v/as inspiring".93 The reviev/ in the 
Australian Quarterly is critical of the "vague and v/3.t.ery Utopia" presented 
by the playvTight, the "characters are stock pieces on stage" and the 
"priggish self-assurance of the young socialist and exaggerated dumbness of 
the capit,a.iistic representatives" v/ere faulty: v/liich v/ould not belong to a 
"reahy vigorous and v/ell-developed drama".94 This last reviev/er"s rattier 
didactic response is consistent v/ith Uie stereotypical viev/p>oint of those 
v-/li0 prefer an unquestioning acceptance of the status qua 
Racial Intolerance 
Throughout the 1940s and most of the fifties Austj-alians still 
supported a "White Australia" immigration programme and racism v/as still 
a general community attitude.95 But in 1946 a movement for human rights 
for Aborigines commenced, stimulated by the strike of Aboriginal v/orkers 
in the Pilbarra district of West Australia for a minimum v/a^e of thirtv 
shillings a v/eek, and Uie later formation, under the leadership of a white 
man Don McLeod, of an Aboriginal cooperative.96 Drama highlighting the 
need for racial tolerance and concern v/ith the plight of the Australian 
Aborigine, problems largely neglected during ttie thirties era, became a 
central focus for postwar Nev/ Theatre. Combining ttie dual themes of 
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racial prejudice and w o^rker solidarity, TanJier Mackay (1949,195.3),9? 
v/ritten by American playv/right Herb Tank, a seaman during the second 
world v/a.r, was based on an actual incident in v/hich an African-American 
seaman ^^s shot dead by an officer on board a Liberty ship. In the play, 
the Mate of American tanker Mackay, docked in an oil port at Abadan, Iran 
singles out Brooks, tiie African-American seaman and delegate, as a 
communist and troublemaker and shoots him claiming that Brooks had 
attacked him v/ith a fireaxe. ¥men Brooks dies, the men unite, led by Irish 
seaman Maguire, forcing the Captain te arrest the Mate for murder. The 
play v/as popular v/ith Brisbane audiences for its faithful depiction of 
v/orking class life and vras commended by the local Seamen "s Union 
secretary. 95 
One of the most controversial dramas staged by Unity ./Nev/ Theatre 
v/as concerned with the detjrimental impact of v/hite civihsation on 
Australian Aborigines. Jim Crav/ford"s one-act play FocAet Fange (1946. 
1950,1955) '^•''as v/ritten in 1946 v/hen the Federal government announced 
its intention of removing several remote groups of tribal Aborigines from 
Central Austraha to make room for a Rocket Range. The names of some of 
the tribes nearly exterminated in frontier v/a.rfare - the Black ¥^ar v/a.ged 
between 1660-1890 - by the v/hite invaders against Australia"s indigenous 
people, v/ere given te some of the characters in the play. 
The Kalkadoons, Kajabbis and Kamilerois were concerned in a night skirmish 
with a Native Police detachment on .January 24,1883...at the height of the Black 
Far. A white officer - one Marcus de la Poer-Beresford - was killed in the 
affray. Later, these tribes were decimated by Native Police, a squatter punitive 
column led by a white officer named Frederick Urquhart, at a place still known 
as Battle Mountain, neai' Cloncurry, Queensland. 99 
The play is set in an Aboriginal encampment at night where Aborigines are 
di.scus.sing the intru.sion of a v/hite man inte their tribal territory. The v/hite 
man's behaviotir is offensive and causes resentjrnent. He has taken a female, 
Kalkadoon, and is camping near a lagoon at a site forbidden to male 
members of tiie tribe. She later returns after being harshly beaten. Kajabbi, 
a v/arrior once impressed for work by v/hite men in the Berringina 
territory digging for copper, wants to leave their territory and go to the 
hills. But if they leave, v/arrior Namalka fears they m\\ suffer starvation 
like that ejqperienced by the Warrandooks tj-ibe v/hen expelled from their 
territory. Gimbin, the tjribal elder, favours the adoption of the v/hite man 
into their totem. The Aborigines learn that the v/hite man is claiming their 
territory for the government to set up a Rocket Range. He indignantly 
refuses their offer to join their totem and is kiUed, according to custom, as 
a trespasser on their land. Arriving v/ith a black tracker, the inv^sticfatinp 
policeman shc-ots Namalka as he prepares to throv/ a spear. The tribe are 
rounded up, chained and t,a.ken off. Only Numerin v/ho has escaped, returns 
to the campfire to mourn their departure. 
Bob Anderson, as a trade unionist and an Aborigine (he describes 
himself as a "Kurri") from Stxadbroke Island v/as proud to play the role of 
the v/arrior Namalka in the play. His great grandmother Muriaba Winyaba 
v/as one of the Ngugi people, the clan group from Moreton Island 
(Mulgumbin) v/ho, as a child with several others, escaped a massacre on 
the island (most probably one of the 1831-.32 inter-racial clashes on 
Moreton and Stradbroke islands v/ell-documented by historiansj '^J" and 
integrated v/ith the Noonnuccal people on Minjerribah (Stradbroke Island) 
and the Koenpal people v/ho occupied Goompi (Dunv/ich).i'Ji The play v/3.s 
entered in the British Drama League Festival in Sydney in 1946, and 
although the adjudicator Mr Harvey Adams considered the production 
technically as "one of the most effective things I have seen on an Australian 
stage" he condemned the play's content as 'ideological propaganda" and 
threv/ it out of "v/hat is designed as a "theatrical" festival". Mr Adams 
a'v/3.rded half the possible marks for "the splendid impression left upon the 
3pect3.tors", but violently condemned -
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the spectacle of an Austrahan policeman, e'/en in the ¥oop-Voops, wading in 
like any Chicago gangster and shooting down his defenceless black brother...it 
is utterly slanderous upon a fine body of men...this, I am afraid, registers no 
marks, as it fails to advance the Drama... ^ 02 
Although Mr Adams regarded the scene as slanderous and incredible, Jim 
Crawford pointed out that -
in fact, not one, but se^ /ien tribal Aborigines were shot by a police party in 
north Western Australia only six years before the play was written, ixi 
circumstances similar to those shown on stage. ^ <^3 
A final ansv/er to the numerous accusations of "incredibihty" ^^ich the play 
had aroused v/as given in 1963. The Brisbane Courier-Mail reported: 
Dai'win: "The Department of Territories should produce a documentary film to 
show how Australia's Aborigines had been murdered," Mr D.D. Smith (Stuart) 
said in the Northern Territory Legislative Council yesterday. 
'The Americans are not afraid to talk about how they murdered the Indians. 
They are always prodiKing films which show them being killed off. so why 
shouldn 't we ? 'he asked. 
'There were reports in existence which showed that officers in charge of 
puniti^ ?e expeditions had recommended the rifles they used - to shoot people.' 
"I have personal knowledge of one punitive expedition which resulted in 30 
nati'^s being shot", Mr Smith said.^  ^ 4 
Focket Fange has been played throughout x j^jstralia and was also produced 
in Budapest by the Austiralian delegation to the Second Congress of the 
¥/orld Federation of Democratic Youth in 1949. It had .several performajices 
over tiie years in Brisbane and was presented by Brisbane New Theatre in 
the Ipsv/ich Tov/n Hah on 19 July 1955 as its entry in the inaugural 
Ipsv/ich One-Act Play Festival, conducted by the Ipsv/ich Littie Theatre 
Society where it .^vas highly commended by Uie adjudicater.i05 The play 
v/on a drama contest at Orange, New South ¥,^ ales and received high praise 
from some critics. The CourrierAustralienia. French-Australian nev/spaper) 
observed tiiat it [v/as] quite an achievement", and added, v/ith some 
perception, that the play had illustrated that the technique of tiie 
documenta.ry film could be succe.ssfuhy tj-ansferred to tiie theatre.^o^ Both 
the Brisbane Courier-Mail and the Sydney Morning Herald agreed tiiat tiie 
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production v/as impressive and memorable from a dramatist of high 
promise,i07 while Pertinent magazine considered that -
in any other country than Australia, Mr Crawford would be able to make a 
living writing plays. His treatment of the Aboriginal and the coming of the 
white scientist (sic) to the Centre, is arresting and vital.^ ^ -^  
Despite Uiis high praise, some fifteen years later the play v/as still incurring 
official proscriptions. It v/as banned in 1961 from a pubhc playreading at 
the South Brisbaiie Municipal Library, sponsored by the Brisbane City 
Council, on the grounds tiiat it v/as too "pohtical". In prote.st, Brisbane New 
Theatre refused to submit a substitute play to the Council and as a result 
did not participate in tiie Drama Festival staged at tiiis venue a short time 
later.109 
Colour prejudice regarding both Chinese and Aborigines in an 
Austj-alian outback setting v/as tiie .subject of another play, written by 
Austi-alian playv/right Mona Brand. In Here Under Heaven i^Jnity, 1946)iio 
th% tv/in themes of the play, racial tolerance and v/orld brotiierhood, are 
given exp-ression by Lola, the central character, a v/ell-educated and 
intelhgent young Chinese v/oman, widow of AIF man John Hamilton killed 
in tile v/ar. Her arrival at the Hamilton's cattie property in the outback 
exposes Mrs Hamilton "s racist attitudes exacerbated when Lola discovers 
that her other .son Peter has fathered an Aboriginal child v/ho dies in the 
out/Joor shed. The pjlay v/on first and second prizes in Baharat"s "Soutii 
Stj-eet" competitions, and its Melbourne New Theatre production in May, 
1946 received praise from the local papers, including the Melbourne Herald 
v/hich said it v/as worthy of production by some enterp>ri.sing commercial 
management. Hov/ever, it v/as only in stxialist countries that Here Under 
Heaven received professional st3.ging. It v/as st3.ged in Hungary, 
Czecho.slovakia, the Soviet Union and tiie German Democratic Republic - in 
the latter almo.st continuously for five years.m Racial discrimination 
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tov/ards Aborigines v^ ra.s also the topic for a play by another Australian 
playv/right Oriel Gray.112 Her play on this theme. Had We But World 
Mough{1950,19J I), v/as produced for an eight v/eeks" season in 1950, and 
v/as entered by New Theatre in the Jubilee Drama Festival in 1951. The 
entry of a model set in the decor section ^-ms 'cunningly forgotten" by the 
Queensland judges, but wms eventuahy awarded third prize in the final 
judging.! 13 It r^.^^ gn appropriate play for this festival as Nev/ Theatre 
reminded audiences that 
at this ^'ery moment, in Brisbane, coloured people Iv-nng at Moorooka, have ha-i 
their huts burnt down with all their possessions and left to find shelter 
where'/ier they may...^^^ 
Racial hatred is directed against a twelve-year-old Aboriginal girl v/hen a 
young schoolteacher in a country tov/n in ¥/estern Queen-sland, Phyllis 
Wright, selecti; her to play the role of Mary, moUier of Christ in an Easter 
play. The conservative elements; in the tov/n are horrified, increasing 
pre.ssure is brought to bear on Phyllis te remove the black girl Lily from 
the play as the vacillating headmaster refuses to take a responsible stand. 
Bewildered, confased and wounded by Uie unwonted fury of race hatred 
which has been unlea.shed, Lily commits suicide in a flood. In reply to a 
letter written to the playwright about some of the criticisms voiced about 
her plays by both Leslie Rees and Angela Hillel, Oriel Gray says in part: 
I wish I had destroyed the MS of JIa>l We But ¥orM Enough - ix is o-'/'^ r-written 
and o^/er-sentimental and only notable in that it was the first time I tried to 
deal with the injustice inherent in our treatment of the Aboriginal race (and 
one of the first of these pla-j.'s written). I had tou-ched on the tragedy of a half-
caste stockman in lo^ j^ e with a white girl in an earlier play. Western Limit 
(1946) but no manuscript of this is in existence, so far as I know. ^ 15 
Despite tills harsh retrosp^ective self-criticism, one critic concluded that 
Oriel Gray"s plays revealed that "her .social-critical approach te x^ustralian 
themes is always vital, always .sincere, always indigenous."!! '^ 
As v/e have seen in Chapter Three, George Landen Dann had already 
incurred tiie wrath of conservative forces in Brisbane mth his 1931 
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production of In Beauty It is Finished v/hich pleaded for an u.nderst3.nding 
of the plight of part-Aborigines living on the edges of v/hite society. That 
his 1942 play Fountains Beyond on a similar theme could be presented by 
Hew Theatjre at the end of 1956 is indicative of hov/ littie had changed in 
v/hite attitudes towards the indigenous people. Indeed, in the very month 
the play v/as staged, a problem similar to the one depicted in the play v/as 
enacted in Nambucca Heads, a smah tev/n in northern Nev/ South Wales. 
The Brisbane courier-Mail reported that the tovm v/3.s "split on the colour 
problem" and that 'Little Rock [had come] to Nambucca Heads": 
An Australian Aboriginal (sic) with fuh citizen rights, and his family, ha*;^  
been manoeuvred out of becoming residents in a suburb of Nambucca Hea-ds, 
New South ¥ales. T^/enty-six people signed a petition protesting against the 
sale of a house to the At^riginal, and one of the petitioners then bought it over 
the Aboriginal's head.!! "^ 
The centj-al character of Fountains Beyond is Vic Filmer a part Aborigine, 
regarded as a leader by local Aborigines v/orking as boatmen or labourers, 
living in shacks on the outskirts of a small coastal tovm set in the Tv/eed 
district of northern Nev/ South Wales. Vic is married to Feggy, a pretty but 
superficial young Aboriginal v/oman v/ho is attracted to Wally, a young 
larrikin Aborigine. Local Aborigines, led by Vic, are opposing a move off 
the settlement reserve dovm to the sv/a.mp te make v/a.y for a proposed 
nev/ playground. When v/ealthy ex-sugar farmer Mayor ¥^atson asks Vic 
to organize a corroboree in aid of a children's playground te provide local 
colour for visiting English v/riter Gertrude Harnett Vic refuses. But 
unprincipled ¥fally not only accepts the commission rather than unload a 
sugar boat but also seduces F'eggy. Forced to an election by tiie land rights 
controversy, the Mayor v/ins and the x'^ borigines are evicted from their 
land. Vic accidenta.lly kills Peggy, guilty of infidehty v/ith Wally. Suffering 
a personal tragedy and betrayed by one of his own people, Vic, in despair, 
accompanied by Henry, an old Aboriginal, sail off v/ith Peggy's dead body 
te her island tribal homeland. The play met v/ith a mixed reception from 
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critics. The author v/as acclaimed for the rhythm and beauty of the 
Aboriginal dialogue, and his sympathetic insight inte the problems of 
Aborigines. But in a letter to the author, Catherine Du.ncan, a fellov/ 
playv/right, disagreed with the viev/s expressed by Miss Harnett that 
reservations would be the ansv/er to the Aboriginal problem. Miss Duncan 
also suggested that the solution contained in the final scene v/3.s teo 
defeatist, and tiiat Vic, a fine character, instead of retreating back to his 
tribal lands, should be shov/n continuing the fight against injustice and for 
equal rights for Aborigines.^ ^ "^ The play proved popular in England. Cardiff 
Unity Theatre presented its first public performance in Britain in 
Porthca.v/1, ¥fales in 1950. and it v/on first prize at tiie Llandrindod Wells 
Drama Festival in that year.^ ^^ 
A play based on the hfe of Aboriginal painter Albert Namatjira,^  20 
\/ritten by Queensland playv/right Nance Macmilla.n,i2i v/as premiered by 
Brisbane Nev/ Theatre in 1961. The PaihteA'^'^ v/as based on the 
play^ /vTight"s ei^perience of a visit to the territory and her research into 
government attitudes tov/a.rds the Aboriginal painter. Despite the fact that 
he had sold hundreds of paintings earning thousands of dollars since first 
encouraged to paint by white painter Rex Battarbee, Namatjira v/as not 
allov/ed money to obt^ .in building supphes to improve his ov/n camp. When 
he tried to help his ovm people by obtaining a cattie lease. Federal 
authorities offered him one in the territory of a different tribe. This v/ould 
have involved him in tribal trespass if he had accepted and v/ould have 
meant his abandonment of his own people, their customs and culture. 
Taken soutii during the Royal Tour in 1954 to meet Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Philip, he v/as introduced to alcohol.^ ^a Excluded from the Wards 
Protection Act because of his special position as an artist, he W3.s given the 
right to drink. But he v/as ultimately charged and convicted for supplying 
alcohol to another member of his family and clan v/ho v/a.s still covered by 
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Uie Wards Protection Act (like most Aborigines) and not permitted to 
drink. Namatjira"s subsequent jailing vras said te have led te his early and 
tiagically unhappy death.i24 "Solidly founded on real life and history, the 
play is episodic and documentary in character "i 25 and ^^s set at a camp on 
the Finke River near Ahce Springs in Central Australia v/ith a scene in the 
courthouse. Its theme, a plea by a gifted Aboriginal artist te oppose 
outdated legislation imposed on his people and to. demand for them full 
citizen rights, suggested many parallels v/ith Namatjira"s life. Nev/ Theatre 
v/as fortunate in obtaining tv/o Aborigines, Bob Anderson and Pene 
Throv/er (his cousin) to participate in the play, Pene playing the role of 
Barmila, sister to the local nev/spaper editor Steve. Bob Anderson thought 
that the importance of the play v/as to "highlight injustice tov/a.rds 
Aborigines," vrtio, despite av/3.kening pubhc conscience, v/ere not "declared a 
people" until the Federal referendum of May 1967, which decided that 
Aborigines should be counted as part of the Australian population in the 
nextcensus.i26 
Latent anti-semitism v/hich had flared up briefly in Australia in the 
19.30s mth the limited entry to Australia of European jews fleeing Hitier's 
terror, again emerged in the late 1940s as thousands of European Jev/ish 
displaced persons sought refuge overseas. Agreement v/as reached that 
2,000 Jev/ish refugees v/ho had suffered in concentration camps and slave 
labour gangs should be admitted te^ Australia. The arrival of the first of 
these refugees created considerable ill-feeling and anti-semitic outbursts 
in the press and Parliament resulting in the termination of the programme 
early in 1947. From then until 1949, limitations v/ere placed on the 
numbers of refugees and those v/ho came v/ere selected on the basis of 
Aryan" features,!^? effectively a ban on Jewish refugee migration. 
Pressure from Australian Jev/ish organisations led to the abandonment of 
the exclusion of Jewish refugees; hov/ever applicants for landing permits 
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were still required te state v/hether or not they v/ere of the Jev/ish faith.^ ^^ 
In the light of the anti-Jev/ish sentiments v/hich had again surfaced in the 
community, Nev/ Theatre produced three plays, one of v/hich ex3.mined the 
impact of anti-semitism on a Jewish family and tiie others dealt v/ith its 
effect in the v/ider community. 
The first of these plays W3.s Friday Night at the Schrammer's 
(Unity. 1946),^ 29 a one-act play by local playv/right Laurence Collinson,i 30 
v/hich presented in lighthearted vein v/ith clever and natural dialc^ gue, the 
conflict v/hich emerges on a Friday night Sabbath betv/een the younger 
generation and their parents in a Jev/ish family living in Melbourne. Mrs 
Schrammer observes the traditions and customs of European Jev/ish 
communities, and accepts the conventional Jev/ish attitude that v/omen 
should pursue an exclusively nurturing role in the family. She is confused 
by the attitudes of her children Mark and Sadie v/ho are trying to 
assimilate and be accepted in i^ustralian society. Sadie declares herself an 
atheist, opposes Jev/ish customs, is interested in scientific rather than 
domestic achievement and denies her race in an endeavour te be accepted 
by her peers. Mark, striving for independence, also rejects the Jev/ish 
emphasis on family life and religion, and is critical of his father Harry "s 
caution about political involvement for change. 
American playv/right and director Arthur Laurents" first Broadv/a.y 
play Home of the Brave {\9^b)y^^'-f'^' a 1940 vra.rtime drama dealing v/ith 
anti-semitism. The plot revolves around Pte Coen (Coney), v/ho, as a result 
of a traumatic shock during wa.r service in an American engineering unit in 
the Pacific area, suffers amnesia and paralysis. By a series of flashbacks 
(supposedly induced by treatment with narcosynthesis), Coen rehves the 
incidents v/hich led te his breakdovm. A sympathetic psychiatrist helps him 
regain his mental and physical health and to understand that his guilt at 
Finch's death is not related te his hidden anger at his mate's possible 
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racism. He confidentiy returns t/:> civilian life v/ith his disabled buddy 
Mungo. A reviev/ of the Brisbane production v/as rightiy critical of the 
dubious psychological theories of the basis of racism on v/hich the plot v/as 
based.132 The Stanley Kramer screen version produced in 1949 changed the 
leading character from a Jew to an African-American.i33 
The theme of SX:y Without Birds (1952)^ 34 by Australian playv/right 
Oriel Gray is anti-semitism as it manifests itself in a small settiement on 
the edge of the Nullabor Plains. Heinrich Schafer, a German-Jewish refugee 
v/ho has e]<perienced the horror of a concentj-ation camp, seeks refuge in 
Koorora to v/^ ork as a loco-mechanic on the Trans-Continental Railv/ay 
v/here he hopes to adjust to a new life and restere his faith in humanity. 
Even in this isolated community, he finds himself a victim of racial 
prejudice from ex-Nazi supporter. Major Robinson and the narrov/-minded, 
gossiping storekeeper Bartlett and the target of vicious scapegoating by 
young Cliffie, an ignorant and aggressive xenophobic. Despite support from 
other members of the community, violence erupts betv/een Heinrich and 
Cliffie, urged on by Bartiett. This crisis helps to clarify the situation as 
Heinrich decides to reject isolation and face up to the v/ider community in 
Australia. He leaves the tovm in th^ hope that the v/orst of the violence 
and racial ostracism is over. The play v/a.s commended by critic Leslie Rees 
as a 'courageous tackling of a current social theme, mth sensitive v/riting 
and feeling, but (in the stage version) too sluggish a movement tov/a.rds a 
resolution. In the radio version, it played v/ell...but she should seek a 
v/ider audience and not try to preach at it"^35 The last pungent and didactic 
comments v/ere guaranteed not to encourage aspiring, but non-conformist 
playv/rights. Their effects are clearly reflected even at this much later date 
by Oriel Gray"s rather poignant explanation of the position she adopted in 
her plays : 
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I was a child of my time and of my tiieatre. Hew Theatre, groving up in an 
Aijstralia more isolated from the rest of the Mjrld than you can imagine today. 
I was seventeen -Fhen I came under the influence first of the Lefl ¥ing 
theatre and then the Communist Party I felt a wonderful lack of constraint 
vhen T/riting Slcy Without Birds since it was the first play I wrote after 
lea'iTing the [Commimist 1 Party. I still like it and might re-write it if a real 
chance of production came along. Anna Volska. directed a very nice rehearsed 
reading of it for Sydney Theatre Co, with a professional cast. She was keen that 
I should begin to write again for the theatre but by that time I had fallen off 
the tight-rope too many times.^ 36 
Another timely play produced by Nev/ Theatie v/ith an anti-racist 
theme, in this case apphed to an Italian migrant family in Melbourne, v/as 
Austiaiian playv/right Richard Benyon's The Shifting Heart.^^'"^ It v/as 
sponsored by the Elizabethan Theatie Trust to follov/ the successful run of 
another Austrahan play, Lawler"s Summer of the Seventeenth ik>ll New 
Theatie's production of the play in 1962 marked its first amateur theatie 
performance in Brisbane. The play, set in Cohingv/ood, an old run-dovm 
v/orking class suburb of Melbourne, is concerned v i^th tiie isolation and 
rejection of an Italian family by the Austiahan community, v\?hich results in 
the deaUi of tiieir son Gino in a drunken brav/1 on Christmas Eve. Aitiiough 
classed as a "social problem" drama it proved to have greater public appeal 
achieved by "generous concessions te- so-caUed "popular" taste, in the 
artistically dangerous direction of sentimentahsm."i38 it won tiie Sydney 
Journahsts" Club Competition in 1956, and v^s placed equal tiiird in tiie 
London Observef% competition tiie follov/ing year out of tv/o thousand 
entiles. 139 
The revival of Australian Nationalism 
A Plea for a National Theatre 
The Second ¥^ c>rld ¥/ar brought the search for x^ xustraiian democratic 
traditions and national origins into much sharper focus. The Nev/ Theatre 
movement was in the forefront of those v/ho attempted to resurrect radical 
nationalism, and assert the values of an idealised past in order to develop 
a tiuly Australian culture. New Theatre play wights turned back to 
Australia's early history, to the convicts, the bushrangers and tiie stories of 
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early settlement in order to develop a representative, socially-oriented 
national culture. One of the first of such plays v/as Jim Crawford"s The 
Governor's Stables (1953.. 1955)..^ '^-' v/hich gave the historical background 
of the present Sydney Conservatorium, originahy built as Governor 
Ma.cquarie"s st3.bles. This provides the setting for a plea for the 
est^.bhshment of an Australian national theatre, "against the opposition of 
commercial interests, in particular, Hollyv/ood films".i^ i The play also 
advocated State subsidised theatres mth cheap seats to make the theatre 
readily accessible to all sections of the Australian people. 
Under the patronage of Governor Macquarie, Francis Greenv/3.y, 
convicted for forgery and transported as a convict te Australia in 1614, 
became Sydney "s first civil architect Soon after his arrival he v/as granted 
a ticket-of-leave, in 1617 conditional emancipation and later in 1619 a full 
pardon for his excellent advice on public v/orks and designs for new 
buildings. He v/a.s given unrestricted freedom by Macquarie in the design of 
a nev/ government house and his design for the st^ .bles wa.s "so grand that 
it v/as often mistaken for Government House itself". Macquarie v/as already 
in trouble mth the Colonial Office over his building programme, and v/hen 
the nev/ "Oirtravagance" became knovm in London its completion v/as 
forbidden by the colonial secretary. 1^*2 jn the early 1620"s Commissioner 
Bigge came to Australia at the 'command of British e:>jporting interests and 
the Austrahan v/ool-grov/ers of the McArthur class" to investigate 
Macquarie"s governorship. As a result of Bigge"s visit Governor Macquarie, 
'v/ho first officially called this country Australia and v/ho sav/ it as the 
beginning of a nation and not purely as a punishment station',1^3 v/as 
removed by the British Colonial Office to the Isle of Ulva (off Scotland), 
many of architect Greenv/a.y"s projects v/ere cancelled or interfered v/ith, 
and in 1622 GreenW3.y was ignominiously dismissed by Macquarie"s 
successor. Governor Brisbane.^ 44 The plan of Macquarie and Greenv/a.y for 
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'a noble and spacious city, radiating from a vast civic square", to put 'the 
slum capitals of Europe to shame" ^ ./as discarded and tiie development of a 
native Australian architecture v/as seriously hampered.i45 
Described as a comedy in three acts, the play presents in dramatic 
form the basic historical details outlined above. The scene is then 
transposed to a modern setting at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music to a 
meeting discussing the establishment of an x'^ ustrahan National theatre. 
Visiting Shakespearean actor John Chelmsford argues that drama is a 
comprehensive test of a nation's culture and that a v/ide section of the 
population are interested in a civic theatre. In an interlude, people in a 
theatre queue support his viev.?point. Mr Albert Punting, a chain cinema 
operator, v/ho strongly believes that only Hollyv/ood style entertainment 
/^/ill attract the public, refuses to support the venture. The play v/a.s 
awarded the West Australian Theatre Council's £100 annual prize for an 
original Australian play. The adjudicator described the play as -
8. comedy in trije comedy -/ein. It employs cle-iz-er dialogue, uniqije siti.;a.tions 
and T/ell handled satire. The author has struck a distinct note of originality, 
particularly in the introduction of a theme of olden times on 7/hich to base his 
present day nation. The characters are well defined. ^^^' 
This commendation provides .sufficient evidence that the play v/as 
eminentiv .sta.gev/orthv. yet the xA u^stralian Playwright."s xA^ dvisory Board 
Vvtiich normally organised the distribution of x4u.stralian plays refused to 
handle The Gover/jor^ Sta.t^les on the grounds that it was "propaganda". 
Brisbane Nev/ Theatre admitted that tiie play v/as certainly propaganda, 
but for desirable objectives which v/ould further the interests of x^ ustj^ alian 
theatre. It protested to tiie Playwrights" Board and sought support from 
local amateur groups to^ combine in st^ .ging the play but apparentiy met 
with no supporti4? The play v/as eventually produced by New Theatie 
tegetiier witii similar "propaganda" for a British national tiieatre. The BarA' 
Lady of the Sonnets^"^^ written by George Bernard Shaw. In this comedy 
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set at the end of the sixteentii century. Queen Ehzabeth I refuses a plea 
from ¥/illiam Shakespeare te endov/ a national theatre to "take up the good 
v/ork that the Church has abandoned to greedy merchants interested in 
profits rather than tiie nation". She predicts that it v/ould be three hundred 
years before England follov/ed the lead of Russia and Germany and built a 
national playhouse. This play was also entered in the I960 Ipsv/ich Drama 
Festival One-Act play competition, v/here it v/as pointed out that although 
it 'ms not the playv/rights intention to "have the play treated too 
seriously," the group v/as guilty of an obvious misinterpretion.i^^ 
Brisbane "s origins as a penal colony provided the inspiration for Jim 
Crav/ford"s "phantasy in one act". They Passed This Way (1956, 1957) 
/^/hich had its premiere at the second annual One-Act play Festival in 
Ipsv/ich. In his notes on the play, Jim Crawford sets out the historical 
background on v/hich the play is based: 
From 1825 until 1840 Brisbane, nov the capital city of the State of Queensland, 
was the T/orst penal station of the British CroT/n... Captain Patrick Logan T/as 
one of the worst commandants at Brisbane at this time... Floggings, suicides and 
perpetual semi-starvation ^/ere the order of the day... 5^0 
Brisbane"s 'Observatory', originally a v/indmill, (and a tj-eadmill and 
gallov/s) built by Captain Logan, Brisbane's penal commandant provides 
tiie setting for tiie play, as Peter, a visiting artist and Joyce, his girl-friend, 
a resident of Brisbane, stroll in its shadov/. They v/itness the apprehension 
by a policeman of a young boy, Thomas Parsfield stealing flov/ers. He is 
released v/itii a v/arning as the kindly householder intervenes. As Peter 
sketxhes the "Observatory", tiie ghosts of the penal settiement app^ear. 
Thomas Merritt a stonemason, sentenced to^ seven years for larceny and 
Frank McGarry, a convict-builder, v/ho set^ ; the scene v/itii tiie song "The 
Ballad of Moreton Bay"; Capt3.in Logan, the commandant and Cunningham, 
the e/iplorer. In their conversations they reveal the "v/ealtii of historical 
colour and atxnosphere"i5i that animated Uie early settiement and provide 
2 y ^t 
a sta.rk contrast to the modern scene depicted earlier. The play succeeds in 
its objective of shov/ing the inhumanity of a system v/hich transported 
prisoners for the most tj-ivial crimes and the brutal treatment they 
received as punishment - starved, flogged and exploited on the treadmill. 
The audience is reminded that these "prisoners of the Crovm" should t*e 
remembered as the founding fathers of the city, the men and women v/ho, 
v/ith their ov\m hands and skihs, erected its first buildings. 
The panic that gripped Australia in the "seventies of the last century, 
v/hen rumours of a Russian invasion sv/ept the young colonies" wa.s the 
subject of Australian playv/right Ralph Petersen"s The Night of the Ding 
B';}ng^'^'^ presented by Brisbane Nev/ Theatre in 1959. It v/as adapted in 
1961 for television by Jeff Underhih.i53 since the 1620s the fledgling 
Australian colonies v/ere concerned over the intentions of Russian visits to 
Sydney and Tasmania, and by 1632 British authorities expressed alarm at 
the frequency of the visits of Russian warships. At the outbreak of the 
Crimean ¥^ar (165.3-56), fears v/ere expressed about the possibility of Nev/ 
South Wales being invaded by Russians and public meetings v/ere held to 
discuss and organise more adequate defences of Sydney, v/hilst in Victoria 
v/hen a Russian squadron left for a cruise in the South Pacific in 1654 
'excitement grew to fever pitch". A report issued on the 9th December 
1656 of the Royal Commission on the defence of New Soutii ¥/a.les actuahy 
named Russia as a possible aggressor. An extraordinary invasion scare 
developed in 166.3 v/hen the Russian ship Bogatyr visited the port of 
Melbourne; on its arrival it v\/3.s alleged that "an attack v/a.s intended upon 
the port of Melbourne", and the plan v/ent astray only because the 
x'^ ustrahan government v/a.s forev/a.rned. A visit of three Russian ships the 
AfriM, Vestnil: ^M Platen in 1662 coincided v/ith the last and "most 
interesting" invasion "scare". The Melbourne Age on the I6th February 
1662 published v/hat it claimed v.'a.s "an intercepted despatch" from the 
Brisbane New Theatre, 
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Russian Admiral te the Russian Minister of Marine v/hich proved to be a 
complete hoax.i 54 
The comedy v/a.s originally staged under the titie Night of the 
Fussians and v/hen it v/as first produced in London it received rave 
notices. Play v/right Ralph Petersen teld TV Times 
I first heard the story of the invasion scare on my grandmother's knee. Years 
later I thought I'd isrrite it, but I forgot it until I am across some details of the 
scare vhen I was doing research for another story. This triggered me into 
TvTiting the story about three I'ears ago. It ^'as amazing Yiow Adelaide '^ •'as 
completely swept aw'a.y by the invasion scare. Why, I don't kno"?;^ . E'/en Sydney 
folk wave worried. This led to fortifications being built at Fort Denison, South 
Head and other places., while in Adelaide, Fort Glandore, Fort Glenelg and later 
Fort Largs 'S'ere built.-55 
The play dramatises these events. Fohov/ing rumours of the reported 
appearance of a Fmssian gunboat in the Great Austiaiian Bight, a deputation 
of tev/nspeople, including the editer of the local paper, call on the 
Administrator of South Austraha, Colonel Charles Beaucharnp, a military 
rnan Vvlio trains tiie Free Volunteer Rifles on Saturday afternoons. The 
Colonel attempts te minimise the invasion threat but fears reach their peak 
as tv/o explosions occur at the height of tiie Regimental ball and a report 
spreads that the Russians have attacked. The Regiment prepares to fight 
until Marcus Hipson, a young schoolteacher, who advocates education as 
opposed to miht^.rism, and v/ho wishes to marry tiie Coloners daughter 
Louise, discovers tiiat Fort Glenelg"s structural cohapse caused the 
ejiplosions and tiie Russian invasion is a hoax. In tiie Colonel's absence 
from the Legislative Assembly, the Defence Bill is overturned and a bill for 
free and conifjrehensive education is carried. The marriage of Louise and 
Marcus is assured as his scepticism atwjut the invasion is vindicated as v/ell 
as his behef Uiat schools should be built before forts. x41though the Courier-
Mail reported tiiat New Theatj-e's production of tiie play "v/as not a really 
ding-dong affair',i56 according te Nev/ Theatie report^ Brisbane audiences 
were excellent and tiie season was repeated. 15* R7 
24'^ -J 
CT. 
Ballads, bushrangers and the Democratic Tradition 
Interviev/ed by the press on a visit to Australia in 1954, Dame 
ybil Thorndike shov^ed her theatrical perspicacity v/hen she suggested 
that Australian dramatists should take advant3.ge of tiie theatrical 
opportunities offered by Australia's 'colorful and unique outback'.^  58 jt 
v/as Australian playv/right Dick Diamond v/ho did just that v/hen, v/ith 
acknov/ledgments to Joseph Furphy and George Farv/ell, he v/rote Feedy 
Fiver}-"^^ first shovm in Melbourne in 195-3 and produced in Brisbane in 
1954 to capacity audiences. 1^ '" This v/as a nev/ type of musical comedy 
which aimed to^ preserve Australian democratic traditions in a "stery of true 
love and adventure around the Shearers" Stiike, v/ith extiacts from 
literature, poetry, songs and dances of the period".^ ^^ The production 
achieved an authentic atmosphere and the zest and enthusiasm of the 
players created a delightful entertainment v/hich emerged as "the greatest 
success in the history of the Australian amateur theatre."^^^ xhe rather 
sketchy plot concerns the shearers" defeat in the 1690-1 strikes leading to 
the virtual collapse of the union, the employment of "blacklegs" or "scabs' at 
squatter Brodie's sheds, and the eventual restoration of union conditions 
and full employment of all unionists under the leadership of shearer Joe 
Collins. Hailed by London's Unity Theatre as "the perfect people's musical", 
Feedy Fiver undoubtedly ov/ed its success in Brisbane and throughout the 
state and in its many revivals throughout Australia to its portrayal of the 
lives of ordinary v/orking people in historical conteid, combined v/ith 
tiaditional bush dances, and ballads and folksongs sung to the 
accompaniment of a bush band.^^s But despite the fact that about 60,000 
people had shown their vociferous appreciation of this exciting musical 
celebrating Australia "s history, very littie publicity was given to it in tiie 
daily press. After some pre-publicity, Brisbane local papers preserved a 
deep silence and failed to review it. i^ ^Although at variance with its 
S d U lio rt E - ^ ; L f W t ) F..„VH».ir*..d (S»^.), I.™ KcKe (Tt.™,), Hart-, • - ^^»^-
'£1™t 1 t. r): Euc Nord (E.ll), » « t tfan-h.=d (S»=,^.), ?, Garth Giiiord (Jo, CoUte), »»« 
Dickie (Ttumo), ?, Bob Getitle (DixotO, Marty von Senden (Nugget) 
(Photos courtesy Jean Leary) 
A scene trom ^i-^r.^i^ron st-^ ge - Brisbane New Theatre 1954 
(photo courtesy R k S Fraser) 
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reception by the general public, the press coldness is indicative of the 
establishment's persistence in attempting to isolate Nev/ Theatre and 
prevent its often radical message reaching v/ider audiences. 
After the resounding success of Feedy Fiver, Nev/ Theatie presented 
another musical to Brisbane audiences v/ritten by the same author. Dick 
Diamond's Under the CooliJbah Tree (1955)^^5 proved popular v/ith the 
public, but never reached the heights of its predecessor. ¥fith its; simple 
story of shearers. Aborigines, river sailors and shov/ people it brought to 
life the Austraha of the 1660s. The setting for tiie musical is the paddle 
steamer "Mary Jane", carrying a cargo of beer v/hich is shipv/recked in a 
billafcong on the Murray River, eighty miles from ¥Alcannia v/hen Captain 
Jinks makes the unfortunate error of trying to tjravel up the Darling River 
dujing a storm. The Captain, crev/ and passengers (a theatre troupe of 
showgirls bound for an engagement in Bourke) encounter Darling River 
Aborigines, squatter Riordan, the ostensible ov\mer of the land, and the 
contending owmer Charley Dav/son, a free selector, and several shearers on 
their v/ay to Riordan"s sheds. Drav/ing its "theme and atmosphere from the 
beginnings of our cultural heritage, t*3.sed as it is on the river steamboats, 
the shearers, free selectors and squatters of the 1660s",i66 it provided a 
vehicle for the presentation of x^ustralian bush ballads, a can-can, and a 
beautiful ballet of an Aboriginal legend, and used the typical dialogue of 
the period to create a rollicking, refreshing musical. Although most of the 
songs v/ere eitiier traditional or v/ritten at an earher time, Brisbane Nev/ 
Theatre added a song The Stranger by Brisbane poet John Manifold, v/hich 
provided a refreshingly Queensland flavour, and Syd Davis, v/ho v/a.s also 
one of the play"s directers, v/rote the music for Dick Diamond's pcem The 
Two-Up Song. Like Reedy River, the musical v/as performed on a total of 
tv/enty-one occasions at many venues in Brisbane and v/as also taken to 
Ipswich and Maleny.^^' Publicity /^vas only given te Under the Coolit>ah 
L^iJei- tli:? Co.i?/i^.3ii Tive - Brisbaiie Mev/ Ttieatre 1955 
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Tree after George Petersen, Secretary of Nev/ Theatre v/rote to the 
Courier-f-daii pointing out that tiie paper had failed to reviev/ Feedy Fiver, 
a show v/hich attiacted more than 5,700 people to its Brisbane 
performances. As a result, a brief reviev/ by Courier-Mail critic Roger 
Covell expressed appreciation for the production's emphasis on Australian 
tjaditions.i^ ^^ 
The world premiere of anotiier great Austrahan musical The Wild 
ColonialBoy'^^'^ written by John Meredith, folk-lore enthusiast and leader 
of the Sydney Bushv/hackers Band and Sydney playwTight Joan Clarke, ^^s 
staged in Brisbane in April, 195b. Whilst not historically accurate, v/ith 
'v/onderful songs, admirably sung, brilliant costuming, [and] good st^ge 
set '^, the play wove 'the v/eb of fantasy to bring back the early convict 
days'.i'O The musical is based on the life of John Donahoe, a young 
Irishman of eighteen years, v/ho v/as sentenced to transportation for life to 
Austraha in 1625 for 'intention te commit a felony'. Determined to be free, 
he escaped to the bush v/ith tv/o convict mates, but v/as recaptured in 
1626. He again escaped in leg-irons resolving never again to be captured, 
and v/as shot as a bushranger in 16.30. The story of Jack Donohoe, convict-
runavra.y turned bushranger, is a typical e:?pression of the sense of 
injustice against authority brought witii them to Austialia by tiie early 
Irish which has left its mark on Australian histe-ry and culture. Bold Jack 
Donahoe vras a symbol of resistance to constituted authority/ and a focal 
point for a generation of legends affirming a spirit of solidarity and 
freedom v/hich have become part of an Austiaiian heritage.i^i Donohoe is 
reputed to have composed a song about himself, Donahoe's Songp- a 
parody of an old Irish song Ireland Lies Groaning v/hich celebrates this 
tradition of freedom, and is e]«mplified in the chorus of the play's theme 
song: 
Then come a^av, my hearties, ?/e"ll roam the mountainside.. 
Together ^ --e ^ill plunder, together wa T/ill nde. 
•-. C •-! 
/iii" \v^MCo2>JiiiiiB>jy- Brisbane New Theatre, 1956 
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/5K» Mi'J C'jlL^ziz-iiBay-- Bris.bane New Theatre, 195t' 
(From 1 to r,)- Star ley Olive, Les IlcWillian-is (Paddy llalonH.) 
Heattier lliller. 
K-.il 'J 1 llyles, Gus Leary (Pedlar.',', 
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¥el l cross the wil4 Blue Mountains, and ride the Bathurst Plains, 
Jor iJ-e scorn to live in slavery bound do-^ -^n wiXYi iron chains.^'3 
All the songs and dances performed are traditional, v/ith the exception of a 
poem by Bartiett Adamson entitied The Convict's f¥edil/ng v/itii music 
composed by Syd Davis v?ho played the leading role of Donohoe. 174 
In keeping with tiiis celebration of Australian nationahsrn v/as J.A. 
Ferguson's one-act play, Campbell of Filmhor^"^^' presented by Nev/ Theatie 
at the 1959 Ipsv?ich Drama Festival.i?^^ The play fully exploits tiie 
atmosphere of suspense and terror generated in tiie Scottish Highlands just 
after the defeat of tiie 1745 national uprising v/hen the Scots suffered 
severe reprisals from British tioops.i?? Dugald Stev/art, captured by British 
tioops led by Captain Sandernan, accompanied by Campbell of Kilmohr 
searching for fugitives from the recent batties, refuses to betiay his leaders 
and dies a martyr's death for the cause of Scottish independence. 
Feminism and Comedy 
The staging of Laurence Collinson"s one-act comedy No Sugar for 
George (1949.) '^'^ , "a human and amusing slice of life", v/as a "happy 
justification of Nev/ Theatre's policy of staging Australian vmters of 
merit".! 79 its theme of v/omen"s independence ratiier tiian married 
slavery, is revealed in the failed attempts of an interfering v/oman to 
arrange a marriage. Mohy, a busybody and scheming matchmaker, 
intieduces her friend Gloria "s sister Emily, a "brisk, almost handsome 
v/oman" in her mid-forties, to her old friend George Richardson as an 
eminentiy desirable husband. But Emily, clearheaded and independent, 
refuses tiiis "last chance" to rnarry a capitahst entrepreneur, v/ho 
shamelessly e>?ploits tiie women v/orkers at his factory as he did his former 
wife at home. George is satirised as a tiioroughly objectionable, narrow-
minded character v/ho opposes education, dislikes card playing, abhors 
gambling and disparages tea drinking as an "unhealUriy feature of our 
national hfe". In rejecting tiie marriage, Emily repudiates conformist 
o c: c 
attitudes and affirms the right of vwmen to an independent and fulfilling 
life v/ithout the necessity of a marriage partner. 
Famous Russian playv/right Anton Chekhov's one-act comedy 7/ii? 
Proposal (1955). v/hich v/as v/ritten m 1669 provided comic relief from the 
tragedy of FocA'etFange v/ith v/hich it v/as teamed. The play satirized "the 
land-hungry money-grubbing Russian aristocracy of the time in a roUicking 
comedy of the adventures of a suitor with his v/ife-te-be and her father."i^ o 
The production of John MiUington Synge's one-act play The Tinker's 
Wedding (1957)^ ®! marked another venture into comedy for New Theatre. 
The frustration of a tinker couple's attempt to marry and their rejoicing at 
their escape from matrimony is the theme of the play, v/hich humorously 
celebrates their simple life of freedom roaming the countryside. In 
addition, it presents a critical and ironic viev/ of religious hypocrisy for its 
unjust dismissal of the poor in society. Sean O'Casey's one-act comedy The 
End of the Beginning {\9':nW'^ v/as presented by New Theatre at AH Saints' 
Hall and later as its entry in the Third Ipsv/ich Drama Festival in July 1957. 
Set in the kitchen of an Irish farmhouse, it deals in an hilariously comic 
fashion v/ith the troubles encountered by Darry Berrih, a farmer v/hen he 
decides te do his v/ife Lizzie's v/ork in the house, v/hile she ploughs the 
fields. The play's production in Ipsv/ich v/3.s apparentiy very successful: 
The non-stop riotous behaviour of the t^ ro central figwes in the play, the 
farmer (Syd Davis) end his some v/hat doubtful help (Les McYilliems), was 
greatlv appreciated by the audience. 
Althoikh on stege for a brief period only, G /^en McKay, gave a sterling 
performance as the fai'mer"s witaY^-^ 
The juxtaposition of femini-sm/v/omen"s rights and comedy is perhaps an 
interesting commentary on attitudes at this time. The role of women in 
society v/as frequentiy depreciated by tj-eating them in comic vein, cts in a 
cartoon in the Bulletin wtiich shov/s v/omen "s entj-y into male occupations 
asa joke.i?-4 
Sn 
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In 1959 Queensland celebrated its centenary, and accordmg to the 
Queensland Guardian th^x^ v/as "a good deal of ""Duchessing"" going on up 
tiiere in celebration of tiie occasion" which had littie to do vAth the fact that 
Queensland"s history v/as "made by the working people, and that all they 
have gained in 100 years, tiiey had to fight for".i- Brisbane New Theatire, 
however, with the help of Jim Crav/ford, v/as able to celebrate the 
centenary in fitting fashion by commemorating a v/orkers" stiuggle v/hich 
had paved tiie v/a.y for the return m 1915 of a Labor government pledged 
to a socialist objective, and v/hich helped to place Queensland in the 
forefront of the progressive states and countiies of the period.i&"6 jim 
Crawford's new play Billets or Badges}'-'^ ^^s presented in October 1959.. 
timed to coincide v/ith the holding of the Queensland Trades Union 
Congress.iss jhis musical play "based on the tv/in themes of free unionism 
and v/omen's rights'i«9 dealt v/ith the 1912 Brisbane tramv/3.ys strike, and 
contained some fine songs and dances as weU as humorous and clever 
dialogue. Dancers were created by the Association of Austiaiian Dancers. 
The words for the lyrics w e^re v/ritten by Pamela and Jim Cravrford and the 
music by John Bellamy. Not all the music v/as original, some being 
adapt.ations of existing folk songs. The 'Wearing of tiie Badge' (a tiaditional 
poem reprinted from the Worker of March 1912) ^^s sung to the tune of 
"The Wearing of tiie Green', and It's Nice to be a Lady" to ttie time of ttie 
tiaditional air, "See Me Dance tiie Polka". The music for anotiier old poem 
"Emma Miller" was v/ritten by John Bellamy.i^ o 
The plot interspersed v/ith music and dancing, tiaces the progress of 
events and attitiides towards tiie tiam stiike and tiie movement for 
women"s rights revealed by ttie various characters: Albert Plumper, a 
business min, his wife, Amelia and ttieir daughter Phyllis, her wharfie 
friend Frank and ttie ottier workers and ti-ade unionists who featiire in tiie 
plav. The 1912 strike v/as not confined to tramv/ay workers but became a 
^ J'J 
general strike v/hich involved 20,000 tjade unionists in Brisbane and 
thousands of others outside the city, bringing Brisbane almost te a 
standstill.191 it began v/hen Badger, the American Manager of the English-
ovmed Brisbane Tramwa.y Company refused to allov/ employees to join a 
union, sacked any employees v/ho v/ore a union badge, and introduced a 
company union. Forty-three unions struck in support, .3,000 special 
constables v/ere enrolled, and on Black Friday a large procession of 
v/orkers including a v/omen "s contingent of six hundred, led by veteran 
labor activist Emma Miller,i92 demonstrated in a tv/o-mile long march. 
Repeated brutal attacks by the special police eventually broke up the 
march. Although the strike collapsed after five v/eeks, the unions v/ere 
vindicated by the Judgment of Mr Justice Higgins in the Arbitration Court 
in favour of trade union rights, and the militancy engendered in this 
struggle resulted in tiie defeat of the conservative Queensland government. 
The play was enthusiastically received in it^ four nights" production in AU 
Saints' Hall and one night in a suburban hah in Enoggera,i93 but 'it failed to 
reach the heights of intensity envisaged by its author.'i94 
The End of Brisbane New Theatre 
Unlike Sydney Nev/ Theatre v/hich is stih functioning, 1962/.3 
marked the end of political theatre in Brisbane. A number of factors v/ere 
responsible for Nev/ Theatre's demise. With a smaher population than 
other capital cities Brisbane has alv/a.ys faced difficulties in mainta.ining its 
amateur theatres wthout government subsidies and solely dependent for 
financial support on their members and supporters. For a left-vring theatre 
in a hostile political chmate these difficulties were intensified. Without a 
permanent theatre of it^ ov/n in v/hich te train its actors and rehearse and 
produce its plays - Sydney New^  Theatre acquired one - it v/a.s often refused 
hahs for productions. Frequentiy boycotted by the daily press v/ho denied 
it publicity and reviews, it became dependent solely on the trade union 
OCT. A 
and Communist Party press te pubhcise its activities. The advent of 
television in 1956 which had seriously affected film and commercial 
theatre attendances by 1956 and the establishment of a national 
professional theatie v/ere also factors which exacerbated the situation for 
Brisbane Nev/ Theatie. But perhaps tiie major cause of the theatre's dechne 
V/3.S its loss of direction occasioned by the external pohtical situation. 
Indicative of the decline in support for the left in Australia are tiie 
membership figures of the Communist Party. By 1963 its membership v/as 
reduced to about 4,000 (one-si:>d:h of its v/3.r-time peak) and v/as stih 
declining follov/ing events overseas in the 1950s - Kruschev's disclosures 
of Stalin "s iniquities and the merciless crushing of Hungarian and Czech 
peoples" movements by the Russian invasions. Confusion in the left in this 
period not only dampened the ardour and enthusiasm of theatre activists 
but also led to internal divisions v/ithin Nev/ Theatre. In an attempt to 
stimulate its decreasing membership and audiences, one theatre faction 
argued for the presentation of plays v/ith non-controversial themes tD 
attiact a more middle-class audience rather than produce the provocative 
and daring plays which had been the very basis and reason for the 
theatre"s eastence - plays v/hich appealed to a working-class and 
politicaUy conscious audience.^ 95 And the final blov/ contributing to its loss 
of vitality and momentum v/3.s the departure of some of its leading actors 
through retirement or transfers to other states. Barbara Colley, v/ho had 
acted consistentiy in every play in Nev/Theatre from 1956 until 1961 and 
produced Nance MacmiUan "s play The Painter left the theatre at the end of 
1962 after "a happy and fulfilling time" v/hen her husband v/ent 
overseas.196 sy<i Davis, v/ho had acted and produced in the theatre since 
1936. became heavily involved v/ith trade union v/ork v/hen in 1956 he 
wa.s appointed Research Officer for the Australasian Meat Industry 
Employees Union (Queensland Branch). He took his final curtain in Nev/ 
Theatie in a peace play in 1962.19? David Dickie, leading actor in the 
theatxe from its revival in 1947 left Brisbane for Sydney and Ted Kelk for 
North Queensland in 1963, both for reasons of employ men t.i 98 Ron and 
Shirley Fraser who had joined the theatre in 1952 v/ere forced to leave to 
pursue grov/ing family commitments.i99 Nev/ Theatie"s final attempt to 
st3.ge a fuU-length play - Alan Seymour "s The One Day of the Year- v/as 
finally abandoned because of casting difficulties, and two remaining 
experienced actors Gwen McKay and Bert Webb joined Ipsv/ich LitUe 
Theatre.200 Some of its remaining members continued for a little v/hile to 
perform sketches at trade union socials and other functions of left-vring 
organisations, many of v/hich v/ere v/ritten by Jim Crawford. He continued 
his v/riting career until 1970, writing his last three-act play The Cavern 
and the Tavern (v/hich v/as never produced) in 1965.^ "^ ^^  The last 
production of one of his plays. The Cattle King ei^anded from an earlier 
sketch called The jacAieroo \/as performed in 1972 by the Nindethana 
Theatre, an Aboriginal theatre in Melbourne and in 1973, the Austj-alian 
Broadcasting? Commission used The Cattle King as part of a television 
programme entitied "Basically Black" in v/hich the National Black Theatre 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
The df arnatic changes in :50ciety precipitated by the rise of capitahsm 
provided the major impetus for the development of political theatre in 
Europe and America m the late nineteenth and early tv/entieth centuries. 
Political theatre \v3.s not tx:> develop in Australia until the 1930s, although 
an Australian drama, sometimes tjermed nationalist, but more often an 
eiipresision of opposition ^n an imposed colonial culture, v/as v/eU-
estiblished by the end of the ninetjeenth century and enjoyed popular 
support. Despite random censorship, themes of trade unionism and 
v/orking-class struggle, social injustice and pohtical chicanery v/ere 
featured in early Australian pohtical drama. A number of fact/i^ rs, 
particularly the increased popularity of the fUm industry, dominated by 
American interests, caused the alienation of the v/orking-class from the 
popular stage, althou-gh vaudeville istill attracted the urban v/orking-class 
up tj the Second World War. Commercial theatre became the province of 
the middle cia:3s, concentrating on light entertainment and generally 
ignoring indigenous theatrical productions, while amateur theatres v/ere 
left tj tike over tlie role of presenting Australian drama. 
The v/orld depression of 1929 provided the momentum for the 
development of p-olitical theatre in AustjraUa producing drama of 
indisputable vitality v/hich focussed on political and social problems facing 
v/orking people, and Vs^ iich continued in the period of social ferment during 
and after the Second World War. Overseas influence was still apparent in 
this drama, but Au:3tralian playv/rights were encouraged by WEA-
sponsored play competitions to concentrate on the Australian scene. Despite 
its left-wing bias, Unity/New Theatre made only rare excursions into 
producing plays concerned v/lth socialist ideas, preferring to present drama 
more relevant to the problems of AustraUan society. It made an 
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inestimable contribution tx^ A^rairds recuperating the role of Australian 
v/orkers in its history and culture by popularising v/orkers' struggles in 
plays and m musicals highlighting uniquely Australian ballads and bush 
dances. By means of sketches and skits on pertinent political issues from a 
v/orking-class perspective, it reached out to workers on the job and in the 
suburbs. Both theatres highhghted themes of overt and latent racism and 
raised the question of equahty for an Australians, irrespective of race or 
gender, v/ith particular emphasis on reversing entrenched racism and 
bigotry towards Australia's indigenous people. They shov/ed perception and 
foresight in v/a.rnmg of the rise of fascism, the danger of v/ar and the 
horrors of nuclear proliferation. 
Political theatre developed against a background of systematic 
suppression and censorship. In Brisbane, political intervention by the right-
/^ving Forgan-Smith Labor government v/hich caused the demise of the WEA 
and the subsequent coUapse of its dramatic society in 1941 has been 
discussed. The final disintegration of Nev/ Theatre in 1962 is more 
complicated. Frequently refused halls, its plays censored or suppressed and 
its playv/rights ignored and denied pubUcity by the daily press, it v/3.s 
forced to rely on Communist Party and tj-ade union press for advertising 
and support. Its close connection wth the left movement, particularly the 
Communist Party, already discredited by exposures overseas of Stalin's 
excesses, and the legacy of Cold War propaganda v/hich had successfully 
isolate individuals and organisations of even mildly left-v/mg persuasion, 
contj-ibuted to the ever-narrowing circle to v/hich it appealed. ¥/ith the loss 
of its most exp-erienced players and producers, a dispirited and in some 
cases disiUusioned membership lost direction and the theatre folded. 
The research has achieved its objective of recording and preserving 
an important aspect of history by providing a pubhc record of the 
repertoire of political theatre in Brisbane, albeit incomplete. The 
27S 
enthusiasm for a politically committed theatre evident m the memories of 
participants has been recorded in taped interviev/s v/ith surviving Nev/ 
Theatj-e members. Manuscripts of unpublished plays and sketches have 
been collected, together wth programs and photographs v/hich v/ill be 
made available to library archives. A wide historiographical field has been 
consulted to provide a background to historical developments, as v/ell as 
pubhcations on theatre in America, Europe and Australia. Gaps revealed in 
the repertoire of the WEA Dramatic society could provide the basis for 
further research v/hich may also shov/ more clearly its connections v.?ith the 
trade union movement and the Labor Party. The role of the Communist 
Party and its influence on political theatre in Australia v/hich has received 
only peripheral treatment, is a question that invites further clarification. 
A book on the history of Australian political theatre on a national level stiU 
av/aits publication. 
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